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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community
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Ohio voters say 'butts be gone

November 17.2006
Volume 101. Issue 61

Bob Barker
retires after 50
years on TV

Cigarette ban to affect Ohio bars and restaurants

The long-time game
Christy Johnson
Rep

show veteran and
television legend
announced on Oct. 51

Smoking was banned in mosl
public places in I lliin by .i 58
percent vote in favor of Issue .">
on Nov, 7 leaving no "if," "and"
in cigarette butt.
\n\\ local business owners

he will be calling it quits
in June after 35 years
on the "Price Is Right"
| Page 8

Bush visits
Vietnam
during summit

.lie buckling down to ride out
the wave ol change.
"I don'i think the law will
help bar owners, Inn in the long
run I do not think ii will hurt us
thai severely." said Kamikaze's
ownet Kick Air.
While some business own
(■is. like \li. ilo mil suspect ,i
hum' decline in the number ol

customers, others like Howard's
Club II owner limGavarone are
rearing a negative impact from
ihepassingol issue >
"I think it most definitely
will alia I business, ibis is jusi
another blow against small
business," < lavarone said.
In a college town like Bowling
Green, where students frequeni

local bars on weekends, atten
dance could stay the same.
"I am a smoker and will slill
go out to the bars on weekends.
It's Bowling (.rein
what
else is there to do?" said l)ei>
Vrmengau, junior.
Ohio has become the I ith
state io pass a smoking ban in
publii plat es. some cities in

Ohio, such as Columbus, have
had a c in wide public smoking
ban lor months.
\i spue, a bat located in the
Arena District ot Columbus,
bartender Bryan While ha- not
noticed a decline ill palinns
since the cnies smoking ban
BUTTS Pjge2

nnovative drinkers create custom brew

Alter visiting Hanoi
for a three-day
economic summit.
Bush claims to have

Vietn.i

ply siore in Akron, Ohio, started
brewing his own beer 20 years
ago.

By Erin Rochin
Reporter

learned the lessons of
| Page 5

Turning 21 brings a privilege that
college students dream about, the
pi Ivil ge of buying their own alcohol.
But before one is legal, beverage
options are severely limited.
It's all about whatever is in the
keg, or in mom and dad's liquor
cabinet. Once one hits the magic
number, it is possible to brew beer
at home, or sample some craft
brews, beei ibat is brewed and dis
tributed regionally.
John Pastor, owner of the Grape
and Granary, a home brewing sup-

OSUvs.
Michigan, where
do you stand?
You decide - our
analysts give you the
breakdown of the
biggest rivalry college
football has to offer
| Page 6

Falcon hockey
faces OSU
The Buckeyes travel

I he biggest benefit of brewing your own beer is that you can
customize it to your own tasie,"
Pastor said
I'asmr recommends reading a
book about home brewing before
jumping into the process
"if you start without any background information, you w ill nut
up with a reallv bad batch, Pasta
said.
The initial Investment into
a home brewing kit can range
from $30 to $150. Black Swamp
Bootleggers, a store on North
Main Street, sells home brewing
supplies.
(line you make the investment, have some practice, you
can produce quality beer for about

ALES

BEER VOCABULARY

Brown Ale
HOPS: The dried ripe flowers of this

Porter

plant, containing a bitter aromatic oil.

Stout

They are used in the brewing industry
to prevent bacterial action and add the

LAGERS

characteristic bitter taste to beer.

Pale Lager
Pilsner

BARLEY: A widely distributed cereal

Light Lager

plant belonging to the genus Hordeum,

Dark Lager

of the grass family, having awned flowers
that grow in tightly bunched spikes. The
grain of this plant, used as food and in
making beer, ale, and whiskey.

north to BG where
BREW

each team hopes to

>2

salvage their season
| Page 6
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Black gold
in BG brings
lasting boom

m

i

The discovery of oil in
northwest Ohio in the
mid -1880s changes
the face of Bowling
Green | Page 3

Transgender
speaker visits
the Union
Susan Stryker
attempts to clear up
misconceptions about
gender in society

"Who are you cheering
for tomorrow?

^.1
KYLE DUNCAN, Ohc
Stale Fan
"OSU. because
Michigan is [insert
several expletives]."
| Page 4

TODAY
Partly Cloudy
High:41. Low: 32

TOMORROW
Cloudy
High: 48. Low: 34

k

Downtown says goodbye to
businesses as vacancies increase
By Shelby Schroeder

Students to save by figuring sales tax
By Freddy Hunt

"Things go in cycles,
and transitions are

siudeiiis can save pocket
change everydaj just bj know
ing the definition ol loud
Understanding sales tax,
Chuck Wiersma, business man
aget ol dining sen ices said, is

II you're a Bowling Green resident, chances are you frequeni
downtown all the time Next
time you're there, look around
a bit. '
Have you noticed the more
than 2(1 vacant spaces through'
our downtown and lining Main
Street? lust last month Skxline
Chili and Cosmos added to the
desolation by dosing their doors.
The increase in vacant ieshave
some wondering il the economic
decline ol Ohio— the kind |xiliticians have directed our attention
to in recent years — has finally
laid hand on downtown bowling
Green,
icical business owners don't
think so. and most openly welcome the change.
long-time owner of Cycle
\\eiks David Pickering said that
in his case, making il downtown

shop from Sylvania, I Ihio, closed
its doors after only two years on
Main Street.
(ireg Halamay, owner of
Finders Records & I apes, said 1 be
changes to the area in the past in
years have largely been positive,
noting the benefits of Heritage
211(1(1. a group founded in (he (Ills
10 boost lav support leu recital
ization efforts in the downtown
district.
things go in cycles, and nan
silions aie usual!) good,' said
Halamay. whose store lias been
serving media lovers since 1971.
I lei ilagc 2(HH) quickly adopted
a statewide program to better
the downtown region, known
as Mam Street Bowling Green,

verj complicated,
"There is a 6.5 percent sales
tax in Wood COUnt) Ohio.'' said
Wiersma. "Hie tax is ontj lev
ied on certain products and
certain transactions."
\c cording to the (Ibio
Department of Taxation, am
food product consumed off the
premises is free ol tax.

is more about finding one's niche

which, according lo ils Web sue,

Before the age ol .". lerrj clans

in a specific industry and less
about the economy in the large
sense
I laving been in business for 25
years at 248 S. Main St., Pickering
has been witness to competition
with greater longevity than his
die out and move on.
After opening Cycle Werks,
Pickering saw the end of a nearby bicycle shop that had ova in
years under its belt, and just last
year, Beartooth Mountaineering,
a sports gear and equipment

is a non-profit organization that
Works with lliccin and business
owners "to expand the Central
Business I listrict as a viable business, cultural and recreational
locale lor the ( Sty of Bowling

thought be was alone. I vet)
Mend and every farnfl) member
spoke a language lerry would
never understand. His mother
and grandmother were the only
family members who learned
how to communicate past terrys
deaf ears by hand signs,
"I remember when 1 was |a|
little boy going 10 a hearing
elementary school 1 thought 1
was one of few deal people in the
world." lerry, now 27, typed on his
worn iii computer keyboard To

usually good."

Green."
lailene kilpatrick, director ol
Main Street ltd. stressed ils pin
gram is so lar a success and c ei
tainly doesn't see eminent doom
in the district's future
See GOODBYE I Page 2

Wiersma said il you gel food
10 go. you have to be careful
what (he state considers food
and what is not loud
I he Ohio Department ol
Taxation defines tood as "sub
stances, whether in liquid, con
centrated, solid, frozen, dried
in dehydrated form, that are
sold for ingest ion 01 chewing b)
humans and are consumed for
their (asie or nutritional value.
I nod does not include alcohol
ic beverages, dietary supple
men's, soft drinks 01 tobacco."
Students gel rebel from
-ales lax on campus when
they purchase food Items with
their meal plans or HOI hue ks.
Wiersma said. I ven when they

don't get their tood logo.
According to Oail linan.
director ol University Dining
sen ices, all ol the lax monej
benefits the government,
" Hie money is not going into
the pocket ol the administration or towards campus renovations," she said Hul lo help
the state government nil ibio.
Although b,5 percent sales
lax cm a meal seems like nothing, the tigures are 1.11 from
DOI kn change.
Prom Ink 1. ..'(Kii.. through
Oct. 31, 2006, Dining sen ices
ha- collected over $56,000 in
sales tax. Wiersma said. This
TAX,Page2

Deaf students struggle to converse
By Stephanie Guigou
Guest Rei

"Deaf people can do anything anyone else
can - except hear."

'
lern and most ol the deal com

Inn as the president ofGaOaudei

munity, there are two types ol
sc inn iK: deaf and hearing
In 2005. he was one ol .17.300
deal Students in the United
siaies. according to the annual
survey by Galiaudet Research
institute. Because English is their
second language, deal average
American IK year olds read ,11 a
lourth grade level I lie deal cum
munity may struggle 10 communicate with the hearing world.

Uimersit\.kingloidansaid,'T)eaf
people can do anything anyone
else can
except bear.
lerry. who now attends BGSU,
was placed in the multiple-handicap classroom in kindergarten.
bin the class was repetitive and
too sk iw fi ir him. I li.s mother, Sue
l laus, said that if the teacher gave
him a worksheet he'd seen before,

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See DEAF I Page 2
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POLICE
BLOTTER

DEAF

WEDNESDAY
12:59 a.m.
Complamiant reported losing his
wedding band at the Rec Center.
4:28 p.m.
Vehicle crashed into a yard at
Lehman Avenue and Main
Street. The driver was cited for
failure to maintain reasonable
control.
4:55 p.m.
Buttonwood Avenue resident
reported someone was messing
with his mail.
4:59 p.m.
Alexandria Boulevard resident
reported $500 of her property
was missing. She told police
movers had helped her move
over Labor Day weekend and
had already notified the movers
6:03 p.m.
A student dropped keys into the
elevator shaft in Mac East.
9:20 p.m.
Student reported her cell phone
was stolen from her dorm room
in Darrow.
9:54 p.m
A resident advisor advised police
that a very large group of mates
and females were partying on the
4th floor of Bromfield
10:55 p.m.
Student reported her digital camera was stolen from her dorm
room in Darrow.

Jerry would scribble across it,
"I've already done this!"
"When I saw the frustration
my child was going through, 1
decided to send him away to
college," Sue said with a chuckle, talking about a deaf boarding school in Columbus, Ohio.
The Ohio School for the Deaf
houses and teaches about 200
deaf students from elementary
to high school.
"When he walked around
campus and saw deaf people,
it was like someone turned on
a light," Sue said, lerry realized he was not alone in the
silent world. Sue admits that the
teachers and staff at the Ohio
School for the Deaf essentially
raised him — except on the
weekends, holidays and summers when he returned home to
Sandusky, Ohio.
After graduation, he began
college at Gallaudet University
in Washington, D.C., which
educates about 2,500 deaf students from around the world.
Throughout his time in the deaf
schools lerry played soccer,
t rack, cross country and basketball. He served as the student
body government president,

From Page 1

THURSDAY
12:20 a.m.
Unwanted subject reported at a
High Street apartment. Subject
was found to have an active warrant for failing to appear in court
for speeding and driving under
suspension.
2:58 a.m.
Car pulled over for having one
headlight and defective exhaust.
The officer reported smelling
marijuana and the driver gave
consent to search the vehicle.
Poke found one burnt roach
and an unused prescription to
Claritin D

JORDAN FLOWER

GOODBYE
From Page 1

And while more vacandes exist this year than last,
Kilpatrick chalks it up to the
cyclical nature of business
trends. She said the coming and
going of businesses isn't unexpected and is quick to point out
thai there are more reasons at
fault for what appears to be a
cold shift in the area market.
Owners face retirement, personal health issues and reloca-

FOOD TAX FACTS

TAX

Food

From Page 1

figure includes taxes collected by University Dining
Services and does not include
sales lax collected by other
departments on campus.
Luke Sommer, freshman,
said he doesn't even notice
a tax.
"I really don't even pay
attention to prices since I
have a meal plan," Sommer
said. "It all seems free since
it's already paid for."
Last May dining centers
received new cash registers that are sales tax smart,
Wiersma said.
"Now the registers can
identify what food item is
taxable and what item is
exempted,"' he said. "Before
it was more of a process for
the cashier."

THFRGNEW"

READ MY LIPS: Jerry Claris rs an exceptional student here at the University in spite ol
being born deaf and struggling as a child with "hearing schools.

Note: Food is not taxed if toqo or purchased with a meal
plan. Although food ro go is
exempted from tax. Styrofoam
to-go containers at most dining
centers on campus cost 25 cents.

■ Unsweetened beverages
■ Breathmints
■ Juice (with 50 percent or
more juice content)
■ Candy and chewing gum
■ Sugar
■ Coffee served black (or with
cream) •

Not Food
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Alcoholic beverages
Toothpaste
Gatorade
Lemonade
Vitamins
Powdered drink mixes
Coffee with sweetener (with
out creamer)

DAILY ADVISING TIP
Wanl to lake a class s V I;«. To:
http://www.bgsu.edu/calalog/Acad.poHcics/indcx.hlnil
So you know ihe guidelines lor taking classes with .in S/U option. Talk
with your advisof before changing your grading option.
Spun-Hirtd b> \il« king VlwiH k

tion! which are all reasons to see
businesses go, Kilpatrick said.
And recent closings are not
indicative of a declining economy.
Still others, like Charles
Peckinpaugh. would like to see
Main's unused space put to good
use, and soon.
"(These buildingsl need to
have occupancy, by nature, to
draw in various things," said
Peckinpaugh, owner of Studio
157, a business that does everything from sell cameras to frame
pictures.

BREW

Pickering agreed with the sentiment, but feels that the vitality and attractiveness of Main
Street is also lost on store-front
businesses not offering goods
or services. Commercial buildings, like the one next to Cycle
Werks that serves as a non-public banking archive, are hindering downtown, according to
Pickering.
"People don't want to come to
Bowling Green and shop if it's
just a bunch of offices and professional buildings — that's not
what brings people downtown,"

■
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one-third of the price," Pastor
said.
Most batch sizes are about
five gallons — the equivalent
of about 50 12-ounce bottles.
As a college student, Tony
Narus tried home brewing in
his mother's basement.
"It was easy to do but my final
product came out nothing like
beer at the store," Narus said.
Narus took his beer back to
school with him and found that

nobody wanted to drink it
It might be a fun hobby, but
at the end of the day, you may
just want to buy your beer like
everyone else," Narus said.
There are also some legal
stipulations to home brewing.
In order to buy the necessary
supplies, one must be 21, purchase supplies to produce no
more than 200 gallons of beer

BUTTS
From Page 1

came into effect Sept. 26.
" I was here before the ban and
my tips have been steady since
then. I have not seen a large

like everyone else."
Tony Narus | Brewer

and agree not to sell it.
If home brewing seems like
too much work, there are many
beer varieties readily available
at the store or at local breweries.
Maumee Bay BrewingCo. and
Black Swamp M icrobrewery are
both nearby.
The brewing process can be
complicated and takes time.
The person in charge of the
brewing is the brewmaster.
Most brewmasters have an
undergraduate degree in chemistry or microbiology and then
go on to receive a doctorate in
a discipline like chemical engineering.
Todd Parker, the brewmaster
impact because of the smoking
ban in the city, and I don't think
it will have a huge impact on
other bars in the state," White
said.
Although the statewide ban
will come into effect on Dec.
7, the guidelines for the law
will have to be developed by

rHI 1V1U,h »EMI FORMAL

November 18 , 2006 Hollywood!
PHI MI SIKTKK

ESCORTED BY

PHI

Melissa Arbaugh
Ashley Bakiea
tiffany Bennett
Melissa Borden
Kim iirunn
Trivia Burger
Amanda C 'openhaver
Llndsey ('yples
Jenny Dengler

Mttu French
Johnnie Mcfiotterson
Alfalfa
Prince Henry
Dane t 'ook
John Cozart
Kevin iederline IK Fed)
Backstreet Boys
Kenny ('he.sncv
Prince Charming
Rockv Hal hi at
Darryl S/nan
Dr. McDreaim
Amy Klusty
Ryan Smith aka Smitty
Tinkerbe/l (the dag)
Butch Uhl
Justin Bin
Matt Bresson
Michael Minx
Josh Stine
Daw Goetz aka Spicy D
Stagman
Justin Timherlake

Marissa Lombard
Lauren Loomis

Megan DeWotf
Sarah f't kerf
Muddle GUIotte
Tiffany darby
Jessica Graf/on
Emily Granala
Sarah Hamen
Julie Hummel
Megan Hunt
Cait/in Klaine
Heather Kovacs
Jessica Kremer
Monica Kristek
Esther Krueger
Ashlee Kwapich

Jessica

Kilpatrick said that a few
retailers and restaurants are
currently looking into prospective downtown locations, and
mentionedinterestinaCivilWar
museum as a possible occupant
in the future.
"I'm very optimistic in the
fact that we'll see a majority
of these vacancies filled," said
Kilpatrick.
The Skyline building is being
remodeled under new ownership and is planned to reopen
as a pub.

the day, you may just want to buy your beer

From Page 1
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he said.

"It might be a fun hobby, but at the end of
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worked in theater and joined a
fraternity.
Last year when he met a former classmate from the kindergarten multiple-handicap class,
Jerry was thankful for his move
to a deaf school. The deaf student had continued in the public education school system.
"Really, they were very
low-functioning, and it really
shocked me," Jerry signed to
the interpreter. "If I would've
stayed, my education would've
been much lower and I wouldn't
be here [at BGSUI today."
After 18 years in a deaf education system, he has returned
to a hearing school. In 2003 he
arrived at BGSU to finish his
undergraduate education. It's
his first time using interpreters
to communicate to others.
"I had to sit down and watch
the interpreter |tlie| whole class
time without turning my head,"
Jerry typed. "I have to rely on
note takers. I can't jot down
and watch the interpreters at
Ithel same time. 1 must have a
full focus on Ithel interpreter to
understand everything."
He has two interpreters, provided by the University, who
come to each of his classes and
alternately interpret because
the job can be demanding.
While he appreciates their

SISTER

/.HI

Ar>

Michelle Massui \ i
Danielle Maune
Jessica May
Katie MeCool
i 'ail/in McGeady
Marilyn Monroe
April Morris
Kim Peters
Sarah Porter
1 intbay Sanderson
Jennifer Schulte
Michelle Shatz
Caillin Spaniel li
Kathryn Steineman
Kristi Sulewski
Katie Thomas
Andrea Vantaggi
Jennifer Walker
Mallory Wengatz
Rile While
Ashley Zugerman

ESCORTED BY

Buckwheat
Joey Tiell
Snap. Crackle, and Pop
Oman O Brien
('had Michael Murray
Jay Leno
McSteamy
Prince Ali
John F. Kennedy
Ryan
Hunter Dahl
Justin Erhard
Adam Andrews
Randv Kamzca
Kyle Renick
Robby Swaisgood
Michael Phillips
Prince Eric
Luke S/cvwalker
Opha Keith
Walker, Texas Ranger
IQ7652I
Greg Wilson
Your Boyfriend
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at the Royal Oak Brewery near
Detroit, said beer made at craft
breweries receives extra care
and attention.
The breweries create specialized beer with distinct tastes.
"We want the beers to be flavorful so they can be thoroughly enjoyed by the consumer,"
Parker said.
So next time drinking a beer
sounds appealing, consider trying something new.
"Enjoying a beer is like enjoying a reuben sandwich — white
bread may do the job of holding
the sandwich together, but rye
bread tastes so much better.'
Parker said.

the Ohio Department of Health
over the next six months.
"I can see a ban in family
places, restaurants even, bin in
a bar where people are of legal
age to smoke and drink, I just
don't understand it," Gavarone
said.
Bars are not the only local
businesses thai will be directly
effected by the ban, restaurants
and places of employment will
see smoking abolished from
their venues.
Sam-B's manager Kathleen
Walker is optimistic about Ihe
new law and whal it will mean
for business.
"Most people want nonsmoking sealing when they
come into the restaurant, so
now we can seat more of lliose
people all over the restaurant,''
Walker said.
"I am expecting business to
get better, and I am delighted

work, depending on interpreters and other classmates was
uncomfortable for Jerry at first
since his mother brought him
up to be independent.
If Jerry and his mother, Sue,
were at McDonald's and he
wanted ketchup, she would
have him go ask for it himself,
she said.
Sue, a single parent after her
husband's early death, never let
anyone pity him.
"The most important thing
| she taught me| was to accept
responsibility and to confront
obstacles and overcome them,"
|i n \ signed to his interpreter.
Jerry also attributed his Independence lo living on his own
in a dorm from the age of 7. His
room now in the Harshman residence hall is a simple bachelor
pad with over 20 small photos
of women in bikinis on the wall
and an Ohio State director's
chair facing the OSU football
game on TV.
His desk lamp blinks to notify
him if someone has pressed the
doorbell outside his room or if
a friend is calling him on the
videophone. The videophone is
a small box with a built in camera placed on the TV that allows
interpreters or deaf friends to
communicate by seeing each
other's hands.

Ohio hiker
dies in New
Zealand
WELLINGTON, New Zealand
(AP) — An Ohio hiker who
died after falling 650 feet
down a bluff in New Zealand's
Southern Alps earlier this year
likely died during a storm, a
coroner's inquest into hisdeath
was told, local media reported
yesterday.
The
inquest
before
Coroner Tony Sullivan heard
Wednesday that Christopher
Brent Clarke, 34, of Ohio, set
out on March I to hike a route
known as Three Passes from
Hokitika on South Island'swest
coast to arrive at Arthur's Pass
Village in the Alps on March 5.
The hiker was experienced,
confident and well-equipped,
the court was told.
Clarke's parents had contacted the U.S. consulate on
March 14 when he failed to
return home and it alerted
New Zealand police.
A search and rescue helicopter found Clarke's body at the
bottom of steep bluffs below
Browning Pass — the main
divide of the Southern Alps
— the following day, the court
heard.
local hiker Gary Morrison,
who stayed overnight with
Clarke at a hut on the route,
said Clarke had an appropriate
map for the area.
that Issue 5 passed," she said.
Whether the customer is a
smoker or non-smoker, the
changes implemented by the
smoking ban will potentially
affect a lot of people.
"When I started al Ohio State
as a freshman in 2003, smoking was allowed in bars and
I have not seen a change in
attendance since the ban, said
Ankita Patel, a senior at OSU.
"The biggest noliceable difference is when we leave the bars,
we don't smell like an ashtray,
and who can complain about
that?"
Bar and restaurant owners
are looking to students to keep
their attendance levels up and
their businesses afloat.
"College bars are different —
the students want to go out, and
they will regardless of whether they can smoke or not," Alt
said.

CAMPUS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

GET A LIFE

Fortune-seekers hit oil during Bowling Green rush

' *■!• >r fwni ulan fawn MnRtauMk

TODAY
12:30-1:30 p.m
Opening Ceremony
(Drums TBA):NAUC
Forum
The opening ceremony for Native
American Unity Council's annual cultural
forum
101 Olscamp

'.30 - 2:30 p.m
NAUC Speaker: John Low
John Low will be presenting: vessels
(or Reimagination: The Canoe Building
Renaissance in the Great Lakes
101 Olscwnp

2:30 - 3:30 p.m.
Dance Performance:
Peterson Chiquito
Show of Hoop and Grass Dance facilitated by the Native Amencan Unity Council.
101 Olscamp

3:30 p.m.
Tea Time: Mike Arrigo
Bring our own mug
Fine Arts Center- Ceramics Studio

5:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Speaker on Team Mascots:
Charlene Teters
Charlene Teters will discuss American
Indian sports mascots, challenging the use
of culture and spirituality by institutions.
101 Olscamp

Fndav.No»«nba17.?0065

By Tim Sampson
Reporter
Driving through the sleepy
countryside just beyond
Bowling Green, one might not
have the slightest idea that, at
one time, thousands of eager
individuals came pouring into
these quiet surroundings in
search of fortune.
The discovery of oil and natural
gas in the mid- 1880s kicked off a
major boom period that forever
altered the face of Bowling Green
and Northwest Ohio.
"People started coming in like
crazy. We've all heard of the great
gold rush — well this was the
great oil rush," said Randy Brown,
curator of the WtHxl County
Historical Center and Museum.
Wood County itself was the
epicenter of the oil boom. From
1880 to 1900 alone, the county
saw a population increase
of over 20,000 treasure seeking residents who came from
across the nation.
"You've got a town that is just
three or four houses at a crossroads one month, and then literally, in just three months, it's a full
size town of a couple thousand
people," said Stephen Cox, director of the oil history exhibit at the
historical center.
The rapid population influx
drove the oil and natural gas
industries, soon making Ohio the
leading producer in the country.

According to records from the
historical center, workers drilled
over 14,000 wells In Wood County
in just 14 years. And some of
these wells were able to produce
up to 10,01X1 barrels of oil a day.
All the business from these
industries greatly contributed
to the development of the preexisting town of Bowling (ireen,
according to Brown.
The University itself tan also IKseen as a product of the oil boom,
according to Brown.
But not all aspects of the lxiom
were positive. Due to the under
developed technology of the day.
drilling for oil and natural gas
could prove to be an incredibly
hazardous profession.
"It wasn't uncommon, when
you had all these wells so close
together, for one to catch fire and
kind of stan a domino effect that
would have the entire field just go
up in flame," Cox said.
There was also a serious conservation problem.
According to Brown, a lot of
the fuel produced at the time was
needlessly wasted. Oil powered
street lamps were left running 24
hours a day, while oil and natural
gas were given way free as incentives to attract business.
"They thought there was so
much down there that it would
never run out," Brown said.
"There was no real push for conservation or restraint"
These wasteful habits, com-

bined with the discovery of more
abundant, higher quality oil
reserves in Tests and Oklahoma,

lead to the abrupt end of the
Ohio oil boom after only about 20
years, according to Cox.
Vestiges ol the oil and gas
boom still remain however.
The Marathon Oil Company,
which originated as the (ihio t )il
Company in 1887, remains head
quartered in lindlay, about 25
miles south of Howling (ireen.
"If you keep your eyes mil,
you'll see a few lonely oil wells
still pumping." Brown said. "But
it's nothing like it was back in the

1880s and '90s."
But according to (o\, the biggest impact of the boom was on
the land itself.
Prior to the discovery of oil and
natural gas. Bowling Green lay
in the heart of the Great Black
Swamp. Once the boom began,
ditches were dug to drain the
water and allow for mote cffii lent
transportation and agriculture.
"The area was just impassible." Cox said. "It could lake
three to four weeks of travel just
to get from the lake I -.tie shore ti i
Bowling! iieen

This opening up of the region,
he said, is the biggest impact the
oil and natural gas industries
have bad On Northwest Ohio.
"I think everyone today benefits from the improvements
made for the oil production,"
Cox said.

NiTHANIU MYERS

OIL RUSH: The Wood County Historical Center is home to many or! toweis like
the one above. The center is also hosting an c H
t For the community.

Speaker explores the meaning of Transgendered': The people behind the label
By Jessica Spies
Reporter
What does transgender mean? Some Bowling
Green students have difficulty answering
that question.
Sandra lohnson, a Bowling Green sophomore
said, "I don't really know. 1 would think that it
means a drag queen or something like that."

This was before the event in the Union 1 heater
called "Past, Present and l-'uture of Transgender
Studies." SusanStryker.authorof'The Transgender
Studies Reader," and the keynote speaker of the
event, sought to clear up misperceptions of t tansgendered people and to teach students that there
is an entire field of transgender studies.
Joelle Ruby Ryan, a graduate assistant in the
American culture studies department defined

Treasure hunt reveals history
ByMfcRobteon
Reporter
On your marks, get set, go.
This weekend, teams of four
will scour the campus looking
for clues, and a chance to win
$800 in gift certificates.
The l-alcon's Gold Treasure
Hunt is kicking off tonight at
I'ounders Hall, where participants will gather and receive
directions and clues.
These clues will lead about
130 people around campus, in
search of the treasure —16 gift
certificates worth $50 each to
stores such as Wal-Mart, Meijer,
Kroeger and Target.
The participants, who have
already formed into groups of
four, will lookfor clues which will
hopefully lead them to the treasure. All of the clues are based
upon the history of Bowling
Green State University.
Mark Kowalski, a University
sophomore and Founders Hall
resident adviser, created the
event with )en Page, who also
works at Founders.
"I've always thought it was
important to know the history
of the campus," Kowalski said.
"If you learn more about the
campus, it kind of builds you as
a person."
The idea for the event is based
upon the 2004 film "National
Treasure" starring Nicolas Cage,
which tells the story of a man

searching for a treasure.
Kowalski sees this event as a
way to teach students about the
University's past.
"The movie is a good reference
point," Kowalski said. "Both the
movie and the treasure hunt
share themes of teamwork and
thinking outside of the box."
Teamwork will be needed as the groups encounter
"Guardians" on their search
for clues. These "Guardians"
can tag out any participant
and make them sit out of play
for 10 minutes.
|en Page, the co-creator of the
Falcon's Gold Treasure Hunt, is
ready for the event.
"It's kind of a cross between
a treasure hunt and capture
the flag," Page said. "We're
trying to have a focus of pride
on campus."
Kowalski, Page and other
organizers have reserved rooms
across campus, where participants will work together to look
for treasure.
Kristen Edwards, a University
Senior and McDonald Hall
Resident Adviser, will be helping
to run tonight's activities.
"It's a great way for people
to get involved," Edwards said.
"Most campus activities are
during the day, but this is great
way to have fun at night."
Tonight's treasure hunt cost
participants $2 to enter. The
proceeds will go to charity.

Don't be a Turkey
Call Newlove Rentals
Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main St. (our only office)

(419) 352-5620
128 W. WoosterSt
Variety of efficiency and one
bedroom apartments, al different
floor plans, (very affordable)
109 N. Main St #G and #H
One and two bedroom
apartments above a
business downtown.
125 %N. Main St.
Large one bedroom
apartment above downtown
business.

www newloverentals com newloveinfo@newloverentals com

transgender as "people who do not identify with
the sex/gender assigned to them at birth. To them,
assigned sex is false and incomplete because ihej
cannot identify with a male or female category. Ii
becomes an umbrella term which can be applied
to those who do it on a part-time basis such as
cross dressers or genderqueer,
Ryan wanted Students to understand thai the
study of transgender is not something new. I he

movement gained momentum in the 90s and
moved Itansgenclereil people from being objects

ot stud) to speaking their ovt n experiences.
Slryker's presentation focused on the rise of
transgender studies and attributed this to the
AIDS epidemic and the Millennium sc are." She
said that because of the AIDS epidemic being identified as the "gaj disease." gavs were brought into
the public eye MV\ started the "queer movement."

National Chocolate Celebration Day is
Friday November 17 @ the Falcon's Nest

40
Featuring chocolate dipped fresh fruits and made-to-order SMORES available
from 11 am-2 pm.
*Also featuring Reese's Peanut Butter Pie, SMORES cappuccino, and a
Hershey's Kiss chocolate shake available all day.

NOW AVAILABLE
2007 S£JUfcL£SEMESTER LEASI
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"If he were here, he would remind us that the time to do right
remains. - Bill Clinton, on Martin Luther King Jr.. during a ceremony for a King
memorial in Washington. D.C., from Time.com
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Who are you cheering for tomorrow?

"Orange and brown,

"Michigan because

"OSU because I grew

only and always"

they're under-educated.

up near OSU and

I'd like to see them win

they're No. 1."

"Michigan because
my fiance is a huge
Michigan fan."

*

Have your own take on
today! People On The
Street? Or a suggestion (or

a championship."

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Contrary to Clark,
Faithful are not brainwashed by religion
I read Matt Clark's column in
Wednesday's edition, and I
found myself wondering why
such ludicrous, intolerant
ideas are acceptable when
applied to religious people
when similar attacks on other
groups are demonized.
Clark insinuates that
those who hold religious
beliefs are brainwashed and
states that these same folks
seek out the mysteries of
life through god, eschewing
knowledge and logic.
I find this point of view to
be both Incredibly insulting
and offensive. I was not raised
in an overtly religious household: my family only occasionally went to church.
Further, I did not attend
Catholic school; I was brainwashed in the Euro-centric
public schools like most of my
peers. I freely chose to believe
in what Ido, as did all of the
other religious people I know.
I also greatly value knowledge and logic. Unfortunately,
this universe cannot (yet) be
fully explained by knowledge
and logic.
There are fundamental
mysteries to life and existence
which cannot be explained by
science and reason.
Life requires some level of
faith, and maybe even a belief
in some power greater than
we can currently understand.
That's not bad, and it's not
wrong. And if someone's faith
and beliefs are different than
mine, that's great.
I embrace that.
lust don't insult my intelligence or that of my brethren.
Until the day comes, if ever,
that it can be factually proven
that all religions are wrong,
the beliefs of the religious are
just as valid and worthy of
respect as anyone else's.

— Matthew Daley, junior.
Sport Management,
mwdalt'yi^hgsu.edu.
Keep an adult point of
view at tomorrow's OSU
v. Michigan game
Tomorrow at 3:30pm, everybody in the entire state of
Michigan and Ohio, and
most of the nation will be
watching the rivaled football
game between Ohio State
University and University of
Michigan.
The winner of this game
between Number 1 and
Number 2 in the country,
respectively, will cement a
spot in the inaugural BCS
National Championship
Game on January 8, in
Tempe, Arizona.
As an avid college football
fan, I am well aware that this
will be the most important

k

game in the history of the
rivalry to date.
I am also well aware that
this is by far the most intense
rivalry in the history of college football, and arguably
the history of team sports.
As the team's kickoff the
103rd game between the two
schools, the two schools will
be competing on the highest
of levels.
Although this game is being
called "the game of the century," I urge all of you, regardless of your alliance to keep a
cool head.
Keep in mind that this is
just a game.
One team has to win and
one has to lose. Regardless
of whether your team wins
or loses, there is no need to
punch, shove, or pick a fight
with the rival fan.
There is no need to taunt,
scream, or threaten an opposing fan. There is no need
to make a fool of yourself
screaming rude and ludicrous
comments to opposing fans.
Growing up as kids, we
were taught that win or
lose, to be a good sport. I
remind all of you to do the
same tomorrow.
I know you will be happy
that your team won, or devastated that your team lost, but
there are bigger things in life.
I urge all of you to root passionately for your team, but,
regardless of the outcome,
to be a good sport, and not a
sore-loser, or a cocky winner.
With all of that being said:

Go Blue!
— Mike Gardner. Freshman.
Sport Management,
gatdnem9bgiu.edu.

BRANDY OCONNELL.
Fiance of a Michigan fan

KRISTEN HOVERMAN,
Ohio Stale Fan

SCOTT RECKER.
Michigan (sort of) Fan

NATHAN JOHNSON.
Ohio Stale Fan

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnewsxom.

Affirmative action in colleges
promotes reverse discrimination
ft
#■0*

ANDRI
ANDREW HERMAN
OPINION COLUMNIST
OPINIO

There is something that has
really been picking at me for
about four or five months, since
1 started applying to colleges
and looking into the application criteria. One thing that I
was really surprised to see on
all of the applications I filled
out was the optional field of
"racial background."
Now in an attempt to silence
any of you that might think that
I am a racist person or something along those lines, I will
clarify one thing right now. I
am not, nor have I ever been, a
racist person. And unless something changes in the future, I
will never be racist.
For those who are not
familiar with the idea of racial
discrimination here is the
definition from dictionary,
com "The unfair treatment of
members of majority groups
resulting from preferential
policies, as in college admissions or employment, intended to remedy earlier discrimination against minorities."
Practically every college in
America has to comply with
what is called a "racial quota,"
or certain amount of persons of
different racial backgrounds to
comply with affirmative action
laws. If these quotas are not

met, the educational institution
may be investigated for racial
discrimination, and in most
cases, I hey can be sued for
discrimination. One such case
made it into the Supreme Court
of the United States in 1974.
The case, Regents of the
University of California v.
Bakke, was first brought
to the Superior Court of
California and the ruling
came down in favor of Bakke
8-1. The university then
appealed to the US Supreme
Court and Bakke won with a
5-4 decision. The University
was using a one admissions
system for whites and another
for other ethnic groups.
Bakke was discriminated
because he had scored better
on his MCATS and had a better GPA than some of the other
students that were admitted
though the minority admissions system. His MCAT scores
were a good 50 points above
those of the students that were
admitted above him. He had
applied three times before the
court case, and did attempt to
settle this case outside of the
courts in a simple agreement
with the University as stated in
an article from findlaw.com
The different admission
systems were ruled unconstitutional with the decision, and
the University had to halt the
use of these systems. The decision was announced by Justice
Lewis Powell who stated that
race could be one of many factors used by discriminatory

dents. If a student declares
themselves as minority, they
are guaranteed 20 points out
of the 100 needed to guarantee
admission into the University.
The case was decided in favor
of the university because it was
in compliance with the original
Bakke ruling 30 years ago.
It is ridiculous that people
who might not be as smart as
me, who could be less involved
than me, and most of all,
people that are receiving more
money than I am from the
Federal Government because
t hey are a minority are getting
belter treatment than I am.
These people are starting to
take advantage of the fact that
they are the "poor minority."
These people can sue for just
about anything and claim that
they are being discriminated
against because they are the
minority and people are out to
get them.
I was told by two of my senior
teachers in high school not to
put my race on anything, from
a college application, to an
application for a job. Almost
everything in this world has a
racial quota to comply with.
In this world almost anything is possible, you can
sue for some of the dumbest things, but sometimes a
seemingly pointless suit can
bring about incredible change
in the system.

boards, like those of college
admissions. Powell found that
quotas protected minority
applicants from competition
with the regular applicants and
were thus unconstitutional
because they discriminated
against regular applicants, thus
showingdiscrimination against
the majority. Now to me, that
is one of the best examples of
reverse discrimination around.
My theory is if it gets to the
US Supreme Court, then it is a
problem in the Nation.
Powell did state that universities could use race as a "plus
factor," or something that could
help determine applicants'
acceptance into a university. Powell cited the Harvard
College Admissions Program
constitutionally valid affirmative action program that took
into account all of an applicant's qualities in a view where
everything, including race, are
taken into account.
A more recent case of reverse
discrimination was just put to
the US Supreme Court in 2003.
Grutterv. Bollinger (University
of Michigan), ruled that discriminating against the majority is entirely with the legal
parameters of the university.
The University Admissions
was within the parameters of
the original Bakke decision
because the admissions program was one in the same for
both majorities and minorities.
The case was fighting the
system that is in place for the
admissions of minority stu-

SendawmenB to AioW Herman at
hemianaPbgsiiedu

Students brought
much needed spirit to
Wednesday's game
Thank you!
While the final score of the
Miami game wasn't what we
hoped for, the excitement,
enthusiasm and numbers that
you brought to "The Doyt"
helped us reach our attendance goal for the season.
On a cold, rainy night, we
appreciate the loyal support
that 3,000 of you showed by
cheering on your team.
While meeting an attendance mark was an important goal, the pride displayed
by students in the weeks
leading up to the game was
impressive.
Looking ahead, we hope to
build on that spirit as it translates into everything at BGSU.
Athletics is a piece of the
overall campus pride and we
look forward to seeing you
in the stands later this year
cheering on another Falcon
team.
Roll Along!

— Greg Christopher,
Director of Athletics, and Gregg
Hi mullm Head Football Coach
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President Bush visits Vietnam with historical baggage
By Ron Hutchison
MCT

HANOI, Vietnam — President
Bush says he's learned the
lessons of Vietnam, but the
war that shaped his generation hangs over his visit
this weekend to the former
communist enemy that now
embraces capitalism.
Bush will arrive in Hanoi
today carrying considerable historical baggage as he joins leaders from 20 other nations at a
three-day Asia Pacific Economic
Cooperation summit.
As a college student in the
late 1960s, Bush supported the
Vietnam War, but his decision
i" join the Texas Air National
Citiard all but guaranteed that
he wouldn't go there.
Now the baby-boomer president is presiding over another
unpopular war in a faraway
land. Critics call it a quagmire
and lash out with biting humor:
VVhat'sthedifference between
Iraq and Vietnam?
Bush had a plan forgetting
out of Vietnam.
The president and his advisers reject comparisons between
the two conflicts.
"Pint ofall, Iraq, after the overthrow of the tyrant, voted on a
constitution that is intended to
unite the whole country. And

then they had elections." Hush
said at a news conference last
week. "I see differences."
Indeed, there are significant
differences. Vietnam didn't
have the kind of sectarian violence that plagues Iraq, and
there were no foreign terrorists
in the mix.
But there are also similarities. The plan in Vietnam was
to remove U.S. troops as soon as
the South Vietnamese army was
ready to take over. U.S. officials
warned that leaving too soon
would result in a communist
takeover, with disastrous consequences.
In the jargon of the time, the
fall of South Vietnam was feared
as being the first domino in a
chain-reaction collapse of U.S.
allies through the region that
eventually would bring communism near America's shores.
The goal in Iraq is similar
— to let Iraqis take over — and
Bush rejects calls for a timetable
for withdrawal, lest the enemy
menace us more.
"In this war, if we were to
leave before the job was done,
the enemy will follow us here,"
Bush told campaign audiences before last week's congres
sional elections.
That's not how it worked out
in Vietnam. Communist North
Vietnam look control of the

entire country in 1975, but the
rest of the region's "dominoes"
remained standing.
Three decades later, Vietnam
is a perplexing mix of communism and capitalism. America is
viewed as a trading partner, not
a hostile power.
"A lot has changed. The economy has had many changes," said
I'ham Viet Anh. a 24-year-old
journalist. "In the past, we were
enemies, and now we are friends.
In the future, relations between
Vietnam and the United States
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Remnants of the war are
sprinkled throughout Hanoi,
but they don't carry the significance they once did.
A large section of the prison
that was dubbed the "Hanoi
Hilton" by American prisoners
of war has been torn down to
make way for a high-rise office
complex. The rest is now part of
a museum, where the flight suit
worn by one of the former captives, Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.,
remains on display, along with
exhibits devoted to the horrors
inflicted on Vietnamese prisoners in earlier times by French
colonialists.
Former communist leader
Ho Chi Minh is still revered. A
steady stream of admirers and
curious foreign visitors filed
past his refrigerated corpse in
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PRIDE: A gay Israeli soldier holds a flag
during Jerusalem's annual gay pride parade.
June 50.2005

Even though the agreement

was expected to defuse potential

clashes tomorrow, the monthslong emotional controversy
evolved into much more than a

debate over the gay pride march,
It became a battle over the soul
of Jerusalem.
"We arc si niggling with something that is much deeper than
gay rights," Sa'ar Nathaniel,
Jerusalem's only openly gay city
councilman, said before the
agreementwasannounced. "We

aj« struggling about the image of
Jerusalem: Will it he pluralistic
and tolerant and democratic, or
a twin city of Tehran or Kabul?
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an imposing mausoleum near
the heart of the city.
On the eve of the international summit, the Communist
Politburo launched a campaign
to increase awareness of "Uncle
Ho's" teachings. The party proclamation was front-page news
in a government affiliated
Hanoi newspaper, but it shared
space with stories about free-
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trade talks and projections that being held here is itself a recogVietnam's economy would grow nition ofVietnam's emergence
by 7.6 percent this year
as a free market player on the
It's hard to imagine Ho Chi world stage.
Minh approving of Vietnam
h is a greal opportunity to
hosting a summit devoted in develop the economy," \nhsaid.
three of Bush's top priorities — standing outside Hanoi'sTemple
promoting free trade, fighting of literature, a monument to
terrorism and thwarting North Confucius built in 1070. "It is a
Korea's nuclear ambitions. great event for Vietnam became
That the annual APEC forum is it will attract some Investment."

Resume list for French presidency: Tough stance on
Iran, discipline young offenders, look good in bi
"gray suit" of the French left and
one of her rivals for the Socialist
Party's presidential nomination,
PARIS — Segoiene Royal is a shot himself in the foot early
French Socialist who describes on when he asked sarcastically,
herself as a pragmatist.
"Who will mind the children?"
She takes a tough line on
Royal has four children with
Iran's nuclear program and her long-term partner Francois
favors military discipline for llollande, who also happens
young offenders at home. She to be chairman of the Socialist.
professes admiration for British Party, and until recently harPrime Minister Tony Blair but bored presidential ambitions of
vows to protect French jobs his own.
from globalization.
Royal and llollande met in
She also looks swell in a the 1970s at the IxolcNationale
bikini, many of her country- d'Administration in Paris, the
men believe, as evidenced in a training ground of France's rulcelebrity magazine scandal last ing class. The daughter of an
summer that started out
as an embarrassment and
ended up as a plus.
A combination ofall of the
above could lie enough to
carry Royal, 53, to the French
presidency tied spring. She
would be the first woman to
occupy the lilysee Palace.
This week she is expected to wrap up her party's
nomination for a presidential run. Most polls show her
securing the necessary 50
percent majority in the first
round of voting Thursday. If
she falls short, there will be
a runoff between the top
two vote-getters.
Traditionally, politics in
France has been the domain
of gray men in gray suits.
Sego, as the French press has
dubbed her, is clearly something different, and many
are not quite sure how to
react to her candidacy.
Former Prime Minister
Laurent Fabius, an eminent
By Tom Hundley
MCT

By Dion Niss.nbaum
MCT
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will be better and better."

Israels gay community
united in face of diversity
IERUSALEM - Jerusalem's lesbian and gay community has
unintentionally succeed in
doing something that has eluded the world's greatest thinkers:
Unite the three major monotheistic religions.
Orthodox lews, conservative Muslims and prominent
Christian leaders are united in
their opposition to a gay pride
march in Jerusalem, a city that's
holy to all three religions.
The pope called for today's
march to be canceled. Muslim
leaders criticized it as a disgrace,
i in In idox lews organized weeks
of violent demonstrations.
Jerusalem police repeatedly
warned that violent opposition could lead to tragedy and
urged Israeli leaders to call it off.
Yesterday, faced with new security concerns related to the IsraeliPalestinian conflict, organizers
gave in to the pressure, shelved
the inarch and offered to hold
a more isolated rally at Hebrew
University's stadium instead.
The city's ultra-Orthodox
opponents of the march
immediately hailed the deal
as a victory.
"A lot of people are very happy
because a level of pu rity has been
returned to Jerusalem," said
Rabbi Yehuda Levin, head of the
Rabbinical Alliance of America.
"The holy city of Jerusalem now
breathes a sigh of relief that it
is not going to be sullied by this
kind of event."

Bush visits Asia

army officer, Royal was bom
in Senegal When il was slill a
I rench colony, and despite ha
socialist sympathies, manages
to project a certain sense ol
imperial entitlement
Her career in politics was
marked by an ambitious rise
through the socialist governments of Francois Mitterrand,
capped by her appoininieni as
minister of the environment In
the early '90s. Later, under the
power-sharing "cohabitation"
government of President lacques
Chirac, she served as \ ice minis
ter for education and vice minister for family and ch i Idhood.

she is current!) a member
of the National Assembly and
the elected president of the
I'oitou-t lharentes region, a job
thai could be compared with s
U.S. governorship.
I he publication of the
famous bikini photos in a celebrity magazine last summer
appeared to be a grave breach
of the unwritten French protocol that scrupulously protects
the private lives of politicians.
Royal threatened to sue. but
the photos were so flattering
and well-received by the public

that the matter was dropped.

NOW LEASING FOR 2007 SEXSSSSEi
CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS

FRAZEEAVE.&
EAST MERRY

COLUMBIA
COURTS

HEINZ (424 Frazee
818 & 808 N. Enterprise)

MERCER MANOR
APARTMENTS

2 & 3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES

REMODELED / 2 BEDROOMS

3 BEDROOMS

3 BEDROOMS

3 BEDROOMS

♦ Furnished

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 1 Half& 1 Full Bath

♦ Newer Kitchen Cabinets

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Furnished

♦ Full Basement

♦ Tile Floors

♦ Furnished

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Washer/Dryer

♦ Newer Appliances

♦ Spacious

♦ FREE WIRELESS INTERNET

♦ Close to Campus

♦ Newer Carpet

♦ Close to Campus

♦ FIREPLACES

♦ Plenty of Parking

♦ Newer Windows

♦ FREE WIRELESS INTERNET

♦ Laundry on-site

♦ Air Conditioned

♦ Furnished Units Available

♦ Fireplaces in Select Units

♦ Close to Campus

♦ 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops

♦ Close to Campus

♦ Laundry On-Site

♦ Plenty of Parking

♦ 2 Laundromats

♦ Laundry on Site

♦ Microwave, Dishwasher

mttbum

♦ Microwaves
♦ Dishwashers

GREENBR IAR, INC.

'

|.

♦ Air Conditioning
♦ FREE WIRELESS INTERNET
♦ FIREPLACES
♦ Laundry on-site
♦ BGSU Shuttle Stop
♦ Furnished
♦ Close to Campus
♦ Plenty of Parking
♦ Microwave, Dishwasher
&C arbage Disposal

& Garbage Disposal

S750/mo.
+ utilities

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

>

)

419-352-0717

Slatting af
^S765/mo/N

(.

+ utilities

.

►

www.greenbriarrentals.com

"If he were here, he would remind us that the time to do right
remains. - Bill Clinton, on Martin Luther King Jr.. during a ceremony for a King
memorial in Washington. D.C.. from Time.com
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HE STREET Who are you cheering for tomorrow?

k

"Orange and brown,

"Michigan because

"OSU because I grew

"Michigan because

only and always"

they're under-educated.

up near OSU and

my fiance is a huge

Id like to see them win

they're No. 1."

Michigan fan"

KRISTEN H0VERMAN.
Ohio State Fan

BRANDY OCONNELL,
Fiance of a Michigan Ian

Have your own take on
todays People On The

a championship."
SCOTT RECKtR.
Michigan (sort of) Fan

NATHAN JOHNSON.
Ohio Slate Fan

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Contrary to Clark,
Faithful are not brainwashed by religion
I road Matt Clark's column in
Wednesday's edition, and I
found myself wondering why
such ludicrous, intolerant
ideas are acceptable when
applied to religious people
when similar attacks on cither
groups arc demonized,
i lark insinuates thai
those who hold religious
beliefs are brainwashed and
states thai these same folks
seek out the mysteries ol
life through god, eschewing
knowledge and logic.
I find this point of view to
hi' both incredibly insulting
and offensive. I was not raised
in an overtly religious household; mj family only occasionally went to church.
Further, I did not attend
Catholic school; I w.rs brain
washed in the liiro-centric
public schools like most ol my
peers, I freely c hose to believein what I do, as did all of the
cither religions people I know.
I also greatly value knowledge and logic. Unfortunately.
this universe cannoi [yet) be
fully explained In know ledge
and logic
There aie fundamental
mysteries to hie and existent e
whit h c .miKil be explained In

science and reason.
Life requires some level of
faith, ami maybe even a belief
ill some power greater than
we can currently understand.
Thai's not bad, and it's not
wrong. And il someone's faith
and beliefs are different than
mine, that's great.
I embrace that.
lust don'l insult mj intelligent e HI that ol mj brethren.
Until the clay comes, il ever.

thai ii can be factually proven
thai all religions are wrong.
the beliefs ol the religious are
just as valid and worthy of
respeci as anyone else's.
Matthew Daley, lunlor.
Spoil Management,
mwdaleyQ bggu.edu.

Keep an adult point of
view at tomorrow's OSU
v. Michigan game
Tomorrow at 3:30pm, everybody in the entire state of
Michigan and Ohio, and
most of the nation will be
watching the rivaled football
game between Ohio State
University and University of
Michigan.
I he winner of this game
between Number 1 and
Number 2 in the country,
respectively, will cement a
spot in the inaugural BCS
National Championship
Game on (anuary 8, in
lempe. Arizona.
As an avid college football
fan. I am well aware thai this
will be the mosi important

game in the history of the
rivalrv to dale.
I am also well aware that
ibis is by far the most intense
rivalry in the history of college football, and arguably
the history of team sports.
As the team's kickoff the
Kllird game between the two
schools, I he two schools will
be competing on the highest
of levels.
Although this game is being
called "the game of the century. " I urge all of you, regardless of your alliance to keep a
cool head.
Keep in mind that this is
liist a game.
One learn has to win and
one has to lose Regardless
ol whethei your team wins
or loses, there is no need to
punch, shove, or pick a fight
with the rival fan.
There is no need to taunt,
scream, or threaten an opposing fan. There is no need
to make a fool of yourself
screaming rude and ludicrous
comments to opposing fans.
i .lowing up as kids, we
were taughl that win or
lose, lo be a good sporl. I
remind all of you to do the
same tomorrow.
I know you will be happy
thai youi team won. or devastated thai youi team lost, but
there .ire bigger things in life.
I urge all of you to root passionately lor \ onr team, but,
regardless ol the outcome,
to be a good sporl. and not a
sore-loser, or a ccicky winner.
With all ol that being said:
Go Blue!
— Mike Gardner, Freshman,
Sport Management,
gardnem9bgsu.edu.

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com

Affirmative action in colleges
promotes reverse discrimination
met. the educational institution
may be investigated for racial
discrimination, and in most
cases, they can be sued for
discrimination. One such case
made it into the Supreme Court
ofthe United States in 1974.

I he case, Regents of the
There is something thai has
really been picking at me for
about four or five months, since
I started applying to colleges
and looking into the application criteria. One thing that I
wasreall) surprised to see on
all of the applications I filled
out was the optional field of
"racial background."
Now in an attempt to silence
any of you that might think thai
I am a racist person oi some
thing along those lines. I will
clarify one ihing right now. I
am not. nor have! evei been, a

racist person. And unless some
thing changes in the future. I
will never be racist.
For those who are not
familiar with the idea of racial
discrimination here Is the
definition from dictionary,
com "The unfair treatment of
members of majority groups
resulting from preferential
policies, as in college admissions or employment. Intended to remedy earlier discrimination against minorities."
Practically every college In
America has lo comply with
what is called a "racial quota,"
or certain amount of persons of
different racial backgrounds to
comply with affirmative action
laws. If these quotas are not

University ol California v.
Hakke, was firsl brought
to the Superior Court of

California and the ruling
came down in favor olliakke
8-1. The university then
appealed lo the US Supreme
Court and Hakke won wild a
5-4 decision. The University
was using a one admissions
system for whiles and another

for other ethnic groups.
Bakke was discriminated
because he had scored belter
on his MCA IS and had a better GI'A than some of the olbei
students that were admitted
though the minority admissions system. His MCA I scenes
were a good 30 points above
those ol the students that weie

admitted above him. lie had
applied three times before the
court case, and did attempt to

settle this case outside ofthe
courts in a simple agreement
with the University as stated in
an article from findlaw.com
The different admission
systems were ruled unconstitutional with the decision, and
the University had to hah the
use of these systems. The decision was announced by lust Ice
I ew is Powell who staled that
race could be one of many factots used bv discriminatory

boards, like those of college
admissions. Powell found that
quotas protected minority
applicants from competition
with the regular applicants and
were thus unconstitutional
because they discriminated
against regular applicants, thus
showing discrimination against
the majority. Now to me, thai
is one of l he best examples c >l
reverse discrimination around.
My theory is if ii gets to the
US Supreme Court, then it is a
problem in the Nation.
Powell did state that universe
l ies could use race as a "plus
factor," or something thai could
help determine applicants'
acceptance into a university, Powell cited the I larvard
College Admissions Program
constitutionally valid affirmative action program that look
into account all of an applicant's qualities in a view where
everything, including race, are
taken into account.
A more recent case ol reverse
clisi iiniinalion was just put to

dents, [fa student declares
themselves as minority, they
are guaranteed 20 points out
ofthe 100 needed to guarantee
admission into the University.
The case was decided in favor
ofthe university because il was
in compliance with the original
Hakke ruling 30 years ago.
It is ridiculous that people
who might not be as smart as
me, who could be less involved
than me. and most of all,
people thai are receiving more

the US Supreme Court in 2003.
Grutterv.Bollinger (University
oi Michigan), ruled thai discriminating against the majority is entirely with the legal

a college application, to an
application for a job. Almost

parameters ofthe university.

I he University Admissions
was within the parameters of
the original Hakke decision
because the admissions program was one in the same for
bolh majorities and minorities.
fhe case was fighting the
system that is in place for the
admissions oi minority stu-

money than lam from the
Federal Government because
they are a minority are getting
better treatment than I am.
I hese people are starting to
take advantage of the fact that
they are the poor minority."
these people can sue for just
about anything and claim that
the) are being discriminated
against because they are the
minority and people are out to
gel them.
I was told by two of my senior
teachers in high school not to
put my race on anything, from

everything in this world has a
racial quota to comply with.
In this world almost anything is possible, you can
sue for some ofthe dumbest things, but sometimes a
seemingly pointless soil can
bring aboul incredible change
in the system.

Senc/comments toAntmHeimnal
hetmnX&xpiJedu

Students brought
much needed spirit to
Wednesday's game
Thank you!
u bile the final score of the
Miami game wasn't what we
hoped for, the excitement,
enthusiasm and numbers that
you brought lo "The Dtiyt"
helped us reach our attendance goal for the season.
On a cold, rainy night, we
appreciate the loyal support
thai 3,000 of you showed by

cheering on your team.
While meeting an attendance mark was an important goal, the pride displayed

by students in the weeks
leading up to the game was

impressive.
Looking ahead, we hopelo
build on thai spirit as il translates Into everything al BGSU,
Athletics is a piece ol the
overall campus pride and we
look forward to seeing you
in the stands later this year
cheering on another Falcon
team.
Roll Along!
— Greg Christopher.
Director of Athletics, untl Gregg
llrantlnn. Head i imlluilt CotKh
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President Bush visits Vietnam with historical baggage
By Ron Hutcheson

then they had elections," Hush
said at a news conference last
week. "I see differences."
HANOI, Vietnam
Presidem
Indeed, there are significant
Hush says he's learned I he
differences, Vietnam didn't
lessons of Vietnam, but the
have the kind of sectarian viowar thai shaped his gen- lence that plagues Iraq, and
eration hangs over his visit
there were no foreign terrorists
ibis weekend to the former
in the mix.
COmmunlsl enemy thai now
But there are also similariembraces capitalism.
ties I he plan in Vietnam was
Bush will arrive in Hanoi
to remove U.S. troops as soon as
todaj carrying considerable histhe South Vietnamese armj was
torical baggage as he joins lead
ready to takeover. U.S. officials
era from 20 other nations at a
warned that leasing loo soon
three-day Asia Pacific Economic
would result in a communist
Cooperation summit
takeover, with disastrous con
As a college student in the
sequences.
late 1960s, Hush supported the
In the jargon ol the time, the
Vietnam War, but his decision
fall of Sout h\ ietnam was feared
l" join the Texas Air National
as being the first domino in a
Guard all but guaranteed that
chain reaction collapse of U.S.
he wouldn't go there.
allies through the region thai
Now the baby-boomer presi- eventually would bring com
dent is presiding over another
munism near America's shores.
unpopular war in a faraway
The goal in Iraq is similar
land. Critics call it a quagmire — to let Iraqis take over
and
and lash out with biting humor:
Hush rejects calls lor a timetable
What's the difference between
for withdrawal, lest the cneniv
Iraq and Vietnam?
menace us more.
Hush had a plan lor getting
"In Ibis war. il we were to
out of Vietnam.
leave before the job was done,
I lie president and his advisthe enenn will follow us here.
ers reject comparisons between
Bush told campaign audiences before last week's congres
the two conflicts.
"I itst of all, Iraq, alter the over
sional elections.
throw of the tyrant, voted on a
That's not how it worked out
Constitution thai is intended to
in Vietnam, Communist North
unite the whole country. And
Vietnam took control of the

Israels gay community
united in face of diversity

entire country in 1975. but Ilutest of the region's "dominoes"
remained standing.
fhree decades laler. Vietnam
is a perplexing mix of communism and capitalism. America is
viewed as a trading partner, not
a hostile power.
\ lot has changed. The economy has had many changes," said
I'ham Viet Ann, a 21-year-old
journalist. "In the past, we were

Bush visits Asia
Pn*«Hni But> antnaa iht Asia Pacrt< Economic Coopwason town !APEC) Summt
andtrUs MMrum tv iht first liw

RUSSIA

In the future, relations between
Vietnam and the United Slates
will be belter and better,"
Remnants of the war tinsprinkled throughout Hanoi.
but they don't carry the significance the] OIK cdid.
A large section of the prison
thai was dubbed the "Hanoi
Hilton'' by American prisoners
ol war hits been lorn down lo
makewa] for a high use offii e
complex, rhe rest is now part of
a museum, where the flight suit
worn by one of the former cap
t(ves, Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.,
remains on display, along with
exhibits devoted to the horrors
Inflicted on Vietnamese prisoners in earlier times by] rench
colonialists.
Former communist leader
Ho Chi Minh is still revered \
Stead] stream ol admirers and
curious foreign visitors filed
past his refrigerated corpse in

Hot 20OOO
Arrives Ho Chi Minh
City; meets w*h
bueeiese leaders: Dies
In Jakarta, Indonesiameets w*i president:
• ■•». 18 Attends APEC
fliea to Hawaii
sunwit: tm»ted on ettorta
Is account lor missing
• «0*. 21 Briefing with
serve* members horn
commoncjer ot U 8
Vietnam Wat
Pacific Command:

an imposing mausoleum neat
the bean of the city.
On the eve of the interna
tional summit, the Communist
Politburo launched a campaign
to increase awareness ol "Uncle
llo's' teachings. The pain pro
lamalion was front-page news
in
a government-affiliated
Hanoi newspaper, but it shared
space with stories about free

opponents of the march
immediately bailed the deal
as a \ it lory.
A lot of people are very happy
becausea level of purity has been
returned to lerusalem," said
Rabbi Yehuda Levin, bead of the
Rabbinical Alliance of America.
"The holy city "I lerusalem now
breathes a sigh of relief that it
is not going lo be sullied by this
kind of event."

a twin city ofTehran or Kabul?

rv.»iK imriijm

Hade talks and projei lions thai
Vietnam'seconom] would grow
b] 7,ii percent this year.
It's hard to imagine I lo < hi
Minh approv ing ol Vietnam
hosting a summit devoted to
three of Hush's top priorities
promoting tree trade, lighting
terrorism and thwarting North
Korea's nuclear ambitions.
I bal the annual AIM ( for UtTI is

.MIIWI

being held here is itself a recognition ni \ letnam's emergence
as a free market playei on the
world stage,
It is a greal opportunit) to
develop the economy," \nh said,
standingoutsideHanoi's temple
ol Literature a monument to
I diifiu in- buill in 1070 ' It is a
great event for\ ietnam bei ause
it will attract some investment."

Resume list for French presidency: Tough stance on
Iran, discipline young offenders, look good in bikini
"graj suii ot the I rench left and
line ol her rivals for the Socialist
Party's presidential nomination,
shot himself in Ihe loot eailv
on when he asked sarcastically,
"Who will mind the children?"
Royal has lour children with
her long-term partner Francois
Hollands, who also happens
to be chairman ol the Socialist.
Parly, and until recently harbored presidential ambitions of
his own.
Royal and llollande mel in
the 1970s al Ihcl cnlcNationalc
d'Administration in Paris, the
training ground ol fiance's nil
ing class. 1 he daughtet ol an

PARIS
Segolene Royal is a
I rench Socialist who describes
hersell as a pragmalisl.
She lakes a lough line on
Iran's nuclear program and
Favors military discipline lor
young offenders al home. She
professes admiration for British
Prime Minister Ibnj Blah but
vows to protect French jobs
from globalization.
She also looks swell In a
bikini, many of her countrymen believe, as evidenced in a
celebrity magazine scandal lasl
summer that started oul
as an embarrassment and
ended up as a plus.
Aroinbiiiaiionofalloflhc
above could be enough to

Even though the agreement
w as expected to defuse potent ial
clashes tomorrow, the monthslong emotional controversy
evolved into much more than a
debate over the gay pride march.
it became a battle over the soul
ol lerusalem.
"We are snuggling with something thai is much deeper than
gay rights." Sa'at Nathaniel,
Jerusalem's only openly ga\ i itv
councilman, said before the
agreement was announi ed. We
arc struggling about the image of
lerusalem: Will it be pluralistic
and tolerant and democratic, or

I MtSCI

jJ&r,.'"'MD0NfSIA

MCT

PIERRE IER01MAN

relume to Wasrwigton

VI El HAM
Ho CM
[ Minh CHy

By Tom Hundley

PRIDE: .< gay Israeli soldier holds a flag
during Jerusalems annual gay pride parade.
June 50.2005

•■0». 19 Meets with
Chnese President Hu
jintao; attends APEC
summit, meets Mth
President Putin

»o». 17©
Air ,-*« Hanoi. Vlemam.
m»«lr. oiiti pr*»iO«nl
plme minister. attends
state drn#r

enemies, and now wearefriends.

By Dion Nissenbaum

IERUSALEM
lerusalem's lesbian and gay community has
unintentional!)
succeed in
doing something that has elud
ed the world's greatest thinkers:
Unite the three major monotheistic religions.
Orthodox lews, conservative Muslims and prominent
Christian leaders are united in
their opposition to a gay pride
march in lerusalem. a city that's
holy lo all lluee religions.
I be pope called for today's
march to be canceled Muslim
leaders criticized it as a disgrace.
Orthodox lews organized weeks
ol violent demonstrations
lerusalem police repeatedly
warned that violent opposition could lead to tragedy and
urged Israeli leaders to call it off.
yesterday, laced with newsecuii
ty concerns related ii) the IsraeliPalestinian conflict, organizers
gave in to the pressure, shelved
the march and offered to bold
a more isolated rally at Hebrew
University's stadium instead
The city's ultra-Orthodox

•KM. 16©
AinvM Singapore.
m«»tr. with Prim*
PiMidentPutn
MnMnt:9pc«<*at
during n>fuakng stop
Masons' Unnwwty

• Hat. ISO
Afnve4M08C0A.

sin- is currentl) a membet

army officer, Royal was born
ill Senegal when il was still a
I inn h colony, and despite bei
socialist sympathies, manages
to project a certain sense ol
imperial entitlement.
Her career in politics was
marked bj ,m ambitious rise
through the socialist govern
ments ol Francois Mitterrand,
i.ipped b] bei appointment as

ol the National Assembly ,\n\

the elected president ol the
Poitou l haientes region, a job
thai could be compared witha
U.S. governorship.
Ihe publication of the
famous bikini photos in a celeb
IIIV
magazine last summer
appeared to be .< grave i
ot the unwritten I rench proto
col that sciupulouslv protects
the private lives ol politicians.
Royal threatened to sue, but
the phoios were so flattering
and well received bj thepublii
that the matter was dropped.

minister of the environment in
the earl) '90s. Liter, under the
power-sharing "cohabitation"
government ol President lacques
China . she served asvice minis
let lot education and vice minislet lui family and childhood.

carry RoyaL 53, to the French
presidency nexl spring. She
would he the first woman to

occupy the Etysee Palace.
This week she is expeel
ed to wrap up her pain s
nomination for a presidential run. \losi polls show her
securing the necessarj ill
percent majority in the Brsl
round ol voting I hursday, If
she falls short, there will he
a runoff between the top
two vote-getters,
traditionally politics in
I lam ehas been the domain
of gray men in gray suits,
Sego, as the French press has
dubbed her. is clearly something different, and many
are not quite sure how to
react to her candidacy.
Former Prime Minister
I aiiient 1-abius, an eminent
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♦ Furnished

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms
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♦ Newer Kitchen Cabinets
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♦ Furnished

♦ Full Basement

♦ Tile Floors

♦ Furnished
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♦ Washer/Dryer
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♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
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SCHEDULE

'Clash of the Titans'
THE RIVALRY AND ITS
HISTORY

#1 Ohio State Buckeyes (11-0) Jl

TODAY
Hockey:
vs. Ohio State: 7:05 p.m.
Volleyball:
vs. Ball State @ Toledo: 1:30

p.m.
Women's Basketball:
vs. Albany @ Orlando, Fla.:
5 p.m.

■

SATURDAY
Volleyball:
MAC Cnampionships d>
Toledo: TBA
Hockey:
vs. Ohio Stale: 7:05 p.m
Women's Basketball:
vs. Winner of UCF vs.
Fairleigh Dickinson @
Orlando. Fla; TBA

SUNDAY
Men's Basketball:
vs. rurman; 2 p.m.

OUR CALL
On the way up
Number of police officers in
Columbus area.
With the big game
fast approaching,
police want to
avoid raucous behavior in the
state's capital. Tensions will

BRANDON HEtU

STELLAR: Ttoy Smith has been the runaway Heisman candidate io far He II try to
keep up the good wotk as he lakes on the Wolverines

likely be very high. Not good.

On the way down
Water bills, hair cuts and
Jenny Craig sales.
People are losing

Why Ohio State
is going to win

constipated with the big

By Joth Whethsrholl

game approaching. Also not

The BG News gives the five
best things about Ohio State
- Michigan weekend.
1.ldiocy:Notonefan
at the game will use proper
logic or judgment when
dealing with opposing fans.
2. Tailgate: Not many
people remember the game.
They know who wins, but
usually they just drink so
much they forget the details.
3. Rivalry: The best
rivalry in sports - hands
down.

Reporter

Troy Smith doesn't lose to
Michigan.
Uoyd Carr chokes in big
games the same way Charlie
Weis chokes when he eats ,1
Big N" Tasty in a single bite,
err — gulp.
The Game, excuse me ...
I'M: (i \MF, is being played in
Columbus, in front of a vibrant
sea of scarlet and gray that's
just so damn arrogant — OK
fine, we're obnoxious — about
their team.
Those thoughts immediately came to mind when 1
was asked to write about why
(Mo Stall1 will defeat Michigan
tomorrow (As did thoughts of
my boss firing me for wearing
my "R%S Michigan" T-shirt to
work this weekend. Penn State

4. Riots: Ohio State is
the best place for unadulter-

See BUCKS | Page 10

Scarlet and gray. Maize and
blue. Orange and brown?
That's right, BG students
actually play an important
role in an important football game, and this year may
he the biggest. The rivalry
heals up as Lloyd Carr tries
to catch up with |im Tressel
and his series lead.
A recent survey of 28 students gave their preferences
for their team. Sixty-four percent arc cheering for Ohio
State and a measly 29 percent
think that the Wolverines will
pull it off in Columbus, as well
as a whopping two people
staying true to the Falcons.
But make no mistake, even
though the numbers say Ohio
State, IHI isasdivided between
red and blue as Congress.
You can walk through
pretty much any student
housing area on a Friday

o,#2

of 13-3.

■ Only three times in history
has the matchup pitted
the two against each
other with perfect records
on the last game of the
regular season.
■ Since 1935, Ohio State
and Michigan have decided the Big Ten Conference
championship between
themselves on 21 different occasions, including
2006.
■ The Ohio State Alma Mater,
Carmen Ohio, was written
on the train ride home
to Columbus following
the 1902 contest, which
saw Ohio State losing to
Michigan 86-0.
■ Ohio State coach Jim
Tressel is 4-1 against
Michigan since his arrival.
■ Michigan coach Lloyd
Carr is 6-5 against the
Buckeyes, but is 1-4 in
his last five tries.
■ Although both football
teams play in games for
traveling trophies, there is
no trophy for the MichiganOhio State game.

TOM STRATTMAN

or Saturday night and hear
the O-H-I-0 chant coining
from any number of garages
and basements, so why do
B(! students even care what
happens in a game between
two teams for schools which
they don't attend?
According to Kyle Duncan,
family tradition is die answer.
"People have grown up
cheering for eidier OS!) or
Michigan," Duncan said.
"No one grows up saying 'I
love the Falcons.'"
Other people have just
become so fed up with fans
namely OSll fans, that they
decide to join the other ranks.
"I was a little offended with
the OHIO chant at the BG
game the other night," said
Megan Parish.
"I find it sad when people
wear OSU T-shirts all year
round," said men's chorus
member Daniel Weber.
Brapdy O'Connell has
even had her parenting

AP PHOTO

DANGEROUS: Sieve Breaston was quiet this season until he got loose against
Indiana last week for 251 all-purpose yards and two scores.

Rivalry involves everyone in
between, including BGSU

hair and weight
and becoming

The List

Michigan Wolverines (11-

■ Michigan leads the alltime series, 57-39-6.
■ The teams have evenly
split the last 57 meetings
(from 1949 to 2005), with
27 wins apiece and three
ties.
■ Michigan won the first
installment of the rivalry
in 1897 34-0.
■ The Wolverines won or tied
the first 15 meetings.
■ Ohio State's first win
came in 1919 by a score <

Why Michigan
is going to win

brought into question over
this rivalry because her
infant son's bedroom is covered in maize and blue.
"My friends who are OSU
fans always tell me I'm already
bringing him up the wrong
way," O'Connell said.
Most people just believe
that it is BG's proximity to
Michigan while still being
In Ohio
"It's a good ratio of fans
because we're so close
to Michigan," said Katie
lisbenchade.
"I think it's because were
half way between Columbus
and Ann Arbor," said Laura
Vanljerc.
Along with all these reasons, "The Game' is a good
excuse to get together and
have a party, since going to
Columbus is a risk for any
civilian, win or lose.
"I can't see why you would

Tomorrow's game is pretty
huge. I think it's probably
more important than the
Fall of Rome, the Civil War
and Brown vs. The Board of
I ducat ion combined.
Maybe that's an exaggeration. As far as sports are concerned though, this game may
be die most anticipated event
in the past ten years.
They are bitter rivals, and
they're both 11-0. Number one
against number two.
Now I 'm forced to talk about
wliy Michigan will win without jinxing them. While that is
,i shea impossibility, 1 will do
my best.
People can talk all they want
about Ohio State's receivers,
but Michigan has a trio of

See RIVALRY | Page 7

See BLUE | Page 10

ated behavior. Cars will flip
over no matter what the
outcome of the game is.

5. The Game: Other
than all the crap listed above,

Falcons face off with Buckeyes

this may be the best football
game of the decade or even
the century.

Imi Tressel. Head Coach, OtUo Stati

Lloyd Can, Head Coach, Michigan

By Chayse M.-I.l
Reporter

The BGSU hockey team returns
home this weekend looking to
get back on track in the CGI A
as they host the Ohio State
Buckeyes in a pair of conference games.
BG (3-6-1. 1-5-0) has struggled as of late, losing six out
of the last seven games, and
dropping to the bottom of
the CCHA standings.
Ohio State (2-6-2, 2-4-2) has
not fared much better. The
games this weekend will almost
be must-wins for both of the
teams if they hope to challenge
the league.
BG coach Scott Paluch
acknowledges the importance of this weekend's
games, but is confident that
the team will perform.

"That's what we do in our league. We're
not sitting at 1-5 and happy about it, but
we also understand there's been some
strong positives in our play."
Scott Paluch I Coach

"We expect lo play extremely well and earn some points
here. That's what we do in our
league," Paluch said. "We're not
sitting at 1 -5 and happy about it,
but we also understand there's
been some strong positives in
our play."
The power play has not
been one of those positives for
the Falcons, as BG has gone
scoreless in its last 38 opportunities with an extra attacker.
In BG's six losses this season,
the offense is averaging only

1.17 goals per game.
The Falcons will have a
good chance of turning those
offensive struggles around this
weekend against the Buckeyes,
as OSU has had its own problems with the penalty kill. For
the season, Ohio State has
managed to stop only 71.9 percent of their opponents' power
play chances.
"With |Ohio State's] penalty
kill, which has been giving goals
up, and our power play which
has not been able to score,

something's going to give,"
Paluch said
The importance of winning
this weekend is intensified by
the fact that the Falcons will
be trying to turn their play
around against one of their
biggest rivals.
After experiencing the rivalry
first-hand as an All-American
defensemen here at BG from
1984-1988, Paluch admits that
the OSU game is always one of
extra importance.
"Through the years, going
back to my playing days and
before, lOhio State'sl always
been a fun team to play against."
Paluch said. "Ultimately, the
importance for us right now is
lo put ourselves in a position to
win and move on."
The puck drops both tonight
and tomorrow night at 7:05 in
the Ice Arena.

JORDAN FLOWER | THE BG NEWS

A GOOD FIT: Tomas Petruska has been a pleasant
surprise lor BG this year. He has 8 points.

GAME NOTES
MATCHUP: The Buckeyes lead the
all-time series 88-57-5.
RECENT HISTORY: BG won last
year's series 2-1-1.

GOOD DISCIPLINE: The Falcons
have the third lowest penalty total in
the nation with 6.9 penalties per game.
NOT SO POWER PLAY: BG has
not scored on its last 38 power play
chances.

SPORTS
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BGNEWS College Football pickem
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BG<?> TOLEDO
Toledo 24. BG 15- Great rivalry game to go to

Toledo 21. BG 17: A disappointing season

on Tuesday night, wail. Ill be watching the

ends in a disappointing fashion. This team

new eprsode of "House"

has a bright future but the present is dim

Toledo 24. BG 171 hate to say it but BG
isn't beating Toledo - or anyone else
- nghi now.

BG 35. Toledo 54. End the streak for
the sake of your off season

PS Would this be a bad time to facebook
Gregg Brandon7

1

3

5
7

6

9

7
5
9

CENTRAL MICHIGAN @ NORTHERN ILLINOIS
Central 51. NIU17 Whatever happened to
the Garrett Wolfe show'

CMU 24. NIU 21. Where the hell did
Central come from71 don't even care

CMU 51. NIU 27: If this year's MAC was a
dish at a restaurant I'd send

CMU 25. NIU 21: Central is clearly
the best team in the MAC. just as

anymore, the MAC is so screwed up

it back because I want something well

clearly as I am the best in this pickem

right now Hopefully Ohio wins it all
so BG can say it beat the champs

done. Then I'd demand my money bad.

Does that make ANY sense consider
mg I'm the photo editor?

MARYLAND • BOSTON COLLEGE
BC 21. Maryland 10. This would be a really

Maryland iO. BC 28: I'm desperate lot

good match-up in basketball Is it March yet7

points in the standings like Brandon

BC 28. Maryland 18: "Crab calces and loot
ball, that's what Maryland does!"

Heiss is desperate for a woman s
touch.

BC 26. Maryland 12 BC at home this
year has been successful I really love
the story o( the kicker who was m the
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the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

VIRGINIA TECH (* WAKE FOREST
Wake Forest 51. VT 20 I'm so excited

Wake Forest 24.VT 21 Wake is like the

Wake54. VT27 WhowouWvethought

Hokie7 Claim a real mascot Virginia Tech.

for Wake Forest. They really proved

ugly girl in junior high who became a

Wake fans would be more excited about

you cowards.

how weak their conference is this
season.

knock-out by the time junior year rolled

football than basketball m the month of

around. And by that time it was too late to
jump on the bandwagon

November7 Step aside Miarre and FSU.

USC 54. Cal 55: I've had the most
trouble picking this game this week.

6

To play: Complete the grid

stands thrs time last year. Maybe BG
should implement something like thrs7

Wake Forest 21. VT 20 What the hell is ,i

4

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

Wake Forest is now the head of the ACC

PRIZESUDOKUCOM

CALIFORNIA 0 SOUTHERN CAL
USC 24. Cal 12. USC has scored no less
than 20 points in each game this season So

Cal 5S. USC 28: The loser of th«

USC 27. Cal 20 Trojans take big step

game will likely play in the Rose Bowl

much for the rebuilding year theory.

against Ohio State

toward playing Michigan ... In the
Rose Bowl.

I'm gonna go with USC for no other
reason than it is being played m Los
Angeles

MICHIGAN^ OHIO STATE
OSU 24. Michigan 14: When my two least

UM17. OSU 15: This game is kind

OSU 50. UM 24.1 won't be surprised if

favorite teams square off. it's a win-win for

of like if Terminator fought against

me because at the end of the day someone

Rambo. Ohio State being Rambo

OSU piss pounds Michigan But I also
won't be surprised if the Wolverines find a

wi be crying and IH be right behind them
pointing and laughing

OSU 27. UM 17:1 can honestly say mis
is my most confident p*k ths week.
Everyone stay away from Cokn tomorrow

way to win late Great, great game. Great

everwig because he wl be extremely

game.

upset, or getting hrs stomach pumped.

Today in Sports History...
1958 - Bill Russell of the Boston Celtics set a new NBA record when he got 32
rebounds in the first half of a game.

Limited time only:

No money down
a $225 savings

RIVALRY
From Page 6
pa) big bucks lor thai game
and get so drunk you don't
even remember it." according
in Ernie Reid.
Surprisingly, no One Mir
veyed even knew why they
hated the other team beyond
their dad telling them that's
the way things are.
I here were some good guesses. Some thought it stemmed
from the era of Woody I laves
and Ho Schembcchlcr. Others
thought
it
started
when
Michigan dominated OSU and

the rest of the country until OSU
finally got a win in 1919. Some
thought the game didn't get big
until television and newspaper
coverage started exploiting in
the late 1960s.
"The marketing for the game
in Central Ohio is probably
bigger than the Super Howl."
Reid said.
In reality the game is actually
due to a land dispute over Toledo
as to who it belonged to. making
it the biggest land dispute since
the Israel-Palestine conflict
So whether you're scarlet and
gray or maize and blue, come
Monday, you'll be back to being
orange and brown.
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WEEKEND PLANS

Toledo Zoo's 'Lights
Before Christmas'
plugs in for the first time
this year with over one
million animal-shaped
lights! Carolers and the Man
himself -Santa - will also
make appearances amid the
ice sculptures and lights.

Scotch Tasting
at Toledo's Diva Restaurant
gives you the perfect excuse
to proclaim "I love scotch!
Scotchy-scotch-scotch!"
$15 enables you to sample
three flavorful samples and
a yummy appetizer, starting
at 8 p.m.

Gender Play
Cabaret
brings award-winning
transgender musician Namoli
Brennet to the Union at 9
p.m. As part of Awareness
Days. Transcendence is also
putting on a drag queen and
king extravaganza.

SATURDAY

ML
Make Believe
pretend they're coming to
Howard's Club H tonight
with Ecstatic Sunshine,
The Press Gang and Liono.
Make Believe boasts of exmembers of Joan of Arc and
Cap'N Jazz. The show starts
at 9 p.m. and costs il

The price wi
never be right

By Johnny Payna

Assistant Pulse Editor

As we learned in "Happy
Gilmore." Bob Barker is a
fighter.
Since 1972, he's battled to
make "The Price is Right'' a
mainstay of daytime television This multitude of games might
amid a shifting landscape of make finding Barker's replaceentertainment values. His show ment difficult, but junior Cory
even became a vehicle for his Travis may have found an approfight for animal rights, and to priate host.
"They should get the
showcase his own personal war
to appear young, wrinkleless guy who played Pee-Wee
Herman." he said, adding
and tan.
But on Oct. 31, Barker that he always dreamed of
announced he will be retiring appearing on the show.
Boggs recommended comehis long skinny microphone in
dians Drew Carey and Dane
lime of next year.
The terrifyingly spry 82-year- Cook, the latter of whom
old said he'd been considering ironically included a
retirement for at least a decade, skit about "The Price
but was having a ball shooting is Right" in a routine
in which he raised
the program.
"I've gone on and on and on the possibility that
to this ancient age because I've Barker might actually
enjoyed it," he said. "I've thor- be a marionette.
But every stuoughly enjoyed it and I'm going
dent
interviewed
to miss it."
Barker said his fiftieth year expresseddoubtabout
on television was an appropri- watching a Barker-less
ate time for his final "Come on "Price is Right."
"When you think 'The
down." He added it was taking
a physical toll on him as he Price is Right,' you think of
began to increasingly resemble Bob Barker," said freshman
Paige Zellars. "It just won't
an orange skeleton.
Freshman lessica Boggs was be the same."
As for Barker, he plans
shocked at the announcement
because "he's been doing it for on relaxing for a little while
before resuming the battle for
such a long time."
In fact, Barker hosted the animal rights with the founlong-canceled "Truth or dation he established in his
Consequences'' show in 1956 late wife's memory, the DJ&T
before making his "Price is Foundation.
Barker has fought long and
Right'' debut on Sept. 4,1972.
Barker has become unerringly hard to ascend the summit of
familiar with the 80 games that the game-show world, but he
composed the program, includ- plans on leaving us next June,
ing long-time favorites like as always, with a heartfelt "Help
"Plinko," "It's in the Bag" and control the pet population; have
the daily finale known as the your pets spayed or neutered."
Fight on, Bob. Fight on.
"Showcase Showdown."

t

again
,3****

the Black Swamp Pub. This
week's performer will be
Jeremy Culpepper.

SUNDAY

,C*UeY»/oot>s_**
Sounds of the
Stadium
showcases the best of the
Falcon marching band's 2006

Hang with the gang at Howard's

pay $5
By Addie Curlis

brings '80s hair-metal
back to Toledo's Club
Bijou tonight. Only two
original members of Skid
Row remain in the band,
and neither of them are
Sebastian "Savage Animal"
Bach. Regardless, fistpumping anthems will still
be played. Tickets are $18.50.
and the hair-whipping begins
at 7i0 p.m. with King's X.

§

THEY SAID IT
"I was thrown out of
colege for cheating
on the metaphysics
exam; I looked into
the soul of the boy
sitting next to me."

§

Vvbody Alen | Neurotic rxmsdan

*

Reporter

After the long awaited game
come out to Howard's for some
live entertainment tomorrow.
Five up-and-coming talents
are performing live at Club H
this weekend. These bands
include Someone's Thinking of
You, I jono, Press Gang, Ecstatic
Sunshine and Make Believe as
the headliner.
Bassist for the Press Gang
Blaine Fridrick said they play
in Bowling Green all the time at
Howard's, Easy Street, Nate and
Wally's and other local places.
"Four out of the six of us are
from Bowling Green and we
usually have a good turnout for
these shows," he said. "We have
awesome friends and it doesn't
matter how many people we
are playing for, just as long as we
make an impact"
Press Gang formed a year
and a half ago, has been signed
to a Chicago label, Failed
Experiment Records.
Fridrick has been playing
the bass for six years and has
been in a band since he was a
high school student. He said
he never made the decision to

be a musician but he enjoyed
it more than anything else he
was doing.
"I taught myself to play
the bass and I just pushed
myself," Fridrick said. "It's all
about finding the right people to play with."
And fans are glad he did.
Ben Redmond, an August
graduate of the University, has
seen The Press Gang more than
15 times and is looking forward
to this show even more than
the last.
"There are a lot of reasons
that people should consider
going to this show," Redmond
said. "They bring energy, excitement, and passion which makes
for a great live show."
Liono, the band playing right
before Press Gang, is composed
of four guys ages 18 to 20.
Bassist Josh Sponsler said each
band is given between 30 and 45
minutes for their sets.
"We have been a group since
March and I started playing
because there is really nothing
else to do in Bowling Green,"
he said.
Liono has also played in
Bowling Green and at Howard's
before. He said they have per-

There are absolutely no words to
describe life on campus However,
pictures can and "Shock" magazine is
looking for those photos in exchange
for some cold hard cash.
The magazine, which made its
debut in May 2006, is holding a campus life photo contest and is challenging students to go to their Web site
and upload wild and crazy photos for
a chance at a grand prize of $ 10,000.
Every week, visitors who visit
the Web site vote on their favorite
picture. That person automatically wins $250. The deadline for
the entry is Nov. 19.
More information about the
magazine and the contest can
be found on the Web site, shockcampus.com.

Reporter

Acoustic music played in

Skid Row

*- w

Magazine
is hosting a photo
contest which ends
on Nov. 19

By Nick Carrabin*

Pub Unplugged

the jams starting at 5 p.m.
at Kobacker Hall. Students

Shock

Shosk

Reggae Ark
docks at
Mickey Finn's

is exactly what it sounds like:

anthems. They'll march out

Shock the
world with
your photos

Terry Bobb feels his band is
carrying reggae music on their
shoulders at a time when the
genre is being overlooked in the
United States.
Tomorrow night, The Ark Band,
from the Caribbean, will be carrying it all the way to Mickey Finn's
Pub in Toledo.
Bobb, band leader, formed the
band with his brother Eustace in
1987 and just this year they have
released their new album entitled
"All Things Considered" despite
going through many transformations of the band's line up in the
past years.
"The band has transformed
now since our conception, but the
core of the band, the drum and the
bass is still there," Bobb said.
"The drum and the bass in
reggae is the heartbeat of reggae
music. For some reason, every
time we transform, we keep getSee ARK |Page9

BGSU women
compete for
Miss Ohio title
By Sarah Moore
Reporter

PHOTOPDOVIKD
PRESS RELEASE: The Press Gang will be performing at Howards Club H. tomorrow
Doors open at 9 p m. with the Press Gang taking the stage around 11 pm. Tickets are 18
for those-21 and up and 110 for those who are 18 to 20.

formed 10 to 12 times at Club H
and usually have a good turnout Sponsler said around 30 to
40 people come out to check out
the band each time.
Liono has played in Toledo
and are in the works for a show
in Cleveland coming soon.
Doors open at 9 p.m. The first
band will begin between 930
and 9:45. Prices are $8 for 21 and
up and $10 for 18 to 20.
For additional information,
visit www.myspace.com/lionomusic and www.myspace.com/
thepressgang.

Nick Andersen, drummer
for the Ptess Gang, encourages everyone to come see this
show; especially since they just
opened for legendary punks,
The New York Dolls on Nov. 16.
"There are incredibly talented
audiences that come through
BG and the community is
aware of it. but the students
haven't quite kept up with
that," Andersen said. "We need
to make sure that we are supporting quality entertainers
like this so they keep coming
to our dry."

Most young girls find themselves
at one point or another imagining
that they would be crowned one
of the highest honors in a pageant, waving at the applauding
crowd while cradling a bouquet of
flowers in their arms.
For three current and former
Bowling Green students, among
others, this dream has come true
Lauren Hogan, a senior
majoring
in
Interpersonal
Communications, was recently
crowned Miss All-American City.
She is a member of the campus
organization Bacchus Gamma,
and is also a peer educator.
Dance Performance and Exercise
Specialist major Kristen Haas currently holds the title of Miss Maumee
Valley 2007. She began competing
when she was 18 years old, and has
won $3,700 in scholarship money
so far.
Both young women won
their crowns at the Miss America
Scholarship that was held on
Saturday, Nov.. 4 in Maumee.
With Hogan and Haas' prelimiSee CROWN | Page 9
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nary titles under their belts, they
will be competing in the Miss
Ohio pageant this summer.
Abby Bollenbacher, former
Miss Maumee Valley, is a 2006
alumni that made it to the top ten
round in the Miss Ohio pageant
this year. She serves as an example to BG women that they can
make it far as well, which should
help with pre-pagcnt jitters that
are rather common.
"People see us on stage and
think that it's all glitz and glamour, but they don't see us backstage getting ready and spending countless hours preparing
for our interviews or our different appearances that we make,"
Hogan said.
Sometimes television shows
and movies, such as 'Miss
Congeniality' and Tiara Girls',
emphasize, stereotype and make
fun of pageant life.
"I guess one of the biggest stereotypes is that pageant girls are
nothing but princesses, or we're
all cheerleaders and homecoming queens," Bollenbacher said.
"I was neither of those things.
There's nothing wrong with
being the homecoming queen
or a cheerleader — I just never
fit that mold."
Haas tends to feel the same
way. "People always say when 1
go on stage for my question do I
answer, 'world peace', but that's
probably the worst answer you
could give," Haas said.
"i am an educated woman, and
I know a lot about what's going
on with the worid. The women
I compete with are some of the
most educated people that you
will ever come across. They've
learned more in their lives of just

MOIO MOWED
CROWNING MOMENT: University students (from led to right) Kitten Haas. Abby
Bollenbachei and Lauren Hogan will all compete for the Miss Ohio title this summer.
20 years than people will accomplish in their whole entire lives."
However, there is a difference
between a beauty pageant and a
scholarship pageant that the general public may not realize.
The Miss America circuit,
whose four crowning points
stand for style, success, scholarship and service, is a non-profit
scholarship program that provides funds to further education
for young women.
Other pageants are typically
profitable programs, and they
focus more on the whole beauty
queen aspect.
Miss America is also based
on three tiers: local, state and
national levels. In order to reach
the ultimate national goal, the
local level must be achieved first.
In order to compete in a preliminary pageant, a personal
platform must lie designated for
each contestant.
Bollenbacher's platform dealt
with being a campus Springboard
coach, because she wanted to give
back to the school in return for the
help she received while conquering various obstacles throughout
her own college career.

Double Reed Day educates
student musicians
By Malinda Jacobs
Reporter

The halls of the Moore Musical
Arts Center will be alive with
the sound of music tomorrow.
Double Reed Day, hosted by
oboe instructor Susan Hatch
Tomkiewicz
and
bassoon
instructor Nathaniel Zeisler,
will provide an opportunity for
musicians from all walks of life
to showcase and perfect their
talent through various programs and events during the
day long experience hosted by
the University
"We wanted a way to reach
out to the music community,
more specifically double reed
players, across the region.
This is also a great opportunity for students, parents, teachers, etc to experience BGSU's
College of Musical Arts."
Tomkiewicz explained.
Although the University has
held Double Reed Days in the
past, this is both Tomkiewicz
and Zeisler's first time hosting
the program here.
This event gives oboists and
bassoonists a chance to participate in a variety of activities
including master classes and
lessons for both of the instruments, workshops, as well as
both student and faculty performances throughout the course
of the day.
The master classes will be
hosted by Tomkiewicz and
Zeisler and provide performers of both instruments the
opportunity to benefit from
their experience.
"The clinicians, Nathaniel
Zeisler and myself, will conduct
a short series of private lessons
in front of an audience. The
students receiving the one on
one attention learn from the lesson and the spectators learn by
observation," Tomkiewicz said.
Both Tomkiewicz and Zeisler

"We hope our
Double Reed Day is
fun and informative;
allowing participants
to learn and grow as
musicians."
Suai HatoSTcrrtevicz |
Oboelnstactof
are no strangers to performance. Tomkiewicz has performed in several Symphonies,
including the Austin Symphony
and New Mexico Symphony,
and has also shared her musical talent at a variety of other
festivals and concerts, including a performance at the 2006
International Double Reed
Society's convention.
"I'm currently an active
member of the Austin Chamber
Ensemble and will be traveling to Austin in February for
some concerts there. I have also
participated in several recording projects including Bells for
Stokowski with the University
of Texas Wind Ensemble, the
DVD Canzoni, and the theme
music for the Sunday morning
Texas Parks & Wildlife show,"
Tomkiewicz said.
The event will be held in the
Kelly Instrumental and Choral
Rehearsal hallsfrom 8:30a.m. to
3:40 p.m and is free of charge.
More information can be
found online at http://www.
bgsu.edu/colleges/music/
events /doublereed /.
"We hope our Double Reed
Day is fun and informative;
allowing participants to learn
and grow as musicians, make
new friends and have a wonderful musical experience at
the College of Musical Arts,"
Tomkiewicz said.

Hogan's platform, titled "Risky
Business", is a program aimed at
preventing high risk behavior in

todays youth.
She is focusing on high school
aged students, and hopes that
her title will help her advocate the
program at different schools.
Heart disease is the issue for
Haas' platform. She wants to
educate women about the disease while encouraging them to
live healthier lifestyles.
So what is it like to earn a pageant title while living the life of a

college student?
Hogan feels as if the crown
displays her hard work. "I feel
like I'm one of those people that
understand that I need to get certain tilings done," she said.
Tin not going to go out and

party and all of those other things
they say real college students do.
I want to represent myself well,
and especially the organizations
that I'm in."
Note: Bowling Green student
Becky Minger won
Miss Northwestern Ohio last
Saturday, and will be compel
ing in Miss Ohio alongside
Hogan and Haas.

ting stronger."
And in a time when reggae music is constantly being
overlooked by Hip Hop and
Rock music on the main
stream radios, The Ark Band
are still staying true to the
roots of reggae music.
"It's overlooked in the
PHOTO PROVIDED
United States but it will
BUFFALO SOLDIERS: Columbus Iwed The Ark Band will perform at Mickey Firms on
never go away," Bobb said.
"It's a different form of tomorrow The band credits their large Toledo fan base due to the lack of reggae in the area
music like blues and jazz
and all these different types
some band," Gary said. "They
in every stale in America, and
of music had their time and
haven't played in Toledo since
also Canada and lamaica
place in history, but the one
April and they were great and
according lo Bobb. They have
good thing about reggae is
we had a great turn out and we
performed not only at concerts
that it's still growing."
wanted lo do il again."
but weddings, country clubs
Bobb did say that with the
and festivals as well.
The Ark Band promises to
Bobb said the experiencnew album, they are trying
keep the show, which starts
es he has had over the past
to speak to the mainstream
al 9:30 p.m.. fresh and excit20 years performing music
radio; however, they aren't in
ing by playing all types of
arc just part of his proudest
the business of making music
Caribbean music, not just
reggae, and also using live
just for the radio.
moments.
Because oi touring across
"We are more at peace with
different singers, anything
lo give all of the fans, and
the country lie has gotten to
what we do, we don't do music
anymore for hits," he said. "We
themselves, goose bumps.
see monumental places like
don't sit here and try to put a
"Claying is a special thing,
Mount Rushmore. the Grand
hit on the album, we try to gn
when you're on stage playing
Canyon and Yellowstone Park.
I have got to see a lot of
from our hearts and music we
and you're playing well ami the
people are connecting with
America, waj more than
like and hopefully out of that it
you. it's the best time in the
the normal person because
can become a hit."
The band has developed
through the music and through world." Bobb said.
"I remember days getting
a strong following in Toledo
the travel," Bobb said.
goose bumps playing and you
"At t he end ol it all, if 1 don'l
and Bobb credits that to the
come out with a lot of gold
lack of bands that play reggae
spend the rest of your life tryrecords, or a lot of money, at
music anymore.
ing to get thosespotsagain. It's
thai one goose bump thai you
least what I got out of it was
"We have been playing in
Toledo for 20 years and now
keep going after."
Other things in life. I can tell
there aren't that many reggae
For more information, visii
my kids stories and they are
The Ark Band's Myspace page
really grind stories."
bands left," he said. "People
Trisha Gary, owner of
cherish when wecomearound.
at www.myspace.com/thearkWhen we first came to Ohio
bandmyspace.com
\iii key Finn's Pub is excited to
bring back The Ark Band and
in 1986. there were ten reggae
Their Web site at www
expects a high energy show.
bands there, now it's about two
lhearkband.com also contains
"1 he) have played here
or three bands."
lour information and biograTheArk Band hasperformed
phies of the band members.
before and they are an awe-

Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE!
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR
2007

STOP

by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

Great Selection of
Houses £r Apartments
in Good Locations!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 K. Wooster Street. Bowling (ireen. OH
Located Across Krom T'aco Bell.

RENTAL OFFICE (4191 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30- to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewlnverealestale.com

and get

BGSU Credit?
Enroll in the National Student Exchange!

Come see what we
have to offer!
Attend one out of 177 colleges in the U.S. for up to one academic year while paying BGSU tuition!
No out-of-state-fees. Credits Transfer. Explore West Coast, Midwest, East Coast, South.

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St

Am
agement

Charlestown Apts.
710 Scon Hamilton

Hour** Available
close (o campus

730 Scon Hamilton

((/// /" make an appointment today!
\1KI \III Management
'.4 1 Mind i BG
lllhl.MM

M'li/DII.M. I

The National Student Exchange
Information Session
Bowen-Thompson Student Union, Room 315
Friday, November 17,h
2:00pm
For more details, Contact the NSE Program at 2-7944 or e-mail vfaley@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 14 STI IAIGHT YEARS

PISRN€LLO'S
203 N. Main

FR6C Daiverw
$5.75 Minimum

352-5166

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory or
about our SPECIALS
rv.pisanellos.com

iii

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

Send comments to Ryan tit
ruuMhgtuedu

^

powered bj die |x>pular recruiting
service Uivakconi. "I can say thai
pretty safely.''
many of us already know -Ohio
ir.ulilionalh

Services Offered

Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

Pregnant' Confidential, free & professional testing. BG Pregnancy
Center 419-354-4673

Subleaser wanted lor Spr. S or Smr.
semesters 5 bdrm. house, across
Irom campus S290 mo. Call 419303-8793.

Copper Beech Town Homes Single
unit apt looking lor 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking for Spr. Sem. Fully turn
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
WD. AC. ceniral heal, breakfasl
bar. hi-spd. cable & internet indd. in
rent. $650 mo 216-538-0061
dansolo@bgsu.edu

5 room house lor rent.
Available immediately
419-352-8602.

:i„!iili«d Adl • 419-J72-M77

Noon weni on lo say what

■

ai» ■*■ ,
•IM «■«, an)

r mr ,11group

UKIIVKIIUI U

Hails only Florida,
■ invnllir,

Califomiaaml lc\as,andoccasion-

ally Pennsylvania, in terms of high
school football talent Michigan,
meanwhile, Isn't even ihe second

Help Wanted

Personals

Services Offered

best slate in the Midwest
Add thai to Ihe fact our head
coach has built an abundance
of solid relationships with high
school coaches from around the
state, it's no wonder OSII has won
four of live, soon to be live ol six. in
the lim Tressel lira.
"Tressel. since he's been at Ohio
Slate, has made it more ol a focus
lo keep ihe Ohio laleni in Ohio."

Sanderson Stables
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
A Professional Equestrian Facility
& Riding Academy
Lessons. Web Based Distance
Learning. Training. Workbooks.
S Educ Activities Since 1982
We provide credit &
non-credit courses covering
100. 200 & 300 levels
Trail riding, contesting and more

Noon said.
To be fair. (iirr has the repula-

Holiday
I* Catering,
.»i
*

'■■■■■■

1419-353-2277:

OSU VS MICHIGAN
BEER 8 FOOD SPECIALS
BIG SCREEN TV

Dance Marathon Overall!
November 29th 9:15 in Ihe
Union Ballroom For Ihe Kids'

Contact JS at 419-655-2253 or
mlo@www sandersonstables.com

Wanted
1 female for Spring & Summer
2007
Enclave II. $325 per month.
Call (330)647-2981 for more info

Management Inc.

Renting for
2007/2008
Starting First Week of
November
Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabg.com

1 rmte. needed tor Campbell Hill.
Jan. until May. S240 mo.
Call Alissa 419-270-7491.
Spring subleaser needed. 7th St.
2 bdrm. lurn. $540 mo. & utilities
419-707-2534

Trinity United
Methodist Church

Hillsdale Apis.

Worship Times

1082 Fairvicw Avc.
1 & 2 bdrm Apis, or 3 bdrm Twnh.

V IS- Trudiliimil
V'wi,
I0:30-Sumki) School

Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers lin 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning

II

Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle

'onltmporary
Sen U t

.I'M

'Ask about internet discount
ZOONOfa-SUUHal Mr,,-,
Il ■> lum (inm Ot». J.«o:-2527
Ptunr 4 l-i I5MUI
Ru4l9-3S3-SI9l
I -mail mnily.1utTKiory
Findlay Pike Apt*.
111/113 Findlay Pk PorUge, OH
906 INTI KSIATI- IlKIVIF-xll 159 t orncr ,.r l--^«inl Kl 2^4

Large 2& 3 bdrm Apts.
Efficiency Garage for 1 Vehicle

AI.I.STAnil M SKATING

Starting at $475/mo. . Utilities

P-rty r....... available for
.1,.,
P„, 11, . ,.r -mall K. .„,|,..
, ..II for ,,1.1 1.,.. 11■ •,,
2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
• CASINO R0r»LE(rG-l3l

Only Moments from B.G.!

3 005:20 7 401000
I0RAT HI
1 15 3 20 5 25 7:20 9 35 11 40
FLUSHED AWAflPSI 12 302 304 30 700
9 2011 10
IHE SANIA CLAUSE 3 THE ESCAPE CLAUSEld
1 0031553074510001150
SAW III ID) 12 302455057209.301130
FLAGS OF OUR FA1HERS IRI 1 00 3 40 7 00 9 40

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

On selected floor plans
i Apts.
215E.PoeRd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom

■ Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance

Efficiencies
Laundry on Site

• Patio

FUCKAlrGI
7159:20
THEPMSHGEim-11)
7 00930
MANOFTHEYEARlPO-111
7 00920
EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH IPO-Ill 7 10 9 20
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE: THE
BEGINNING IN)
7 20930
GRIDIRON GANG (PS-Ill
7 00930

Pan-time Lifeguard/Swim Instructor
needed at a downtown child care facility Days. Evenings & some Saturday hours available. Must hold current Lifeguard & CPRPR Certifications. Please apply al The Catholic
club 1601 Jeflerson Ave Toledo OH
43604.
Summer 2007 Income Opportunity
Aqua Pro student franchises. Residential power washing business. Net
$1200 per week. May be used for internship credil 866-275-2782
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers and cooks.
419-352-7070.
Yoko Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servershosts'hostesses
419-893-2290
465 W. Dussel Dr Maumee.
Located in Suffolk Square.
BARTENDING! up to $300'day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
ADULT MALE & FEMALE VOLUNTEERS needed for research concerning the effects of abortion. Volunteer for one or both studies. For
more information, call Dr. Catherine
Coyle at I608) 217-1093 and/or go
to www.abortionresearch.net. Participants do not need to provide names
and will remain anonymous.

•' Lg. 1 bedrm. apt., also rooms
Avail. Now &;or 1st of year . 2
bdrml 107. 07-08 S.Y. Sail listings 24'7 @ cartyrentals.com or call
353-0325
07 - 08 School Year
1.2 & 3 bedroom apts. available.
For more info call 419 354-9740
07 - 08 School Year.
Listings available cartyrentals.com
or 316 E. Merry «3

t bdrm. house on 7th Si. Flex.
lease
No ulil Avail Jan. 1st $420 month
419-287-4337.

Highland Management
1 S 2 bedroom
Lease for 07' • 08' School Year
Office Hours 9-2pm M-F
Senior'Graduate Housing
419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
HOLIDAY SPECIAL!
1 2 Oil First Month's Rent"
Ivywood Apartments
419-352-7691 EHO
"some restrictions apply
House avail, immed 3 bdrm . 2 bathcentral air. washer/dryer hook-up,
lenced in yard. Call 419-494-9509.
Houses/Apis lor 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Ofliceopen10-2MF

www.boapartmenlscflm
Quiet tenants preleired

2 bdrm. brick ranch, attached garage, all appliances. W'D Available
now 419-352-1104
2 bdrm. furnished apt. w/ gas fireplace. Located next to water tower
on Manville Ave. 352-5239
2 bdrm unfurn. apt. 139 S. College
Lease 1 yr. (5-15-07-5-10-08) $600
per mo. incl ulil.. dep. req. 419348-3134.

Lrg. 1 bdrm apt. 234 1/2 S. College.
1 1/2 block from campus. $360 per
month, spring thru summer.Call 978273-2243.
Male has furnished room for rent
with freedom ol house to a clean,
neal, and honest student. $200 deposil. $250 rent 419-354-6117.
Newly renovated 2 bdrm apl. on 4th
Street $525 a month . util 419-4091110 or 419-352-4456.
One room efficiency with balh.
private entrance Available now.
419-352-8602.

2 Bedroom - 420 S. Summit
$460 » utilities
AC. DW. quiet area
419-352-8917

3 & 4 bedroom houses to rent
Close to campus & downtown
419-308-2456

Childcare needed in our Perrysburg
home. 3 weekdays. 8am-5pm. email
m.childcare@hotmail.com

3 bdrm. house. 1 block from shuttle.
Garage, A/C. W/D hookup. NO
PETS. $750 & util. 419-353-8208

Established Public Relations firm
seeks to fill ENTRY LEVEL position
Qualified candidates will have interest in PR/Communications and be
self-starter. Duties will include registering people to vote for. or against.
state alcohol sales issue. $l0mr. includes additional performance bonus. Call 866-666-6995

Buckeye Studios
Studenl housing available now
Monthly, semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520.
www.buckayeinnandsludios.com

Roommates Needed.
$300
419-353-5100.
Simply styling..our 1 bdrm. apts.
have lots ol style tor a price thai is
simply perfect! Special pricing avail.,
hurry in. this is a limited time otter.
Charing Cross 419-352 0590
Subleaser wanted (or Spring &/or
Summer semesters 3 bdrm. house.
$275 mo. & ulil. 330-806-1886.
Two-3 bdm. houses. Close to BGSU
Off-street parking. W/D. AC. One-3
bdrm. apl. w/ W/D, off-street parking
Close to BGSU One-2 bdrm. apt.
off street pkg Close to BGSU. All
avail. Aug. 15, 2007. 419-352-4773.
419-265-1061 (cell)

BGSU Bus Route

• Pets welcome!

Only 15 minute walk to campus!

-FREE HEA1
VAMITY iQUAJII
ANUtTMtMT*

Management Inc.

Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.com
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!

rr

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 1,2,3,4 AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2007.

• Spacious kitchen

N

HONMV-THi *sin> • !! .1 us Ml snowsn.s<i
HUDAV.SI NDAVAI.I SMIV All SH')WS«350

Housekeepmgtcleaning. Highly motivated person to clean & keep house
twice per week in Perrysburg. Call
Betsy 419-490-6212.

$465 per mo.. 1 bdrm. elite. Util. incl
Close lo campus & downtown. Avail
Jan. 1,2007. 740-334-1720.

From Only $485!

1.202004 10

5007008:009501045
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520 7 15 7.459401010
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12 20 2 40 5 00
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2507101110
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Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com

Grad sludenis & mature undergrads
1 bdrm. apt. Close lo campus Avail.
Dec. More into call Gary 352-5414

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

419-353-7715 t-£*

Am«nlti«s Included in many of our houses:
- Furnished or unfurnished
- Washer and Dryer
- Garbage disposal, dishwasher
- Large yards
- 1 and 2 car garages
- Full basements
- Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

-

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases availabli
Microwaves
Walk in closets

3-5 People allowed depending on location <2s
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

GREENIRIAR, INC.
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Website coming soon
www.bgobsidian.com
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 14 STRAIGHT YEARS

PISRN€LLO'S
203 N. Main ™™™ 352-5166

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory or
about our SPECIALS
'.pisanellos com

2E

Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.
Send comments to Hum
rattuWbgauxlu
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I can sa\ thai

prett) safeh '
to say

main ol us alread) know
traditional!)

The BG News
Classified Ad* • 419S72-6977

Noon went on

Services Offered

Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

■ i|9 Confident al Iree & protessional testing. BG Pregnancy
Center 419-354-4673

Subteaser wanted tor Spr S or Smr
semesters 5 bdrm. house, across
Irom campus S290 mo. Call 419303 8793

b 'oom house loi n
Available immediately
419352-8602.

-"ersonals

Help Wanted

Copper Beech Town Homes Single
unit apt looking lor 1 sublsr ASAP
or looking lor Spr. Sem. Fully turn,
spacious kit. brand new appliances.
A C. central heal tM
-pd cable & internet incld. in
rent. $650 mo 216 538-0061
dansolo@bgsu.edu

what
i ihio

trails only I torida,

t aliforniaand rexas,andoccasionally Pennsylvania, in terms of high
school football talent. Michigan,
meanwhile, isn'i even the second

Services Offered

best stale in lire Midwest.
Vlil that to the fad our head
coach has built an abundance
of solid relationships with high
school coache from around the
state, it's no wonder OSU has won
loui nllive.MioniohelivcolMv in
ihelim [Vessel Era.
" liessei since he's been at Ohio
Stale, has made it moreot .1 tocos
10 keep the < ihio talent in < tine

Sanderson Stables
CAMPUS POLIYEYES
A Professional Equestrian Facility
& Ridmg Academy
.".■ ■ Based Distance
1 Training Workbooks.
& Educ Activities Since 1982
We provide credit &
non er:vering

100. 200 & 300 levels
Trail riding, contesting and more

Noon said
To be fait 1 an has the repula

OSU VS MICHIGAN
BEER S FOOD SPECIALS
BIG SCREEN TV

Dance Marathon Overall
November 29th 9 15 in the
Union Ballroom For The Kids'

Contact us at 419 655-2253 or
info@www sandersonstables com

Wanted

Catering
\ 419 353 2277

1 temale tor Spring & Summer
2007
Enclave II $325 per month
Call 1330)647-2981 tor more into
Management inc.

Renting for
2007/2008
Starting First Week of
November
Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabg.com

1 & 2 bdrm Apts. or 3 bdrm Twnh.
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers (in 2/ * bdrm)
Air Conditioning

ItkJkA A A A A A A*

1 rmte. needed tcr Campbell Hill
■ "
-lino
Call Ahssa 419-270-7491.
Spring subteaser needed 7th St.
i turn S540 mo & utilities
419707-2534

Trinity I nited
Methodist Chinch

HillsdaUApts.
1082Fairview Ave.

Carports & 6GSU Bus Shuttle
'Ask about internet discount

s

Win ship linn's

■

fdd*tnl/ce /2 423"4'4

«o6 IMI KM All IIKIM
■go Comer of I-7S and m 1
AI.l.STAtmMSI \ll\t,
i-.,ii* room .,,..,I..I,I.' i.» i..,ii„i,,t
,...., 1, - ,,r %m,,ll RrotllM

Findlay Pike Apts.
111/113 FindlayPk Portage, OH

Prwhbig mill Pre* tabuing t 'hrisi
ui ill,- Heart of Box/Hug Grren

Large 2 & 3 bdrm Apts.
Efficiency Garage for 1 Vehicle
Starting at $475/mo * Utilities
Only Moments from BG.!

Part-time Liteguard Swim Instructor
needed at a downtown child care facility Days. Evenings & some Saturday hours available Must hold cur■ S CPR-PR Cerlilica
lions P
poly at The Catholic
club 1601 Jetterson Ave Toledo OH
Summer 2007 Income Opportunity
Aqua Pro student Iranchises Residential power washing busin.
$1200 per week. May be used tor in
ternship credit 866 275-2782
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now
and cooks.
419-352-7070.
Yoko Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers hosts hostesses
419-893-2290
465 W. Dussel Dr Maumee
Located in Sutlolk Square.
'BARTENDING' up to $300 day No
exp. necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965 6520 ext 174
ADULT MALE & FEMALE VOLUNTEERS needed lor research concerning the ettects ol abortion. Volunteer for one or both studies. For
more information, call Dr. Catherine
Coyle at |608| 217-1093 andor go
to www.abonionresearch.net. Partic
ipants do not need lo provide names
and will remain anonymous

$465 per mo. 1 bdrm ellic Util incl
Close to campus & downtown. Avail.
Jan 1.2007 740-334-1720.
iiso rooms
Avail. Now & or 1 st ol year . 2
bdrm 1 1 07 07-08 SYS all listings 24 7 @ car1yrentals.com or call
3530325

1 -2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Highland Management
1 & 2 bedroom
Lease lor 0T
08' School Year
Otlice Hours 9 2pm M F
Senior Graduate Housing
419-354-6036
www bghighlandmgmt com

07 - 08 School Year
1.2 & 3 bedroom apts. available
For more into ca ■•

HOLIDAY SPECIAL1
1 2 Oil First Month's Rent"
Ivywood Apartments
419-352 7691 EHO
'some restrictions apply

07 'M
Listings available cartyrentals.com
or 316 E Merry »3

House avail immed 3 bdrm ^bathcentral air. washer dryer hook-up
fenced in yard Call 419-494-9509.

1 bdrm house on 7th St. Flex
lease
No util. Avail Jan 1st $420 month
419-287-4337
2 bdrm brick ranch, attached ga
rage, all appliances. WD Available
now 419352 1104
2 bdrm. turnished apt w gas lire
place. Located next to water tower
on Manville Ave 352-5239
2 bdrm unturn apt 139 S College
Lease 1 yr 15 15-07-5 10-08) $600
per mo incl util dep req. 419-

Houses Apts lor 07-08 school year
12 monlh leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 532 Manville Ave
Olliceopen 10 2M-F
www.boapartments com
Quiet tenants preli
bdrm apt 234 1 2 S College
1 1 2 block Irom campus $360 per
month, spring thru summer.Call 978is turnished room lor rent
with freedom of house to a clean,
neat, and honest student. $200 de
posit $250 rent. 419-354-t I
Newly renovated 2 bdrm apt. on 41h
Street $525 a monlh . util. 419-4091110c
6
One room efficiency with bath.
private entrance. Available now.
419-352 8602

$460 . utilities
AC. DW quiet area
419-352-8917

3 & 4 bedroom houses to rent
Close to campus & downtown
419-308-2456

Childcare needed m our Perrysburg
home. 3 weekdays. 8am-5pm. email
m.childcare@hotmail.com

3 bdrm house. 1 block Irom shuttle
Garage. AC
WD hookup. NO
PETS $750 & util 419-353-8208

Established Public Relations firm
seeks lo till ENTRY LEVEL position
Qualilied candidates will have interest in PR Communications and be
sell-starter. Dulles will include registering people to vote lor. or against.
state alcohol sales issue. $10 hr. includes additional performance bo
nus. Call 866 666-6995

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly semester & yr. long leases
Fully turnished. includes all ufilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520
www.buckeveinnand

■

{Y<7t m^Ct; l_f enema.)
:

Housekeeping cleaning. Highly motivated person lo clean & keep house
twice per week in Perrysburg. Call
Belsy 419 490-6212

1

(• iiJ'/ii/.-ft/

Holiday

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com

Grad students & mature undergrads
1 bdrm. aot Close to campus Avail
Dec More into call Gary 352-5414

Roommales Needed.
$300
419-353-5100
Simply styling our 1 bdrm. apts
have lots ol style for a price lhat is
simply perfectl Special pricing avail.,
hurry in. this is a limited time offer
inng Cross 419 S5? 0500
Subleaser wanted lor Spring & or
Summer semesters 3 bdrm house
$275 mo. & util 330 806 1886
Two-3 bdm houses Close to BGSU
Off-street parking W D AC One-3
bdrm. apt w WD. olf-sfreet parking
Close to BGSU One 2 bdrm apt
oil street pkg Close to BGSU All
avail. Aug. 15. 2007 419-352 4773.
419 265-1061 (cell)

lull lor in|.>rl,l„ll..„

2 Day Aovance Tieket Sales
. CASINO B0YAietPO-IJ|

From Only $485!
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3 00 5 20 74010:00
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FIUSHE0 AWAT1 pr. 1 • 30 2 30 4 30 7 00
92011 10
THE SANTA CLAUSE 3: THE ESCAPE CLAUSES
1 00 3 15 5 30 7 45 1000 11 50
SAWIIIIP.1 12302455057209301130
FLAGS OF OUBFAMRSiRi
7

H\DUH IIU.I«U
M0M>O nil KM>« VII st MS UI SHOWS
IklllVV si NDAY Ml M 'IS Ml SIIMUS-
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THE PRESTIGE (PC-Ill
7 00930
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On selected floor plans
Evergreen Apts.
215E.PoeRd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance

BEST SELECTION OF 1,2,3,4 AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2007.

• Patio

Laundry on Site

• Spacious kirchen

BGSU Bus Route

• Pets welcome!

Only IS minute walk to campus!

-FREE HEAT
VA»\l!.iQV»«[

N

1
Management Inc.
Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.com
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!

O

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!

t

VARSITY SQUARE

Amenities included in many of our houses:
- Furnished or unfurnished
- Washer and Dryer
- Garbage disposal, dishwasher
- Large yards
- 1 and 2 car garages
- Full basements
- Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

-

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases availablr
Microwaves
Walk in closets

apartments

3-5 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

419-353-7715 t=J

www.grccnbriarrentals.com

CREENBRIAR. INC.

Letter from the Editor:

CONTENTS:
Problems Facing Minority Recruiting

3J

Cold Cutz Event: Emphasizes
Importance of Black Male Unity

4 I

Victor Hernandez Cruz

4J

Oh What a Night! LCA Talent Show

5J

Hispanic Heritage Month:
A Quick Taste of Culture

m
5J

Immigrants Find Opportunity
to Voice an Opinion

-a
6J

Los Braceros: A Debate on Immigration ... 7 J

To my fellow students at Bowling Green:
I am Nick Gamero, this year's Obsidian Editor-in-Chief. I would get in depth on
who I am, but I feel that who I am is based on how someone perceives me. So, I will just
get straight into my Obsidian mission. Most importantly, the Obsidian to me is a means
to an end of cultural struggle. This newspaper would not have existed if it were not for
a determined group of individuals back in 1976, who felt that there needed to be a black
voice heard on campus. They got what they fought for, and now 30 years later,
unfortunately, it seems that a lot of their efforts and now being taken advantage of.
Many people feel that our colored youth today are regressing from what once was a
strong unified community on campus. People are too worried about themselves, and not
them as a unit. But with the changing of times and increase of diversity on campus,
The Obsidian is now reaching out to different cultures, stretching out its capabilities,
but all still working towards common goals: unity, understanding, tolerance, and correct
education. It is for people of different cultures to come together and present society their
views on what is happening everyday in their lives or in the lives of other students on
campus. It is also a means of making people understand different culture issues and what
they entail. It also hopefully can make people more tolerant of what is different, once
they get to know it. The Obsidian is the people's voice, and if you feel that your voice
needs to be heard, do not hesitate to get a hold of me. We are all fighting everyday, how
about we help you with your battle.

Do You Chain Hang Low?:
Problems Facing Black Stereotypes

m
8J

Fundraiser Project Excellence Ball
a Huge Success

_
9J

Obsidian Mission Statement:

Minutemen Meeting Brings Protests in Selah 9 J

The mission of the Obsidian is to represent and report on the diverse multicultural
community at Bowling Green State University, inclusive of all ethnic, cultural, gender
and lifestyle populations on campus. It should strive to explore issues, personalities, and
events that are relevant and important to the multicultural community at Bowling Green
State University, not only serving those individuals, but also acting as an informational
conduit to the greater University population The multicultural community of Bowling
Green State University can be defined to include, but not limited to: African American,
Hispanic, International, Asian and Pacific Island, Native American students and
individuals, and people of under-represented groups related to gender identity

"BSU Readies for Their Big Day:"
BSU Fashion Show
Saving Lives

■■
lOj
10

Natural Couldn't Be More Beautiful

Ill

What Are We Teaching Our Youth?

11

National Coming Out Week Kicks Off

12

Celebrating Goodness

13

International Student Makes U.S.
Home Away from Home

14J

Let's Do Business

14 J

A Night of Elegance: Black and Gold Style. .15 J
The Last Two Standing

15J

Editorial Response
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16 J
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Staff:
Nicholas J. Gamero: Editoi-in-Chief
Robin Bryant:
Staff writer and Public Relations chaii
Branden Lymer:
Staff writer and Copy Editor
Matt Kelly: Online Editor
Laurie Evans: Staff writer
Candace Freeman: Staff writer
Nathan Olmeda: Photographer
Richard Autry: Staff writer
Shelby Jefferson: Staff writer
Tamara Lawrence: Staff writer
Shannon Will: Staff writer
Jordan Schmelzer: Photographer
Brian Dixon: Staff writer
Brandon Carreon: Staff writer

Our very own miter and public relations chair for The Obsidian,
Robin Bryant, was one out of 6 participants who were rewarded for their
senicefrom the United Way.
I

REFLECTION OF PEOPLES OF COLOR

I ould you say that there is
really a problem in the recruitment of
minority students oh the campus of
Bowling Green State University? Some
would say yes. Some would say no.
What would you say?
Less than 15 percent of the BGSU
student population is made up with students of color. Currently, many believe
the university has a problem in its
recruitment of more minorities. James
Jackson, the Multicultural Advisor
and Coordinator of Diversity Education
Programs, thinks the opposite.
"Honestly, there is not a problem of
recruiting minority students to Bowling
Green State University," Jackson said.
For many colleges and universities
in the U.S., reputation is the key that
would help attract perspective students, according to Jackson.
"Bowling Green has its own identity," he said. "It is the type of
school that is going to only attract a
certain type of students."
When making his or her selection
of what college to attend, the student
is often encouraged to choose schools
that fit their specific preference.
Location, size and what majors are
provided are included in the criteria in
which a perspective student would consider as he or she makes their decision.
"BGSU is a rural campus and for
some minority students, this university
is perceived as a not diversity-friendly
place," Jackson said.
Many minority students feel as if
there are definitely not enough of
minorities on campus. Transfer student
Desmond Hunter stated that there
are not enough of African-Americans,
Hispanics, Asian, and other students of
various racial-ethnic backgrounds.
"There should be more advertising
for the university to help the recruitment of minority students," the telecommunication major said.
Yet, based on historical standpoint,
the University's enrollment of minority
students has been the highest it ever
has been, according to Shelia Brown,
the Associate Director for Programs
in the Center for Multicultural and
Academic Initiatives (CMAI).
"Although it feels as if BGSU does
not have a lot of racial and ethnic
diversity, the admissions office and
other BGSU programs such as PLA,
AIMS and the former PEP program have
done an excellent job in recruiting students of color," Brown said.
Overall, both Brown and Jackson
believe that the University does not
have a problem in recruiting minority
students. Keeping them here needs to
be the primary focus of the university.
"BGSU does a lot to help minority
students to get here," Jackson said.
"But when it comes to the sophomores
and juniors, they may not feel as supported as they were during their freshman year."

Along with Jackson's encouragement
in retaining students. Brown suggests
that BG could try to hire more faculty
and staff of color.
"For some students, it could be discouraging if they never have a Hispanic
or African-American professor,"
Brown said.
In addition to the recruitment of
more faculty and staff members of color.
Brown states that more minority students would probably stay at BGSU if
they were only prepared well by their
high schools.
"Many high schools don't have
adequate funding to provide the basic
necessities students need to be successful and as a result students suffer. Many
students arrive at BGSU unprepared for
the rigors of the college experience. I
do believe however that schools should
strive towards better preparing students
for college," Brown said.
For many students of color are
recipients of the University Tuition
Scholarship For Underrepresented
Students.
"For a lot of students, not all of
them, this scholarship is the number one or number two reasons why
they came to Bowling Green State
University," Jackson said.
Lately, there has been a Urge commotion about the university cutting
the scholarships and its other drastic
changes.
"We had parents calling, concerned
about what their child said about the
University taking away their scholarship
money," Jackson said.
Yet, the truth is that the scholarships of current BGSU students will not
be taken away unless he or she fails to
reach the requirements.
"The message is twisted," Jackson
said. "The school is cutting the amount
of money spent on scholarships overall."
Therefore, starting with the incoming
class of 2007, fewer numbers of scholarships will be given out. Because of
this, there is a big question mark about
what would be the outcome of the
cutes, according to Jackson.
"I predict that the scholarship cuts
will have a negative impact on the percentage of minorities," Brown said.
There are even many students who
believe that the minority population on
campus will decrease somewhat
drastically.
"The number of minority students
will inevitably go down," Hunter said.
"I think that high school students
would be discouraged to deal with the
new changes that come along with the
scholarship."
The change is not big, but it is a
change, according to Jackson. Unlike
before, applicants must submit an
application in for the scholarship; write
essays and his or her parents must fill
out the FAFSA.
There will be a percentage of people

who won't do it, if you add an extra
step to something that they didn't
have to do before," Jackson said.
Despite the number of students who
probably would not apply for the scholarship, there will always be students
who will find other ways to pay for
their college expenses.
"Students are extremely computer
savvy," Brown said. "They are capable
of conducting their own scholarship
research via the web."
A way to help encourage more students of color to apply to BG is by word
of mouth.
"I was referred to BG from a friend,"
Hunter said. "I was told about the Icom program and other positive things
about BG so I came here."
If more and more of BG students
were to go back to their hometowns
and high schools and talk about BG,
then more minority students would
possibly send in an application.
Timothy Hall, a sports management
major, strongly recommends that BGSU
students make visits during breaks.
"When we go on break, high schools
are still in session," Hall said. "Instead
of staying at home, students could visit
their high school and ask their teachers if they could speak to the class
about Bowling Green as well as college
in general."
Hall feels that this would be beneficial towards putting out the name
of the university as well as being
somewhat an encouragement towards
minority students, especially AfricanAmerican males.

A way to help encourage
more students of color
to apply to BG is
by word of mouth.
"It is time to graduate on time and
work towards a college degree,"
Hall said.
In spite of spreading the word of
BGSU, some fear about the minority
population in the future.
"If things don't work out well, the
minority population may shrink,"
Jackson said. "How much is difficult
to guess."
Although students may not notice
the shrinkage until couple of years
later, they are widely aware of the
importance of diversity. According to
Breanne Grinstead, diversity is very
important on a college campus because
it teaches students to be opened and
informed about other people and where
they come from.
"As a white student, having a lot
of minority students at BG has made
my experiences better because a lot of
my friends are minorities," the apparel
merchandising and product development major said.
Yet, both Jackson and Brown believe

that the university is doing an excellent
job in recruiting minority students.
"Let's face reality," Jackson said.
"Bowling Green State University's
minority student population will never
reach 20 percent to 30 percent."
In spite of the low percentage of
minorities on campus, faculty and staff
as well as the students have created
programs and organizations that help
bring recognition towards the minority
groups. Damian Gonzalez, a nursing
major is satisfied with the supportive
programming on campus.
"I feel that the university tries to
support minorities by providing such
productive programs, such as SMART, as
well as organizations like Latino Student
Union, Black Student Union, the Indian
organization and etc," Gonzalez said.
BGSU contributes to that experience
by allowing minority students to express
themselves within these programs and
organizations as well as throughout the
entire campus.
"Bowling Green State University is
indeed a good school to be at," Hunter
said. "As an African-American student
here, it is a great experience."
If one were to deeply think about
it, there is not really a problem in
the recruitment of minority students
to BGSU. What could be a problem is
retaining the numbers of minorities on
campus.
"We as students just have to step
up, stop being selfish and become willing to help each other out," Hall said.
The best approach is to this assumed
problem of recruiting more students of
color is to have current BGSU minority
students return to their high schools,
churches or community groups and talk
about their positive experiences at the
university. Such encouragement could
lead them to visit the campus during
the schedule university visit days for
perspective students. They may even no
longer be discouraged by the cuts of the
under-represented scholarship and its
new requirements.
"I am just glad that Bowling Green
State University is trying to contribute
to the minorities that they do have,"
King said. "At least they are doing
something and not nothing." ■

PROBLEMS FACING

Minority
Recruiting
TAMARA LAWRENCE
Staff Wntei
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BGSU is a rural
campus and for some
minority students,
this university is
perceived as a not
diversity-friendly
place, II
JAMES JACKSON

The Multicultural Advisor and
Coordinator of Diversity
Education Programs

Blast pom the post:
BGSU students in the early 1980s
fighting the same fight we are today.

T.
COLD CUTZ EVENT

Emphasizes

Importance
of Black
Male Unity
SHELBY JEFFERSON
Staff Writer

hree barbershop chairs are stationed directly in the frontal center
of a large room. Numerous young men
wait in line patiently for their turn to
receive their free trim, bobbing their
heads to the beat of the music blaring
from the speakers as Justin Timberlake
brings "SexyBack". Meanwhile, others
enjoy the opportunity to prepare their
own deli-style sandwiches any way
they choose, as conversation fills the
room with all types of discussion. The
brother in chair number one admires
his fresh cut, smiles, and thanks the
lady barber that just serviced him.
She acknowledges his gratitude, clears
out her chair, and waves for the next
patron in tine. Good food, engaging
conversation, decent music, and high
spirits.
The event was Cold Cutz, presented
by the Black Intellects Group (B.I.G)
and the Center for Multicultural and
Academic Initiatives. Its sole purpose:
to give young black men at BGSU a safe

atmosphere similar to that experienced
in a barbershop setting, allowing them
to relax and socialize with their peers,
while presented with the opportunity
to receive complimentary hair cuts.
B.I.G, a student organization which
was established in 2001, encourages
intellectual and academic growth and
success amongst black males, as well as
the need to focus on the primary issues
and concerns surrounding them in the
community, and the need for black
male mentorship opportunities.
"The Black Intellects Group aims
to develop leadership roles, increase
black male participation on campus,
and raise awareness". Timothy V.
Hall, president of B.I.G expressed during the Cold Cutz celebration.
The organization also places emphasis on the dire need for black male
encouragement, support, and unity
amongst each other, which was laid out
by Cold Cutz in a comfortable atmosphere where they could relate and feel

"The barbershop
serves as a
communal link
that presents
an opportunity to
simply feel like
"one of the guys"."

A BGSU student taking advantage
of the day's free hah cut.

(POET) VICTOR

Hernandez
Cruz
BRIAN D1X0N
Staff Writer

A

Ipoet fiom Puerto Rico, Victor
Hernandez Ciuz, explores the diversity of his culture and the history of
his homeland. Sr. Cruz goes into the
depths of the history and complexity
of an island caught in the middle of
dozens of trade routes and has a his*
tory of exploitation that dates back to
the 1500's.
Sr. Cruz was born in Puerto Rico
where he lived until he was around 5.
when he moved to New York. He grew
up in New York, gaining life experiences and influenced from the New
York literary movement. This Nuyorican
(New York Puerto Rican) poet later
explored the west coast where he
came into contact with the Chicano
Movement.

His poetry is,
"[A] poetry of
miscegenation, of
inequaUty, of adaptations,
poetry of faith in the
power of culture."
(Professor Francisco Cabanillas)
As a poet Sr. Cruz was influenced
by multiple styles of poetry and from
multiple nations. He may be labeled a
Nuyorican poet but he gathers influence from early African American,
Mainstream, and the Beet Generation
poetry, spanning from various countries, Nicaragua to Argentina, and

a sense of belonging, while actively
engaging with one another. The two
hour long occasion, with its communal
agenda, completely exemplified what
the Black Intellects Group represents,
and what their intended purpose is on
campus.

The organization also
places emphasis on the
dire need for black male
encouragement, support,
and unity amongst
each other
And what better place to do this
than in a barbershop setup? The barber
and beauty shop experience provide a
common connection for those in the
African-American community. Inspired
by both of the hit Barbershop movies
(200? and 2004), Cold Cutz was created
as a way to recreate this enjoyable and
often beneficial experience. For black
men, and often young boys, the barbershop provides a safe forum for open,
and at times heated discussion, that
range from politics, social issues, love
and relationships, sports, movies, television, the most recent Jet Beauty of
the Week, and whatever else is laid out
on the table at that moment. The barbershop serves as a communal link that
presents the opportunity to simply feel
like "one of the guys". It is a place for
black male interaction and the building of relationships; the creation of
distii.ct, cultural, man to man, brother
to brother engagement, that has historically formulated this harmonious
bond that creates an inviting and open
atmosphere for black men to actively
connect with, as well as support and
uplift each other.
The barbershop can also serve as
a platform for young black males to

styles. Chicano poetry. He is renown as
being the only U.S. writer who doesn't
live on the main land and the only
writer on the Island of Puerto Rico who
writes in English. His poetry is, "[A]
poetry of miscegenation, of inequality,
of adaptations, poetry of faith in the
power of culture." (Professor Francisco
Cabanillas)
Sr. Cruz blends the mixture (mestizo) of Puerto Rico and it's people.
He includes the Moore, African,
Portuguese, Spanish, Muslim/Islamic,
and Caribbean aspects of Puerto Rico's
culture. His family lives in Morocco
were he met his wife in his search for
the Moorish history that has been lost
in between the pages of the island's
history.

grow and develop. It gives them the
opportunity to establish close knit
black male relationships, and to often
feel and witness the strong male presence that is often exuded in this type
of setting, especially if there is no
similar role-model in the household.
With these types of examples, they can
often build upon the ties that they
have developed at a young age, and
apply what they have gained to aid in
their advancement and growth in theii
adult lives.
In addition to peer-to-peer interaction. Cold Cutz offered this aspect
of the barbershop experience, which
reflects back on B.I.G's emphasis on
the importance of providing strong
mentors for male African-American
youth. African-American male faculty
and staff were present, and allowed
those who in attendance to enjoy the
company of strong, black men whose
mission is to create ties that will aid in
their development and overall success,
as well as present them with a support
system that instills in them the desire
to achieve.
Occasions like Cold Cutz are much
needed, and should be presented more
often. This type of event incorporates a
much needed cultural and social aspect
into the minority community that is so
often unseen at predominately white
institutions. Cold Cutz was a celebration of African-American identity,
incorporating a sense of historical communal interaction with social engagement. It accentuated the importance
of the barbershop to the black community, as it helps to develop strong
and effective relationships between
African-American men. Cold Cutz
brought black males at BGSU together
to collectively engage in a welcoming
atmosphere that allowed them to feel
the importance of black male mutual
support and unification. ■

Sr. Cruz is a poet of culture, his
words a painting of history that
includes the brightest and darkest
colors of the spectrum that is Puerto
Rico. In an effort to tell the lost story
of a people, the truth comes out in a
Spanglish tongue with an Arabic accent
from an islander with east African
heritage. The variety of the people, is
the history of the island, and speaks in
magnitude of Mestizo. ■

REFLECTION OF PEOPLES OF COLOR

"A

HiI Night with the Stars" could
not have been a mote appropriate title
for the first annual Latino Cultural
& Arts Organization Talent Show.
The night started off with a comedic
rendition of Napoleon Dynamite's
dance by LCA president Laura Saavedra
and vice president Alex Aybar, who
were the show's host for the evening.
The first act definitely set the bar
with sophomore Nathan Olmeda's
performance of "Just Friends." Breaking
the singing trend, Keith White, from
Creative Minds, performed a poetry
piece. He got the crowd involved by
having them snap their fingers, like
at a professional poetry performance.
Also getting the crowd involved was
Jason McGee, rapping "Never Forget."
He got people on their feet and really
feeling the beat during his time on
stage. Then spicing up the night, were
Eddy Enriquez and Joselyn Ramar.
salsa dancing to "Ya No Queda Nada."
Following with dancing was Alejandra
Figueroa, performing a traditional
dance to "El Sausey y La Palma."
Figueroa pleased the crowd with her
elegant dancing and swaying of her
traditional dress and heart-pounding
steps, but nothing compared to the
joyous reaction she had when she
proudly yelled "Viva Mexico!" at the
end of her performance. Toning it down

a notch was lady-favorite, Francisco
Rojas's performance of "Pride and Joy,"
on his acoustic guitar. After Rojas's
performance, Rosie Crommett sang
"Mi Viejo San Juan." It was a very
appropriate song to be sang at a Latino
event because Latinos are a large, but
young culture in the United States.
Many if not almost all of the students
in the Latino Student Union and the
LCA here in BGSU are first generation
Latinos here. "Mi Viejo San Juan," is
about homeland, and where we have
gone in our lives, but we can never
forget where we come from.

The whole night

was very enjoyable.
Not only enjoyable
because of the amazing
talent, but because
events like these are
means of providing
Latino immigrants
and children of
immigrants a feeling
of being back home,
and that feeling is so
real and irreplaceable."

To finish off the night was a
performance originally done by a
beloved, beautiful, and talented role
model and musician, not just for
Latinos, but people of every culture,
and she goes by only one name, Salina.
Sara Saldana brought back the Latinos'
favorite girl, in her performance of
"Como La Flor" and "Bidi Bidi Bum
Bum." The whole night was very
enjoyable. Not only enjoyable because
of the amazing talent, but because
events like these are means of providing
Latino immigrants and children of
immigrants a feeling of being back
home, and that feeling is so real
and irreplaceable.

Talent show winner. Sara Saldonz.
performs "Bidi Bidi Bum Bum"
for the night's final act

o kick-off Hispanic Heritage
Month, the Latino Student Union
decided to give Bowling Green a little
taste of what they were in for the
proceeding 30 days. LSU sat down at
a table in the Union offering free Pan
and Sangria, to celebrate HHM. Pan is
Spanish for bread and Sangria is an
alcohol, so LSU was forced to find an
alternate beverage, Hawaiian Punch.
The significance of the Pan and Sangria
is that in the Latin American countries,
where it is predominantly Catholic,

they use the bread to symbolize the
"body of Christ" and the Sangria as
the "blood of Christ." Regardless of the
symbolism, BGSU students always enjoy
a free snack while going about their
busy day. I asked LSU's historian, Felix
Muniz, what he tells people who take
a piece of bread, and feel that they
should at least small talk, what Pan
and Sangria are. He told me, "We just
say it's a cultural thing because many
people wont understand."

HISPANIC HERITAGE MONTH

A Quick Taste
of Culture
NICK GAMERO
Editoin Chief

"...they use the bread to
sumbolize the 'body of
Christ' and the Sangria
as the 1)lood of Christ'."

Picture of the band and people dancing at Latinopalooza. It is one of the Latino
Student Union's biggest events of the year.

s

'aturday, September 30 an
impetuous chorus of voices, in both
Spanish and English echoed through
the streets of downtown Toledo. A
crowd of over 200 individuals chanted
with overwhelming volume and fervor,
the words, "Si, se puede," or "Yes.
we can." With two streets blocked
off, one could not help but notice
the parading congregation of migrant
workers, labor organizers, college
students, and concerned citizens
exercising the first amendment. The
march began with a gathering of
supporters at the Seagate convention
Center on Jefferson Avenue in Toledo.
A feverish mood of hope and
excitement lingered in the air as
the march's participants constructed
banners, and distributed American
and Mexican flags. Demonstrators
ventured from an array of cities home
to scattered concentrations of migrant
workers across the Midwest. All age
groups and social status' made a
presence at the event. Working men
and women along with their children
walked side by side five blocks North
on St. Clair Avenue and West on Adams
Street.
The marchers halted at the South
side of Toledo's Courthouse building
where a chain of speakers, including
FLOC leader, Baldemar Velasquez and
Toledo mayor. Jack Ford, rallied on
the demonstrators with enthusiastic
speeches. The speakers provoked
public opinion and emotion as they
presented their feelings, that US
legislation has inflicted injustice
upon all Latinos and immigrants
of any background. The conclusion
of the speeches further motivated
the protesters and the congregation
marched back to the convention center
with just as much vivacity as before.
March Coordinator, Ruben Herrera
energized the crowd by spearheading
a variety of chants through the
clamoring voice of a megaphone. The
congregation recited the lines, "El
Pueblo unido, jamas sera vencido,"
or The people united shall never be
defeated," one of several bilingual
chants with an assertive tone calling
for immigrant rights in Ohio and the
rest of the country.

Members and supporters of the
Farm Labor Organizing Committee, also
known as FLOC, organized and led the
march. According to the Farm Labor
Organizing Committee's official website,
FLOC members identify themselves
as a union of migrant farm workers.
The group's concerns are focused on
those who provide labor to the vast
agricultural industry in the Midwest.
Baldemar Velasquez, the founder and
president of FLOC, along with the
union's members, feels that farm
workers have executed key work in
providing food for the residents of the
United States. Velasquez and fellow

Such laws, recently introduced and
approved by congress, have sparked an
explosion of public unrest. As state
and local anti immigrant legislations
have been constructed in multiple
cities across the nation, outcry
and demonstration has occurred in
noncompliance. On May 1, 2006
millions participated in a nationwide
protest by refusing to work in order
to show the compelling influence and
contribution that immigrants and all
Latinos provide to the U.S. workforce.
The House Representatives who
voted in agreement with the Secure
Fence Act

"Proudly marching down streets and holding rallies
in cities across the nation, immigrants have
proven to have not only found opportunity
but also the American liberty to practice
freedom of speech and the freedom to stand up
for the well being of one's self and one's people."
farm workers grasped the reality that,
instead of growers and laborers, foodprocessing corporations had control of
the agricultural industry. Disagreeing
with these realities, Velasquez founded
FLOC in 1969.
From its birth to present day FLOC
has represented thousands of migrant
farm workers in the Midwest. The group
has taken on issues such as workers'
benefits and service work outsourcing
in the past as well as immigration
legislation in the present day. FLOC
members along with March Coordinator,
Ruben Herrera organized the "March
for Immigrant Rights" in compliance to
the National House of Representatives'
actions to introduce and pass HR6061,
also called the "Secure Fence Act." The
legislation calls for 700 miles of
reinforced fence accompanied by high
tech surveillance equipment at the
expense of $1.8 billion to the American
public. Organizers also felt the urgency
to march because of similar legislation
passed within this year. December
16, 2005 the House of Representatives
passed the Sensenbrenner Bill, which
charged undocumented immigrants
with a felony for occupying the
United States. The bill also called for
authorities to charge any American
residents and organizations, such as
employers, hospitals, churches, and
neighbors that provide aide to
undocumented immigrants.

voted so, out of devotion to national
security. The push to pass this type of
legislation has mainly been fueled
by the U.S. government and citizens'
concerns that terrorists might leak
through unprotected borders. While
speaking before a congregation of
demonstrators in front of the Toledo
Courthouse, Velasquez pointed out that
while security precautions have been
heavily focused on the U.S.-Mexico
border, no convicted terrorists have yet
gained entrance to the United States
through the Mexican border. He said
that intelligence has retraced the trails,
of all those arrested in the attempt to
commit acts of terrorism, back through
the Canadian border and coastal
borders.

Yet U.S. legislators continue to
ignore such evidence, and persist to
pass laws aimed to limit or halt the
flow of immigrants from Latin America.
Velasquez went on to propose the
notion of a free flow of people
throughout North America as a free
flow of business already exists with the
standing of the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Velasquez
proclaimed, to the crowd, that policies
like NAFTA have been the cause of
increased U.S. immigration from
developing countries. He said under
NAFTA U.S. businesses have dominated
over Mexican businesses. Velasquez
continued in saying that free trade has
allowed Mexico's wealth to empty into
the profits of foreign companies who
have opened up business and factories
in Mexico's economy.
Although foreign businesses offer
jobs to Mexico's workforce, NAFTA has
allowed wages to plummet and workers'
benefits to disappear. The money,
saved on wages and benefits stays
in the possession of the companies,
leaving no significant betterment to
the developing countries providing
the labor. Velasquez and FLOC have
taken the position against free trade
and NAFTA as well as anti-immigration
legislation and chose to march to
display their steadfast opinions.
For hundreds of years immigrants
from across the globe have fled to
our "Land of Opportunity" to seek
out occupations with the potentials
to support one's self and one's family.
Proudly marching down streets and
holding rallies in cities across the
nation, immigrants have proven to
have not only found opportunity but
also the American liberty to practice
freedom of speech and the freedom to
stand up for the well being of one's self
and one's people. ■

from a home base in Toledo, Ohio, Baldemar Velasquez has led the Farmworker
Justice Movement in the Midwest for thirty-seven years and more recently has
extended his vision to North Carolina and the South. Union leader. Latino
spokesman, and troubadour Baldemar continues to break new ground in the areas
of human rights and economic justice

IMMIGRANTS

Find
Opportunity
to Voice
an Opinion
KEVIN ZAH0RA
Guest Writer

'The people united
shall never be defeated.'
The speakers
provoked public
opinion and emotion
as they presented
their feelings, that
US legislation has
inflicted injustice
upon all Latinos and
immigrants of any
background.

REFLECTION OF PEOPLES OF COLOR

A

1 wildfire has spread across the
United States in recent years, and
its flames are stronger than ever
before. With protests nationwide and
plans to build yet another wall of
segregation, Mexican immigration has
sparked controversy and passionate
emotions from both sides. On
Tuesday, October 31, BGSU was
granted a taste of the issues behind
this raging debate.
Sponsored by the Departments of
Romance Languages. Ethnic Studies,
and the BGeXperience program.
the Braceros forum enlightened
the audience on the struggles of
Mexican immigrant workers to
reclaim long overdue payments.
Conducted entirely in Spanish, with
English translation, guest speakers
Macrina Cardenas and Felipe Munos
of Mexico talked about the Braceros
struggle (Munos being an ex-bracero)
and their intense opposition to
another guest working program.
Macrina began the discussion by
introducing herself and the topic.
For the past five years, she has been
working with the solidarity network
for Mexico and the Bracero assembly
to regain the ten percent salary cut
they were promised. Los Braceros
(derived from the Spanish word
brazo meaning "arm") were Mexican
immigrants who, in 1942 signed
contracts to take part in a guest
working program that allowed the
U.S. to fill gaps in employment
after WWII, and allowed the
workers to earn enough money
to bring home to their families.
aught to be a temporary
program lasted twenty-two years,
subjecting the workers to severe
atment and long, brutal hours
in agricultural and transportation
sectors. In addition, the U.S.
government took out ten percent
of the Braceros' meager salaries,
promising to return it upon their
return to Mexico. Now. in 2006
thousand ex-Braceros are still waiting
for their money.
Felipe Munos, 87, is an ex-Bracero
who is tired of waiting. A strong
member of the National Assembly
of Ex-Braceros, Felipe recounted
his experience, describing the
"tests" immigrants had to first pass,
including fumigation for lice, a
head-to-toe examination, and blood
samples. He and other workers
were distributed among ranchers
and forced to work rapidly from
sunrise to sunset, eating meager
meals and living in barracks-like
dorms. When he realized that
neither the Mexican government
nor the U.S. government were
going to honor their promise,
he joined the Assembly and set
to work. The group made packets
of every Bracero's documents (up

to five million workers) and sent
them to the Mexican Presidency, the
American Embassy, and the Section
of Labor, demanding reparations: no
answer. They tried again, discovering
documents that proved Bracero money
was indeed sent to Mexico, but
never distributed. In response, the
Mexican government offered them 298
million pesos, which, the Assembly
argued, would only account for eight

thousand Braceros. The government
then promised to give more money
if the Braceros agreed to register
within each state, bringing along
their original documents. Many did,
and the governship took the only
evidence these Braceros had and
turned them away with nothing.
Rather than break the Bracero
Coalition, this has fueled their
anger that both governments fail

to recognize the Braceros' sacrifice.
Now, with the Bush Administration
planning to build a wall on the
Mexican border, Felipe and ten
thousand others are planning to
fight back stronger than ever. He
expressed his deep gratitude to the
campus, urging the audience and
young students to join the fight and
find a peaceful resolution to the
immigration debate. ■

LOS BRACEROS

A Debate on
Immigration
Staff Writer

ASAMBLEA NACIONAL
DE BRACEROS
he podium standing almost as tall as he did, he looks out into the
Union's Ballroom, a soft-spoken 87 year old man from Tlaxcala,
Mexico. Felipe Munoz Pavon, shared his story with Bowling Green
hoping to inspire and inform the youth of a struggle that has lasted
since WWII.
During his years as a migrant worker, the United States withheld 10%
from each worker, which was to be repaid when they returned to Mexico.
Throughout the years thousands of Braceros were recruited to the U.S.
promised to be repaid there 10% when they returned, many have since
passed never receiving their money. The National Assembly of Braceros
has formed in Sr. Pavon's home-state along with 17 others, bringing
their claims to the Mexican and United States governments.
Bracero, coming from brazo meaning arm, speaks of the struggle
these men endured working with their hands for the little amount of
money they earned. These Braceros brought proof of some payment from
the U.S. to Mexico, sending copies to the U.S, Mexican government,
and Governor offices of the 18 states, none aptly responded. What
little money the Mexican Government did offer to pay much later was
at the expense of all official copies of money owned from the workers.
Documentation is the only way for these Braceros to ensure payment
of their money, and unless we write our senators asking to allow these

■

Braceros access to files, their journey is left unfinished.

"Now, with the
Bush Administration
planning to build
a wall on the
Mexican border, Felipe
and ten thousand
others are planning
to fight back stronger
than ever"

aturday. September 30 an
irapeiuous choius of voices, in both
Spanish and English echoed through
the streets of downtown Toledo. A
crowd of over 200 individuals chanted
with overwhelming volume and fervor,
the words, "Si. se puede." or "Yes,
we can." With two streets blocked
off, one could not help but notice
the parading congregation of migrant
workers, labor organizers, college
students, and concerned citizens
exercising the first amendment. The
march began with a gathering of
supporters at the Seagate convention
Center on Jefferson Avenue in Toledo.
A feverish mood of hope and
excitement lingered in the air as
the march's participants constructed
banners, and distributed American
and Mexican flags. Demonstrators
ventured from an array of cities home
to scattered concentrations of migrant
workers across the Midwest. All age
groups and social status' made a
presence at the event. Working men
and women along with their children
walked side by side five blocks North
on St. Clair Avenue and West on Adams
Street.
The marchers halted at the South
side of Toledo's Courthouse building
where a chain of speakers, including
FLOC leader, Baldemar Velasquez and
Toledo mayor. Jack Ford, rallied on
the demonstrators with enthusiastic
speeches. The speakers provoked
public opinion and emotion as they
presented their feelings, that US
legislation has inflicted injustice
upon all Latinos and immigrants
of any background. The conclusion
of the speeches further motivated
the protesters and the congregation
marched back to the convention center
with just as much vivacity as before.
March Coordinator, Ruben Herrera
energized the crowd by spearheading
a variety of chants through the
clamoring voice of a megaphone. The
congregation recited the lines, "El
Pueblo unido. jamas sera vencido."
or "The people united shall never be
defeated." one of several bilingual
chants with an assertive tone calling
for immigrant rights in Ohio and the
rest of the country.

Members and supporters of the
Farm Labor Organizing Committee, also
known as FLOC, organized and led the
march. According to the Farm Labor
Organizing Committee's official website,
FLOC members identify themselves
as a union of migrant farm workers.
The group's concerns are focused on
those who provide labor to the vast
agricultural industry in the Midwest.
Baldemar Velasquez, the founder and
president of FLOC, along with the
union's members, feels that farm
workers have executed key work in
providing food for the residents of the
United States. Velasquez and fellow

Such laws, recently introduced and
approved by congress, have sparked an
explosion of public unrest. As state
and local anti immigrant legislations
have been constructed in multiple
cities across the nation, outcry
and demonstration has occurred in
noncompliance. On May 1, 2006
millions participated in a nationwide
protest by refusing to work in order
to show the compelling influence and
contribution that immigrants and all
Latinos provide to the U.S. workforce.
The House Representatives who
voted in agreement with the Secure
Fence Act

"Proudly marching down streets and holding rallies
in cities across the nation, immigrants have
proven to have not only found opportunity
but also the American liberty to practice
freedom of speech and the freedom to stand up
for the well being of one's self and one's people."
farm workers grasped the reality that,
instead of growers and laborers, foodprocessing corporations had control of
the agricultural industry. Disagreeing
with these realities, Velasquez founded
FLOC in 1969.
From its birth to present day FLOC
has represented thousands of migrant
farm workers in the Midwest. The group
has taken on issues such as workers'
benefits and service work outsourcing
in the past as well as immigration
legislation in the present day. FLOC
members along with March Coordinator,
Ruben Herrera organized the "March
for Immigrant Rights" in compliance to
the National House of Representatives'
actions to introduce and pass HR6061,
also called the "Secure Fence Act." The
legislation calls for 700 miles of
reinforced fence accompanied by high
tech surveillance equipment at the
expense of $1.8 billion to the American
public. Organizers also felt the urgency
to march because of similar legislation
passed within this year. December
16. 2005 the House of Representatives
passed the Sensenbrenner Bill, which
charged undocumented immigrants
with a felony for occupying the
United States. The bill also called for
authorities to charge any American
residents and organizations, such as
employers, hospitals, churches, and
neighbors that provide aide to
undocumented immigrants.

voted so. out of devotion to national
security. The push to pass this type of
legislation has mainly been fueled
by the U.S. government and citizens'
concerns that terrorists might leak
through unprotected borders. While
speaking before a congregation of
demonstrators in front of the Toledo
Courthouse. Velasquez pointed out that
while security precautions have been
heavily focused on the U.S.-Mexico
border, no convicted terrorists have yet
gained entrance to the United States
through the Mexican border. He said
that intelligence has retraced the trails,
of all those arrested in the attempt to
commit acts of terrorism, back through
the Canadian border and coastal
borders.

Yet U.S. legislators continue to
ignore such evidence, and persist to
pass laws aimed to limit or halt the
flow of immigrants from Latin America,
Velasquez went on to propose the
notion of a free flow of people
throughout North America as a free
flow of business already exists with the
standing of the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Velasquez
proclaimed, to the crowd, that policies
like NAFTA have been the cause of
increased U.S. immigration from
developing countries. He said under
NAFTA U.S. businesses have dominated
over Mexican businesses. Velasquez
continued in saying that free trade has
allowed Mexico's wealth to empty into
the profits of foreign companies who
have opened up business and factories
in Mexico's economy.
Although foreign businesses offer
jobs to Mexico's workforce, NAFTA has
allowed wages to plummet and workers'
benefits to disappear. The money,
saved on wages and benefits stays
in the possession of the companies,
leaving no significant betterment to
the developing countries providing
the labor. Velasquez and FLOC have
taken the position against free trade
and NAFTA as well as anti-immigration
legislation and chose to march to
display their steadfast opinions.
For hundreds of years immigrants
from across the globe have fled to
our "Land of Opportunity" to seek
out occupations with the potentials
to support one's self and one's family.
Proudly marching down streets and
holding rallies in cities across the
nation, immigrants have proven to
have not only found opportunity but
also the American liberty to practice
freedom of speech and the freedom to
stand up for the well being of one's self
and one's people. ■

From a home base in Toledo, Ohio. Baldemar Velasquez has led the Farmworker
Justice Movement in the Midwest for thirty-seven years and more recently has
extended his vision to North Carolina and the South. Union leader. Latino
spokesman, and troubadour Baldemar continues to break new ground in the areas
of human rights and economic justice

IMMIGRANTS

Find

Opportunity
to Voice
an Opinion
KEVIN ZAM0RA
Guest Writer

'The people united
shall never be defeated."
The speakers
provoked public
opinion and emotion
as they presented
their feelings, that
US legislation has
inflicted injustice
upon all Latinos and
immigrants of any
background.
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*■ wildfire has spread across the
United States in recent years, and
its flames are stronger than ever
before. With protests nationwide and
plans to build yet another wall of
segregation, Mexican immigration has
sparked controversy and passionate
emotions from both sides. On
Tuesday, October 31, BGSU was
granted a taste of the issues behind
this raging debate.
Sponsored by the Departments of
Romance Languages, Ethnic Studies,

to five million workers) and sent
them to the Mexican Presidency, the
American Embassy, and the Section
of Labor, demanding reparations: no
answer. They tried again, discovering
documents that proved Braceio money
was indeed sent to Mexico, but
never distributed. In response, the
Mexican government oftered them ?98
million pesos, which, the Assembly
argued, would only account for i

the Braceros forum enlightened
the audience on the struggles of
Mexican immigrant workers to
long overdue payments.

thousand Braceros. The government
then promised to give more money
if the Braceros agreed to register
within each state, bringing along
their original documents. Many did,
and the governship took the only
evidence these Braceros had and
turned them away with nothing.
Rather than I
Coalition this has fueled their
anger that both governments fail

to recognize the Braceros' sacrifice.
Now, with the Bush Administi
planning to build a wall on the
Mexican border, Felipe am:
thousand others are planni
fight b.i
expressed his deep gratitude I
campus, urging the audieinyoung students to join the fight and
find a p<
immigration debate. ■

ASAMBLEA NACIONAL
DE BRACEROS
he podium standing almost as tall as he did, he looks out into the
Union's Ballroom, a soft-spoken 87 year old man from Tlaxcala,
Mexico. Felipe Munoz Pavon, shared his story with Bowling Green
hoping to inspire and inform the youth of a struggle that has lasted
since WWII.

M< -ican
ints who. in 1942 signed
contracts to take part in a guest
iliowed the
ugh money

During his years as a migrant worker, the United States withheld 10%
from each worker, which was to be repaid when they returned to Mexico.
Throughout the years thousands of Braceros were recruited to the U.S.
promised to be repaid there 10% when they returned, many have si
passed never receiving their money. The National Assembly of Brae
has formed in Sr. Pavon's home-state along with 17 others, bringi
their claims to the Mexican and United States governments.
Bracero, coming from brazo meaning arm, speaks of the struggle
these men endured working with their hands for the little amount of
money they earned. These Braceros brought proof of some payment from

inted

the U.S. to Mexico, sending copies to the U.S, Mexican government,

■

incluti.
head-to-toe exai
d blood
,md other workers
;ributed among ram
and forced to work rapidly from
sunrise to sunset, eating meager
meals and living in banacks-like
dorms. When he realized that
neither the Mexican government
nor the U.S. government were
going to honor their promise,
he joined the Assembly and set
to work. The group made packets
of every Bracero's documents (up

and Governor offices of the 18 states, none aptly responded. What
little money the Mexican Government did offer to pay much later was
at the expense of all official copies of money owned from the workers.
Documentation is the only way for these Braceros to ensure payment
of their money, and unless we write our senators asking to allow these
Braceros access to files, their journey is left unfinished.

LOS BRACEROS

A Debate on
Immigration

"Now, with the
Bush Administration
plan
Mexican bom
and ten thousand
others are p

Do vo chain hang |0W a
PROBLEMS FACING

Blaci
tereotypes
.
NICK GAMERO
Edito-in-Chief

"We are sons and
daughters of
revolutionaries,
our blood runs proud
through our veins
and out our hands
and voices."
NICK GAMERO
Obsidian Edito-in-Chief

Can you transform
yourself to represent
the status you desire to
have in the world?
PATRICE PETTAWAY DAY
Consultant and
Life Coach at BGSU

They think they've made it." Pa'Tiice
Pettaway Day. consultant and
life coach at BGSU, boldly stated
regarding the issue on lack of
respect within the black community
at the University. Pa' Trice has
noticed around campus when she
sees and makes eye contact with
a black student, and she smiles, a
lot of the times she gets nothing
back. When she is walking down
the street and sees a white student
and smiles, most of the time, they
smile back. Now. what message is
that sending the black community?
The students think they are too
good. What happened to us? As
kids, if we were to have known that
we were going to act disrespectful
towards our own kind, we would
have been disappointed. A lot
of minority students that attend
this University are very fortunate
individuals who do not show it. To
those who do show it through their
actions, keep it up. To those who
made it because of their parents'
hard work, please reward them by
accomplishing what they raised you
to achieve. That doesn't just mean
get the grades, but reach out to
those who are struggling. Pa' Trice
commented on how when she was in
the marines, their most important
rule to live by was to: "Take care of
each other." It seems like a cliche
and overused expression, but it can
get us further as a unit than any
other system. When you were a kid,
and you saw a friend fall, you would
immediately pick him back up. That
needs to happen here. If you see a
friend fall, help them back up. If
you see them involving themselves
in drugs, get them out of it, because
this is not the place. We ate a race
of achievers, we do not fall or
let fall. Now. a common belief is
that if someone sees someone in
a struggle, one might think. "Oh,
somebody else will get it." No!
One person's demise is not worth
ten minutes of your comfort. I am
not claiming that this will be easy;
it wouldn't be a problem if it was.
But we can fight. We are sons and
daughters of revolutionaries, our
blood runs proud through our veins
and out our hands and voices. It is
up to us as tomorrow's leaders to
start making changes now.

Do yo chain hang low? Well, do
it? Hmmm...anybody see a problem
here? Those are just the opening
lyrics of one of today's hottest
songs. What message is this sending
the black youth of America? Are we
telling them that if you talk with
incorrect grammar and act like a
gangster, that they have made it?
The answer is: YES! But who is to
blame? We can easily blame the
artists for producing this catchy
nonsense. Or, we can blame the
media for playing the music, when
there are plenty of well-intentioned
songs just waiting to make it on
the air to positively impact the
vulnerable youth. There are many
factors and questions in this
dilemma; because the media will
not play what we do not listen to.
So, in theory, if everyone stops
listening to music with negative
messages (in lyrics and actions),
the radio and TV will play songs
by Wyclef Jean or Common,
African American artists who have
desires to improve lives of their
young brothers and sisters.
Unfortunately, I was unable to
attend the "Do yo chain hang low?"
event. So in replacement. I have
included parts of an email I was sent
on how the event went, from Ms. Pa'
Trice:
We spoke about many issues that
concerned black students on campus
with their life on and off campus.
1 look forward to hearing from this
group of dynamic leaders as we
have decided to plan other events
with this type of energy and tone
for the academic year. We hope that
our peers join us as participants,
designers, mentors and sponsors.

To sum it up. Does your chain
hang low enough to be recognized
in different environments. Can
you transform yourself to represent
the status you desire to have in
the world? If how low your chain
hangs and what it is made of
represents your status, how low
will your chain hang when you go
for an internship or position after
graduation? Will the people in that
culture recognize what your chain
is made of and if it wobbles to the
floor? Because the simple truth is,
we are in higher education to
and we may only get one chance
sometimes to show how we flow.
In the words of EMINEM
You belter lose yourself in the music,
the moment
You own it, you better never
let it go
You only get one shot, do not miss
your chance to blow
This opportunity comes once in a
lifetime yo

That is success!.

1. Outcomes for
participants were to:

http://everything2.com/index.
pl?node id-1194992

■ Know some basic principles of
business etiquette.
■ Gain a conscious awareness
of behaviors that may hinder
professional entry.
It is important to understand the
power and adaptability as black
people we have in Corporate
America.

Look for the next event in
November. If you interested in
being on a design team ( comprised
of faculty staff and students) or
have an idea for a conference let me
know. ■

2. Ice Breaker
The audience was asked if they knew
the words of the original lyrics to
"Chain hang low." and the history
of those lyrics. The audience was
shocked and awed to discover the
details. Some vowed not to listen
or sang the song again. The tune,
most people knew from the ice
cream truck as a kid. has its own
separate connection to black history
in America, While the words to the
original song, depict a horrific
action taken by Confederate soldiers
that were reported to have cut the
nose and ears off a captured black
Union soldier in the civil war.

■ Have a clear understanding of
leveraging power.

3. Calls lor life
Members of the audience were
involved in live teleconference calls
with Black women and men in
corporate America who were all from
the hood in various cities in the U.S.
and now either entrepreneurs. Vice
Presidents or Mangers in Corporate
companies. With one exception.
Alt had either a bachelor and/or
Master degree. Three callers, not
listed below, we did not get chance
to include on the call due to time
and topics. Callers were chosen
based on the talking point that was
being discussed and their experience
relating to the discussion. All the
callers were invested and called me
over the weekend to see what else
they could do to provide insight or
aid for BGSU students.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zip_
Coon
http://travel2.nytimes.
com/2006/09/17/arts/music/17play.
html?adxnnl-l&adxnnlx-l 16222762
9-Boisv0fkiuNiVHxNaT4n8Q
http://www.lib.niu.edu/ipo/1998/
ihwt9827.html

COMMENTS WELCOME!
Pa'Trice L. Pettaway Day, M.O.D.
2006 Co-Chair.
BGSU United Way Campaign/
including NWO Community Shares
2006-2007 Past Chair, Africana
Faculty and Staff
2006-2007 Co-Advisor
Black Student Union
Administrative Staff Council,
Professional Development Committee
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!!HEADS UP!!
THE OBSIDIAN
INVITES YOU TO PRAISE
YOUR FAVORITE
FREEDOM FIGHTER
BY
PRESENTING
A WRITTEN WORK OF THEIRS
OR AN ORIGINAL OF YOUR OWN
IN OUR
MLK ORATORY CONTEST
IN JANUARY
START PRACTICING
AND
LOOK FOR MORE INFORMATIONS THE
NEXT ISSUEOF
THE OBSIDIAN

The weather was cold and bitter
and so were the glares protesters cast at each other outside
the first meeting of the Minuteman
Civil Defense Corps at the Selah
Civic Center on Sunday.
The Minuteman group, a selfdescribed citizen watchdog group
whose members observe U.S. borders,
drew out those on both sides of the
illegal immigration issue in Yakima
County when members announced
an informational meeting at the
civic center several weeks ago.
About 50 people, in favor and
against the Minuteman presence in
Selah, gathered along opposite sides
of First Street, each with their own
signs and chants, and a notion of
what the group is about.
"We understand they have the right
to be bigoted and prejudiced, but
when they turn that into actions,
that's what we have a problem
with." said Miguel Rodrigues, a
Minuteman protester with MEChA,
the Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano
de Aztlan or Chicano Student
Movement of Aztlan. "We are investigating claims that they have been
harassing undocumented workers.
And what we don't understand is,
Yakima is an agricultural economy
and the undocumented worker is the
life of Yakima Valley. Without these
workers there is no life here."
Across the road, in front of the civic
center, Selah resident Carl Evans
said the issues aren't just about
illegal immigrants, it's also about
national security.
"Can you tell who's al-Qaida? I
can't." Evans said. "Why worry about

overseas when you can't keep your
own borders secure? That's why I
support them (Minutemen). They're
doing a great job."
Inside the civic center, about 60
people gathered to hear group members explain what the Minutemen
are about and whether it is an organization worth joining.
"These people outside label us as
racist and vigilantes; it's all blank
lies," Minuteman chapter head and
Yakima resident Bob Dameron said
to the crowd. "We're not racist, we're
proud Americans and we love our
country.
"Martin Luther King was right, judge
people by their character, not by
their color. If anyone doesn't believe
this, they need to leave right now."
Nobody left, but five people claimed
they had trouble attending the
meeting.
Jazmin Rodriguez, her 5-year-old
daughter, Sarai, and three unidentified Hispanic men said they
wanted to join the Minuteman group
because they were against "illegal
European immigration."
"Can we come in if we're brown?"
asked one of the unidentified men.
"We accept Mexicans, but not children," said Dameron, pointing to
Sarai.
Eventually, however, Dameron
allowed the five inside the meeting
and gave them chairs to sit on while
Selah police officers quietly stood
against the walls and watched.
During a question and answer
period, one of the Hispanic men,
who identified himself to a newspaper photographer only as Reality

P

■I toject
ioje Excellence held their
annual fundraiser ball on October
14, 2006. The theme of this year's
event was titled the Party for a
Purpose Scholarship Ball. All profits
from the ball are used in scholarships for Project Excellence students. The ball, which lasted from
8 p.m. to 12 a.m., proved to be a
pleasurable night for all attendees.
The night began with the smooth
relaxing sound of neo-soul music.
All guests dined and socialized in
a comfortable atmosphere. It was
amazing, the amount of support
shown for the Project Excellence
Ball. This year's ball displayed a
wider turnout than last year's ball.
Once attendants were finished dining, the party began to kick off.
The D.J. spinned hit songs that kept
all attendees on the dance floor. In
attendance, also were the Project
Excellence students. The students
seemed to have really enjoyed themselves. Veonta Pride, president of
Project Excellence, was thrilled with
success of the ball. Ms. Pride said
the ball helped raise $1700 for the

students' scholarship. She said money
will most likely be divided amongst
the program's seniors. Founded by
Napolean Bradford. Project Excellence
is a mentoring program aimed at
exposing at-risk high school students
to life beyond their neighborhoods.
Project Excellence students learn to
grow as individuals as they interact
with college students to gain a positive outlook on life, thus reaching
their level of excellence.

InYourFace and was wearing a curly
black wig and sunglasses, said he
agreed with the Minutemen and also
wanted to protect U.S. borders, particularly from white students who
shoot up schools.

we're after." he said.
For the most part, there were no
confrontations between the two
groups of protesters, except for a
face to face verbal exchange between
a Minuteman supporter and the
unidentified man with the curly wig.
Police quickly quelled the argument.

"I'm afraid to send my children to
school," he said with a smile.
After someone asked if the man had
an actual question, he continued to
talk for a while before sitting down,
and the meeting continued.
Later. Minuteman officials
announced that nonmembers had
to leave so they could have a
closed-door meeting. Nonmembers.
which consisted of the majority of
the people at the meeting, filed
outside into the parking lot where
Rodriguez explained her and her
friend's presence at the meeting.
"It was what 1 expected," she said.
"We tried to get in and stood there
for 15 minutes while three people
went inside past us just because
they were white. They wouldn't let
us in because we're brown - it was
racial, no matter what they say."
Minuteman officials said they were
hesitant to let the group in because
they were afraid they were going to
disrupt the meeting, not because
they were Hispanic.
"We don't want confrontation with
the community, that's the last
thing we want," said Nick Hughes, a
Minuteman spokesman from Yakima.
Hughes also said that none of the
demonstrators who were standing outside in support of the
Minuteman group were there on
behalf of the organization.
"That's not the kind of support

Project Excellence
students learn to grow
as individuals as
they interact with
college students to
gain a positive outlook
on life, thus reaching
their level of
excellence.

Shouts of "Minutemen your minute
is up" were yelled from across First
Avenue while people on the civic
center side held their American flags
and muttered to themselves.
"I don't know why they're yelling
about civil rights." said one unidentified woman who supported the
Minutemen. "If you're illegal, you
don't have any rights in this country."
The Minuteman meeting originally
was not scheduled to be held at the
civic center because members of the
board who run the facility believed
a potential clash between anti- and
pro-Minuteman protesters might be
too much for Selah's police force to
handle.
But Mayor Bob Jones learned of
the decision and asked the board
to reverse it, saying that all groups
should be able to use a public facility no matter what their views.
"This is what democracy is all
about," said Jones, who was on hand
to observe the meeting and demonstrators Sunday.
"The police department did a fabulous job handling things," he said.
"But we just don't want to be a burden on them again."

FUNDRAISER

Project
Excellence
Ball a Huge
Success!
RICHARD AUTRY
Staff Writer

MINUTEMAN

Meeting
brings"
Protests in
Selah
ROD ANT0NE
Yakima Hcald-republic

"We're not racist,
we're proud Americans
and we love our
country.
BOB DAMERON
Minuteman chapter head
and Yakima resident

BSU Readies for Their Big Day'

Fashion
Show
TAMARA LAWRENCE
Staff Wtitei

''This fashion show
will definitely be
a great example
of Black art at
its finest."
DOMINOUE CHAMPION
BSU . Vice Piesiden

You must come out early. If not,
you may miss out on a chance to get
a taste of sex appeal attitude, style
and music. On Dec. 2, students of
Bowling Green State University would
be able to admire fashion at its finest
in this year's Black Student Union's
fashion show, "The Four Seasons of
Class, Taste, Style and Pleasure."
Dominique Champion, BSU vice
president as well as the coordinator
of this year's fashion show believes
that the audience will see what is
hot in the latest fashions.
"This year's show will haw
.on,"
Champion said. "!
I be
.tig fashion
designers.''
One of the designs that will be
modeled will be from the collect.
BGSU senior
Randy Fitzpatrick. The designs
eet, hip-hop oriented and
original, according to the apparel
merchandising and pn
development major. Starting his
clothing
zpatrick describes "Randy
Rash.t.
appealing
fe and the jeans feel
ible for males.

"Jeans speak for your outfit,"
Fitzpatrick said.
With the excitement and high
expectations for the show, Fitzpatrick
is delighted that Champion chose
him to show off his designs in the
show.
Along with the fashionable designs,
the fashion show has hard-working
models as well as experienced models.
"Each model brings a different
style that we need for the show,"
Champion said.
As a male model in the show, Jeremy
Washington, a junior Spanish major.
I about the outconupractices for the BSU fashion show.
oming along nicely and
everyone will be surprised on how
much we improved during pra
Washington said.
Practices for the fashion show started
in October and continues until the
day of the fashion show in i
December. Many of the models are
tement as they cannot
wait to walk down the runway and
model ex
Sophomore Yemoja Marotta. a model
in the last year's BSU's fashion show,
is enjoying her experience.
"I love modeling and being able to

express myself on the runway,"
Marotta said. "It is also a great way
to meet people and have fun."
Tatiana Jones, a Public Relations
major, concurs with Marotta.
"I had a lot of encouragement to
model in the show and I am very
glad that I am able to interact
with others and be apart of an
organization's event," Jones said.
Like Jones, Marcus Smith, a transfer
student majoring in Intergrated
History, was inspired by peers to
participate as a male model in the
BSU fashion show.
"My friends encouraged me to do
something new," Smith said. "The
ud expect class and
sophistication of Toledo from me."
is not the only one
representing his hometown in the
show. Accounting major Di
Jenkins said that the audience
should expect some Detroit flavor.
an also expect to see a
lot of more beautiful and strong
black females in different styles of
clothing," Jenkins said.
Not only would the audience be
able to adore such enticing fashions
poses of the
models, they would be entertained

by a rap group from Toledo called the
Swagga Boyz, according to Champion.
"They will be performing during one
of the scenes in the show," she said.
"It will be like "Rip the Runway.'"
Because the fashion show is well
organized, Jessica Sutton, an
accounting major believes that the
BSU production will be a positive
event.
"There will be a lot of energy
throughout the show," Sutton said.
With hip music bumping and displays
of the latest fashions. Champion and
the models strongly encourage people
to attend the show. She insists that
this BSU production will not just be a
display of clothes.
"This fashion show will definitely be
a great example of Black art at its
finest." Champion said. ■

YOU COULD

Saving
Lives

I BGSU!

SAVING A LIFE IS EASY:
• Come to o:
November 13th- 16th located at the

■

Blood

like us dying everyday from bone

■ Fill out the

color come out and donate their
blood, i
it will be able to help out a fellow

* Swab your mouth with 4 Q-tips,
then ;

somewhere in the United States.

Please find time to come and help
out! If you are at the dorm of
apartment for even 20 minutes with
nothing to do, please get up and
decide to go possibly save a life. Just
put yourself in a needy position,
wouldn't you have wanted someone
to just go out of their way for just
a little bit to save your life? Just
think about it and I know the right
decision will be made.
For further information, go to:
www.matrow.otg
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eorgetle Johnson's salon in
Houston has a clear disclaimer: "We
do not offer chemical services of any
kind, including hair coloring. Due to
our desire to maintain the integrity and
beauty of our natural hair, we do not
offer extensions, or weaves, nor do we
press or straighten hair."
Soul Sister Natural Haircare
specializes in natural hair care for
its clients. It is one of the many
salons springing up across the country
that specialize in chemical free hair.
Johnson's hair salon is unique to the
others because clients cannot receive
any treatment that straightens the hair.
Natural hair has different
classifications, as different people
view natural hair differently. The
most common definition of natural
hair is hair that has had no chemical
processing done to it.
For women of color, mostly African
Americans, the most common chemical
treatment is a relaxer. A relaxer is a
chemical that literally takes the curl
pattern out of the hair. Some women
choose to use a relaxer because they
find the hair easier to manage with
one. Others simply like the look that
a relaxer gives. Once a relaxer is put
in the hair, it cannot be removed. The
only way to remove it is to cut it out.
Relaxed hair is common among many
African American women, but recently
there has been a shift among black
women to reclaim their identity by
keeping their hair natural.
For - 24 - year old Monique
Theogene. growing out her relaxer was
a decision based on identity.
"The community tells me that I look
a certain way, (being a black woman)
and I should try to erase it. Having
natural hair is a way for me to stay
true to myself," Theogene says.
Monique's joumey to natural hair
began when she was in 6th grade. She
has always thought the look of natural
hair was beautiful. "I remember seeing

dreadlocks when I was little, and
wanting to have them, but my mom
wouldn't let me," Theogene says. "I
always admired locks."
She started wearing braids to grow
out her relaxer. Once her relaxer grew
out, Theogene went through a series
of different natural hairstyles. She
wore dreadlocks, for a while until she
wanted to change it up and cut them.
"I get bored easily so I like to change
my hair a lot," Theogene says. Now,
Monique wears her hair short, leaving
her tightly coiled strands natural.
Monique's ideas about natural
hair also relate to her views about
feminism. She says that men have
constructed a society that keeps them
in control, and the fixation with hair
is a way that women become victims
to a patriarchal society.
Natural hair stylist Georgette
Johnson has been doing natural hair
for 10 years. She has taken many
clients on the journey to natural hair,
from relaxed hair.
"I try to support others who have
the same passion and drive as I do
for a perm -free world one mane at a
time!" Johnson says.

Johnson has had natural hair for
the last 12 years. Her decision to go
natural was one that came after many
years of processing her hair with
chemicals. "This is what prompted
me to do the big chop. This is also
the number one reason my clients
decided to stop using chemicals."
Johnson's advice to women who
want to go natural is simple. "Do
your research." "There are many
options available for women who
want to have natural hair, Johnson
says, "however women are just
unaware of them." With the many
Websites, message boards and other
online forums that celebrate natural
hair, it has opened the eyes of many
women to emancipate themselves
from chemicals."
For someone who has relaxed hair
and wants to go natural says, "Talk
to others who are natural and listen
to their joumey," she says. She
suggests looking online for a natural
hairstylist in your area and getting a
consultation.
Some women with natural hair
find that it requires more effort than
relaxed hair. Johnson believes this to
be true as well, but says that natural
hair styles are easier to maintain. She
says, it may take three or more hours
to shampoo, condition, detangle and
twist a head full of natural hair but
that style can last 3-4 weeks, whereas
a relaxed style can be done in an
hour or less but the style will last a
week at the most.
Monique also feels that natural
hair requires more work than relaxed
hair.
"My hair requires about 30 minutes
in the morning. I have to do a lot
more than when I had a relaxer."
Monique also spends a lot on products
for her hair. Since natural hair
dries out quickly, it requires a lot of
moisturizing products. Johnson also
recommends using a lot of moisture

on the hair when it is natural. This
will keep it healthy and strong.
Contrary to Monique and Johnson's
views, 20 - year - old Whitney Walton
believes that having natural hair is
easier.
"All I have to do is wash my hair
and go, Walton says. Having my hair
this way is so much easier."
Walton made the switch to natural
hair about a year ago when she
just became tired of putting time
and effort into her hair. When she
decided to go natural, she faced
scrutiny from her family.
"When I came home with short
hair my mom burst into tears."
Walton says. Walton thinks that this
reaction, in a milder form is common
when it comes to natural hair.
Walton's hair regimen is fairly
simple. She washes her hair,
conditions it and just lets it air dry
naturally. Like most other women
with natural hair. Walton advises
using a lot of moisture.
Depending on the style of natural
hair determines the maintenance and
time required for the hair. Dreadlocks
require monthly maintenance to
keep them looking neat. Johnson
says a popular misconception is that
dreadlocks can not be washed.
"I believe in healthy, clean hair.
"Johnson says.
When transitioning from relaxed to
natural hair. Khamit Kinks Salon
in New York recommends treating
the two different textures of hair
differently. Wearing the hair in
a style that doesn't require daily
upkeep is an easy way to do this.
For women like Theogene and
Walton, natural hair is a lifestyle.
"My hair texture is my own." says
Walton. Some people see the curls as
a negative thing, but that's just how
it is."

NATURAL

Couldn't
Be More
Beautiful
CANDACE FREEMAN
Staff Writer

"Due to our desire to
maintain the integrity
and beauty of our natural hair, we do not offer
extensions, or weaves,
nor do we press or
straighten hair."
GEORGETTE JOHNSON
Salon Owner

WHAT ARE WE
I ellas,
ell I will be the first to say it.
we are under achieving, at least in
the black community. In the Black
Student Union's meeting on October
19th, they discussed the gender gap
in higher education, and how black
women statistically succeed more
in college than black men. Both
the men and women in BSU were
shocked to hear some of the facts
regarding the lack of black men in
college. In a discussion circle. BSU
members discussed the problems
faced by black men in college and
out of high school and looked for
ways of reaching them. As far as
the members in the group, they
all agreed that the predominant
black society is more interested in
black men that can make money,

So by not giving public credit to black male
students who excel in the classroom, they keep young
black boys from aspiring to become the best
in their academics.
not brains and maybe not as much
money. Young black men see this
behavior and "norm" and do not
even think about going into college,
at least for academics. They think
the only way they can make it into
college is through sports. We have
some fantastic black athletes in

the NCAA, who get a lot of praise
and credit in the media and any
other mass form of communication.
But then we have many fantastic
black students only. They are
studying about as much or maybe
more than an athlete practices,
but get no recognition. So by not

giving public credit to black male
students who excel in the classroom,
they keep young black boys from
aspiring to become the best in their
academics. This is probably the
largest problem the higher-education
black community is facing now. and
many black oriented groups around
campus are trying to tackle this
issue and find solutions quick before
the problem gets worse.
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Teaching
Our Youth?
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Editor-in-Chief

BSU Readies for Their Big Day

TAMARA LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

"This fashion show
will definitely be
a great example
of Black art at
its finest."
D0M1NQUE CHAMPION
BSU , Vice Ptesiden

You must come out early. If not,
you may miss out on a chance to get
a taste of sex appeal, attitude, style
and music. On Dec. 2, students of
Bowling Green State University would
be able to admire fashion at its finest
in this year's Black Student Union's
fashion show. "The Four Seasons of
Class, Taste, Style and Pleasure."
Dominique Champion. BSU vice
president as well as the coordinator
of this year's fashion show believes
that the audience will see what is
hot in the latest fashions.
"This year's show will have a
different flavor in its fashion,"
Champion said. "Plus, there will be
designs from up and coming fashion
designers."
One of the designs that will be
modeled will be from the collection,
"Randy Rashawn" by BGSU senior
Randy Fitzpatiick. The designs
are street, hip-hop oriented and
original, according to the apparel
merchandising and product
development major. Starting his
clothing line during his freshman
year, Fitzpatrick describes "Randy
Rashawn" to appear more appealing
to the eye and the jeans feel more
comfortable for males.

"Jeans speak for your outfit,"
Fitzpatrick said.
With the excitement and high
expectations for the show, Fitzpatrick
is delighted that Champion chose
him to show off his designs in the
show.
Along with the fashionable designs,
the fashion show has hard-working
models as well as experienced models.
"Each model brings a different
style that we need for the show,"
Champion said.
As a male model in the show, Jeremy
Washington, a junior Spanish major,
is excited about the outcome of the
practices for the BSU fashion show.
"It is coming along nicely and
everyone will be surprised on how
much we improved during practice."
Washington said.
Practices for the fashion show started
in October and continues until the
day of the fashion show in early
December. Many of the models are
filled with excitement as they cannot
wait to walk down the runway and
model exquisite fashions in the show.
Sophomore Yemoja Marotta. a model
in the last year's BSU's fashion show,
is enjoying her experience.
"I love modeling and being able to

express myself on the runway,"
Marotta said. "It is also a great way
to meet people and have fun."
Tatiana Jones, a Public Relations
major, concurs with Marotta,
"I had a lot of encouragement to
model in the show and I am very
glad that 1 am able to interact
with others and be apart of an
organization's events" Jones said.
Like Jones, Marcus Smith, a transfer
student majoring in Intergrated
History, was inspired by peers to
participate as a male model in the
BSU fashion show.
"My friends encouraged me to do
something new," Smith said. "The
audience should expect class and
sophistication of Toledo from me."
Smith is not the only one
representing his hometown in the
show. Accounting major Donte
Jenkins said that the audience
should expect some Detroit flavor.
"You can also expect to see a
lot of more beautiful and strong
black females in different styles of
clothing." Jenkins said.
Not only would the audience be
able to adore such enticing fashions
as well as the striking poses of the
models, they would be entertained

by a rap group from Toledo called the
Swagga Boyz, according to Champion.
"They will be performing during one
of the scenes in the show," she said.
"It will be like "Rip the Runway.'"
Because the fashion show is well
organized, Jessica Sutton, an
accounting major believes that the
BSU production will be a positive
event.
"There will be a lot of energy
throughout the show," Sutton said.
With hip music bumping and displays
of the latest fashions, Champion and
the models strongly encourage people
to attend the show. She insists that
this BSU production will not just be a
display of clothes.
"This fashion show will definitely be
a great example of Black art at its
finest." Champion said. ■

YOU COULD

Saving
Lives

■ o all Minority students at BGSU!
There is a Bone Marrow blood drive
this week from the 13th-16th in the
Union. We need as many minority
students to come out to the drive
because there are hundreds of people
like us dying everyday from bone
diseases. So if we have students of
color come out and donate their
blood, there is more of a chance
it will be able to help out a fellow
African American or Latino etc,
somewhere in the United States.

SAVING A LIFE IS EASY:
■ Come to one of the tables in
the Union from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
November 13th-16th located at the
main entry and right across from
the Battle of the Blood

A LIFE
Luke and others like him
needed help.

■ Fill out the registration form
■ Swab your mouth with 4 Q-tips,
then place in envelope provided
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Please find time to come and help
out! If you are at the dorm of
apartment for even 20 minutes with
nothing to do, please get up and
decide to go possibly save a life. Just
put yourself in a needy position,
wouldn't you have wanted someone
to just go out of their way for just
a little bit to save your life? Just
think about it and I know the right
decision will be made.
For further information, go to:
www.marrow.org
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REFLECTION OF PEOPLES OF COLOR

G

I eotgette Johnson's salon in
Houston has a clear disclaimer: "We
do not offer chemical services of any
kind, including hair coloring. Due to
our desire to maintain the integrity and
beauty of our natural hair, we do not
offer extensions, or weaves, nor do we
press or straighten hair."
Soul Sister Natural Haircare
specializes in natural hair care for
its clients. It is one of the many
salons springing up across the country
that specialize in chemical free hail.
Johnson's hair salon is unique to the
others because clients cannot receive
any treatment that straightens the hail.
Natural hair has different
classifications, as different people
view natural hair differently. The
most common definition of natural
hair is hair that has had no chemical
processing done to it.
For women of color, mostly African
Americans, the most common chemical
treatment is a relaxer. A relaxer is a
chemical that literally takes the curl
pattern out of the hair. Some women
choose to use a relaxer because they
find the hair easier to manage with
one. Others simply like the look that
a relaxer gives. Once a relaxer is put
in the hair, it cannot be removed. The
only way to remove it is to cut it out.
Relaxed hair is common among many
African American women, but recently
there has been a shift among black
women to reclaim their identity by
keeping their hair natural.
For - 24 - year old Monique
Theogene, growing out her relaxer was
a decision based on identity.
"The community tells me that I look
a certain way, (being a black woman)
and I should try to erase it. Having
natural hair is a way for me to stay
true to myself." Theogene says.
Monique's journey to natural hair
began when she was in 6th grade. She
has always thought the look of natural
hair was beautiful. "I remember seeing

II ell
ellas. I will be the first to say it,
we are under achieving, at least in
the black community. In the Black
Student Union's meeting on October
19th. they discussed the gender gap
in higher education, and how black
women statistically succeed more
in college than black men. Both
the men and women in BSU were
shocked to hear some of the facts
regarding the lack of black men in
college. In a discussion circle. BSU
members discussed the problems
faced by black men in college and
out of high school and looked for
ways of reaching them. As far as
the members in the group, they
all agreed that the predominant
black society is more interested in
black men that can make money.

dreadlocks when I was little, and
wanting to have them, but my mom
wouldn't let me," Theogene says. "I
always admired locks."
She started wearing braids to grow
out her relaxer. Once her relaxer grew
out. Theogene went through a series
of different natural hairstyles. She
wore dreadlocks, for a while until she
wanted to change it up and cut them.
"I get bored easily so I like to change
my hair a lot," Theogene says. Now,
Monique wears her hair short, leaving
her tightly coiled strands natural.
Monique's ideas about natural
hair also relate to her views about
feminism. She says that men have
constructed a society that keeps them
in control, and the fixation with hair
is a way that women become victims
to a patriarchal society.
Natural hair stylist Georgette
Johnson has been doing natural hair
for 10 years. She has taken many
clients on the journey to natural hair,
from relaxed hair.
"I try to support others who have
the same passion and drive as I do
for a perm -free world one mane at a
time!" Johnson says.

Johnson has had natural hair for
the last 12 years. Her decision to go
natural was one that came after many
years of processing her hair with
chemicals. "This is what prompted
me to do the big chop. This is also
the number one reason my clients
decided to stop using chemicals."
Johnson's advice to women who
want to go natural is simple. "Do
your research." "There are many
options available for women who
want to have natural hair. Johnson
says, "however women are just
unaware of them." With the many
Websites, message boards and other
online forums that celebrate natural
hair, it has opened the eyes of many
women to emancipate themselves
from chemicals."
For someone who has relaxed hair
and wants to go natural says. "Talk
to others who are natural and listen
to their journey," she says. She
suggests looking online for a natural
hairstylist in your area and getting a
consultation.
Some women with natural hair
find that it requires more effort than
relaxed hair. Johnson believes this to
be true as well, but says that natural
hair styles are easier to maintain. She
says, it may take three or more hours
to shampoo, condition, detangle and
twist a head full of natural hair but
that style can last 3-4 weeks, whereas
a relaxed style can be done in an
hour or less but the style will last a
week at the most.
Monique also feels that natural
hair requires more work than relaxed
hair.
"My hair requires about 30 minutes
in the morning. I have to do a lot
more than when I had a relaxer."
Monique also spends a lot on products
for her hair. Since natural hair
dries out quickly, it requires a lot of
moisturizing products. Johnson also
recommends using a lot of moisture

So by not giving public credit to black male
students who excel in the classroom, they keep young
black boys from aspiring to become the best
in their academics.
not brains and maybe not as much
money. Young black men see this
behavior and "norm" and do not
even think about going into college,
at least for academics. They think
the only way they can make it into
college is through sports. We have
some fantastic black athletes in

the NCAA, who get a lot of praise
and credit in the media and any
other mass form of communication.
But then we have many fantastic
black students only. They are
studying about as much or maybe
more than an athlete practices,
but get no recognition. So by not

on the hair when it is natural. This
will keep it healthy and strong.
Contrary to Monique and Johnson's
views, 20 - year - old Whitney Walton
believes that having natural hair is
easier.
"All I have to do is wash my hair
and go. Walton says. Having my hair
this way is so much easier."
Walton made the switch to natural
hair about a year ago when she
just became tired of putting time
and effort into her hair. When she
decided to go natural, she faced
scrutiny from her family.
"When I came home with short
hair my mom burst into tears,"
Walton says. Walton thinks that this
reaction, in a milder form is common
when it comes to natural hair.
Walton's hair regimen is fairly
simple. She washes her hair,
conditions it and just lets it air dry
naturally. Like most other women
with natural hair. Walton advises
using a lot of moisture.
Depending on the style of natural
hair determines the maintenance and
time required for the hair. Dreadlocks
require monthly maintenance to
keep them looking neat. Johnson
says a popular misconception is that
dreadlocks can not be washed.
"1 believe in healthy, clean hair,
"Johnson says.
When transitioning from relaxed to
natural hair. Khamit Kinks Salon
in New York recommends treating
the two different textures of hair
differently. Wearing the hair in
a style that doesn't require daily
upkeep is an easy way to do this.
For women like Theogene and
Walton, natural hair is a lifestyle.
"My hair texture is my own," says
Walton. Some people see the curls as
a negative thing, but that's just how
it is."

giving public credit to black male
students who excel in the classroom,
they keep young black boys from
aspiring to become the best in their
academics. This is probably the
largest problem the higher-education
black community is facing now, and
many black oriented groups around
campus are trying to tackle this
issue and find solutions quick before
the problem gets worse.
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Couldn't
Be More
Beautiful
CANDACE FREEMAN
Staff Writer

"Due to our desire to
maintain the integrity
and beauty of our natural hair, we do not offer
extensions, or weaves,
nor do we press or
straighten hair."
GEORGETTE JOHNSON
Salon Owner

NICK GAMERO
Editor-in-Chief

VISION

National
Comini

Out Weei
Kicks Off
SHANNON WILL
Staff Wiitei

"Anyone who has
ever tried to keep
a dark secret can
say how torturous it is
"keeping quiet" and
concealing a part
of themselves,
let alone one so
persecuted as
being gay. II
SHANNON WILL
Staff Writer

ed. Oct. 11: Tonight is
the Coming Out Cabaiet. and lavish
images of celebration, of dancing
and singing homosexuals, clad in
sequined attire and applauded by a
loud and raving audience bounce in
my head as I climb the stairs to the
Union's third floor. Upon entering
room 308, I am put off slightly to
find not a ballroom of sorts, but
a gray business room and a small
cluster of people standing by the
dessert bar or scattered throughout
the group of chairs set up for the
audience. A table with various
information fliers and condoms rests
at the front of the room, along with
a lonely microphone and a solitary
rainbow poster reading "Vision."
However, the faces are smiling,
excited, and hopeful, and 1 smile
back and chat lightly with the group
at the dessert bar as I sample one
of everything (mini eclairs!). I take
a seat in an empty row, ashamed at
my initial, stereotypical thought,
but still hoping to hear a song, and
wait for the show to start.
Observing the small crowd. I
find that most of it is comprised
of members of the group Vision,
here to show their support for
those performing. The remaining
few consist of one or two friends,
a representative from the Latino
Student Union and the Black
Student Union, and myself. Then
the event begins and Jennifer
Bak. Visions secretary is first
to speak. Vision. I learn, is an
organization whose goals are to
advocate and support all campus and
worldwide gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgender, queer, intersex, and
straight supportive members of the
community (aka GLBTOISS). The
group also aims to educate people
about these issues by holding events
and forums like this one. The
Coming Out Cabaret is the beginning
of a variety of events being held
here at BGSU in honor of National
Coming Out Week.
Jennifer breaks the ice of the shy
crowd by reading the Children's book
Come Out Squirtle. The audience
laughs as the famous pokemon
Squirtle and Charmander argue over
whether Squirtle should come out.
Charmander's flame and Squirtle's
shell present amusing references
to homosexual stereotypes. When
Squirtle finally 'comes out.' he is
greeted by all of his friends and
grand and beautiful rainbow. More
laughs bubble from the audience.
As an afterthought, Jen Bak adds
that tonght's presentation is not
organized but open mic, and anyone
should feel free to stand up.
Again, the crowd shifts into
uncomfortable silence, knowing
most of the group is simply here to

see the show. After a few awkward
moments, a girl dressed all in black,
a white painted face and black lips,
jumps up and strides to the front,
eager to dissolve the awkwardness.
Jennifer Dietsch introduces herself
as Renah Smith, or "Raven." She
alludes to the difficulties of coming
out and being lesbian by taking on a
vampire persona with a slayer father,
who hates her "vampire urges."
Accepting her nocturnal nature was
difficult, because everyone knew
vampires have no souls, and are very
promiscuous. She lived for awhile
feeling out of place, being the only
one of her kind in her area, before
coming here to BG. Now. she says
she lives much more happily with
a group of people just like her.
She concludes that life is still not
ideal; indeed, her father has yet
to accept her "nature," but she is
glad to finally slip into the comfort
of her true self. Applause erupts,
and I join in, admiring Jennifer's
creativity.
Meanwhile, a grim realization
hits me; the Coming Out Cabaret is
not a celebration, because coming
out to the public is anything but
celebratory. In fact, many find
the idea of coining out in today's
society absolutely mortifying.
Most find themselves clinging to the
daily struggle of hiding themselves
to avoid the results of their coming
out. I sit, stunned, as others
repeat their awful "coming out"
experiences into the microphone.
One starts comically, stating he
always knew he was a girl in his
past life, but gets more serious as
he talks about his cousin's betrayal
of his secret, being disowned by his
father, reinstated as a tax write-off,
and then disowned once more when
the write-off no longer applied. He
is banned from seeing his siblings,
and his family has advised him to
kill himself. Through all of this, he
laughs and smiles and jokes, relieved
to be able to express himself freely.
Another man speaks of
attempting suicide in high school
and leaving home at seventeen to
escape his unaccepting parents. I
listen to all of the stories, moved
and shocked by the grim reality of
being homosexual. In my naivete.
I have understood that, in 2006, we
as a society are finally beginning
to accept everyone. Sadly, this is
not true at all. Homosexuals are
still fighting a fierce battle with
the stigma society refuses to drop
from them. I've heard straight
individuals wonder why gay people
"can't just keep quiet about it."
Anyone who has ever tried to keep a
dark secret can say how torturous it
is "keeping quiet" and concealing a
part of themselves, let alone one so

Joef/e Ruby-Ryan stands outside the Union during a demonstration expressing
her views on discrimination against the queer community.
persecuted as being gay.
However, not everyone in the
group has a depressing story.
Ben Swanson relieves the heavy
atmosphere with comedic anecdotes
about what it is like to be gay.
Upon addressing straight people
about the "gay issue". Ben says.
"Yes, we are after your children,
and there is a gay agenda. Also,
it is really not as exciting for a
homosexual to meet a straight
person as it is for a straight person
to meet a homosexual." Another
Vision members tells of how. after
coming out to his parents, his
mother politely whispers, "Do you
think you're lactose intolerant
because you have...anal sex?" It
is humorous stories and thoughts
like these that remind the audience
that everyone feels much more
relaxed to be able to be themselves.
The people standing before me have
faced a devastating reality most
people cannot imagine: they are part
of a group that is still persecuted in
modern society. They accept this,
face it, and fight it with a courage
and resolve unheard of in most
situations.

I feel honored and grateful to
have been able to attend this
event as I listen to a speaker read
Ken Schnick's poem, "Rainbow
Flag." While it took Ken
seven flags to show his pride
without persecution, it took the
reader twenty-four. I find this
disappointing in such a liberal
atmosphere as a university. The
reader speaks of pride and strength,
making me smile before excusing
himself from the room. The event
comes to a close, and I mingle
with everyone else. Though there
were no flashy sequins or a wild,
rambunctious audience, the Cabaret
was both fun and enlightening.
For those who missed out on this
first event, there are plenty more
to come this week, including gay
men in sports, and a "biohazard
demonstration." I encourage
everyone to attend one and enjoy
themselves, and learn a little more
at the same time. ■
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' n October 21st, the Hindu
religion celebrated their holiday,
Diwali, at the Hindu Temple in Toledo.
Talking to people around the temple,
in my socks, because shoes are not
permitted in the temple, I spoke with
a few people and got some information
on Diwali. I was told that it was
about equivalent to Christian's
Christmas, just not as commercialized.
Friends and family will exchange
presents and desserts. It is the last day
of the Hindu year. It is a holiday that
honors the light in the world. Dewa
means light in Samskrit (forgive me if
spelled incorrectly). The worship that
goes on is for the world, not just
Hindus. It is also the celebration of
when good conquered evil. The priest
leading the worship spoke many kind
words on all of man-kind, including
ones of "justice, love, freedom and
harmony."
The atmosphere was so festive and
joyous. Most of the women dressed
in traditional outfits called, Desaris.
Even the children were dressed very
traditionally. It is very impressive
for a culture to hold onto tradition
like this in a society that pressures
acculturation.
The performances were very vast and
elegant. Talent really glowed brightly
that night with the local artists
expressed their culture through
dance. From college men students,
to a little 10-year-old girl; everyone's
hard work and practice really showed
in their performances. A lot of their'
performances came from Indian movies,
made in "Bollywood." It is the Indian
equivalent of Hollywood.
Celebrations like Diwali are events
that most people should have to take
part in just to learn about another
culture. There are a lot of people out
there that do not care to learn about
anything different than what they
are used to. But to build on a more
tolerant society who accepts all types
of people, we must learn our neighbor's
culture.

DIWALI

Celebrating
Goodness
NICK GAMERO
Editor-in-Chief

There are a lot of
people out there that
do not care to learn
about anything
different than what
they are used to.
But to build on a more
tolerant society who
accepts all types of
people, we must learn
our neighbor's culture.

TOP PHOTO:
A Hindu God. Ganesha
in the Temple.
MIDDLE PHOTO:
During Pooja, which is Hindu worship.
BOTTOM PHOTO:
Two Indian students from the
University of Toledo performing
a Bollywood dance.
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National
Coming

Out Week
Kicks Off
SHANNON WILL
Stall Writer

'Anyone who has
ever tried to keep
a dark secret can
say how torturous it is
"keeping quiet" and
concealing a part
of themselves,
let alone one so
persecuted as
being gay. II
SHANNON WILL
Staff Writer

ed. Oct. 11: Tonight is
the Coming Out Cabaret, and lavish
images of celebration, of dancing
and singing homosexuals, clad in
sequined attire and applauded by a
loud and raving audience bounce in
.iiv head as I climb the stairs to the
Union's third floor. Upon entering
room 308, I am put off slightly to
find not a ballroom of sorts, but
i gray business room and a small
cluster of people standing by the
■it bar or scattered throughout
the group of chairs set up for the
audience. A table with various
information fliers and condoms rests
at the front of the room, along with
a lonely microphone and a solitary
rainbow poster reading "Vision."
However, the faces are smiling,
excited, and hopeful, and I smile
back and chat lightly with the group
at the dessert bar as I sample one
of everything (mini eclairs!). 1 take
a seat in an empty row, ashamed at
my initial, stereotypical thought,
but still hoping to hear a song, and
wait for the show to start.
Observing the small crowd. I
find that most of it is comprised
of members of the group Vision,
here to show their support for
those performing. The remaining
few consist of one or two friends,
a representative from the Latino
Student Union and the Black
Student Union, and myself. Then
the event begins and Jennifer
Bak. Visions secretary is first
to speak. Vision, I learn, is an
organization whose goals are to
advocate and support all campus and
worldwide gay. lesbian, bisexual,
transgender. queer, intersex, and
straight supportive members of the
community (aka GLBTOISS). The
group also aims to educate people
about these issues by holding events
and forums like this one. The
Coming Out Cabaret is the beginning
of a variety of events being held
here at BGSU in honor of National
Coming Out Week.
Jennifer breaks the ice of the shy
crowd by reading the Children's book
Come Out Squirtle. The audience
laughs as the famous pokemon
Squirtle and Charmander argue over
whether Squirtle should come out.
Charmander's flame and Squirtle's
shell present amusing references
to homosexual stereotypes. When
Squirtle finally 'comes out,' he is
greeted by all of his friends and
grand and beautiful rainbow. More
laughs bubble from the audience.
As an afterthought, Jen Bak adds
that tonght's presentation is not
organized but open mic, and anyone
should feel free to stand up.
Again, the crowd shifts into
uncomfortable silence, knowing
most of the group is simply here to

see the show. After a few awkward
moments, a girl dressed all in black,
a white painted face and black lips,
jumps up and strides to the front,
eager to dissolve the awkwardness.
Jennifer Dietsch introduces herself
as Renah Smith, or "Raven." She
alludes to the difficulties of coming
out and being lesbian by taking on a
vampire persona with a slayer father.
who hates her "vampire urges."
Accepting her nocturnal nature was
difficult, because everyone knew
vampires have no souls, and are very
promiscuous. She lived for awhile
feeling out of place, being the only
one of her kind in her area, before
coming here to BG. Now, she says
she lives much more happily with
a group of people just like her.
She concludes that life is still not
ideal; indeed, her father has yet
to accept her "nature," but she is
glad to finally slip into the comfort
of her true self. Applause erupts,
and I join in. admiring Jennifer's
creativity.
Meanwhile, a grim realization
hits me: the Coming Out Cabaret is
not a celebration, because coming
out to the public is anything but
celebratory. In fact, many find
the idea of coming out in today's
society absolutely mortifying.
Most find themselves clinging to the
daily struggle of hiding themselves
to avoid the results of their coming
out. I sit, stunned, as others
repeat their awful "coming out"
experiences into the microphone.
Joelle Ruby-Ryan stands outside the Union during a demonstration expressing
One starts comically, stating he
her views on discrimination against the gueer community.
always knew he was a girl in his
past life, but gets more serious as
persecuted as being gay.
I feel honored and grateful to
he talks about his cousin's betrayal
However, not everyone in the
have been able to attend this
of his secret, being disowned by his
group has a depressing story.
event as I listen to a speaker read
father, reinstated as a tax write-off,
Ben Swanson relieves the heavy
Ken Schnick's poem. "Rainbow
and then disowned once more when
atmosphere with comedic anecdotes
Flag." While it took Ken
the write-off no longer applied. He
about what it is like to be gay.
seven flags to show his pride
is banned from seeing his siblings,
Upon addressing straight people
without persecution, it took the
and his family has advised him to
about the "gay issue", Ben says,
reader twenty-four. I find this
kill himself. Through all of this, he
"Yes, we are after your children,
disappointing in such a liberal
laughs and smiles and jokes, relieved and there is a gay agenda. Also,
atmosphere as a university. The
to be able to express himself freely.
it is really not as exciting for a
reader speaks of pride and strength,
Another man speaks of
homosexual to meet a straight
making me smile before excusing
attempting suicide in high school
person as it is for a straight person
himself from the room. The event
and leaving home at seventeen to
to meet a homosexual." Another
comes to a close, and I mingle
escape his unaccepting parents. I
Vision members tells of how. after
with everyone else. Though there
listen to all of the stories, moved
coming out to his parents, his
were no flashy sequins or a wild,
and shocked by the grim reality of
mother politely whispers, "Do you
rambunctious audience, the Cabaret
being homosexual. In my naivete.
think you're lactose intolerant
was both fun and enlightening.
I have understood that, in 2006, we
because you have...anal sex?" It
For those who missed out on this
as a society are finally beginning
is humorous stories and thoughts
first event, there are plenty more
to accept everyone. Sadly, this is
like these that remind the audience
to come this week, including gay
not true at all. Homosexuals are
that everyone feels much more
men in sports, and a "biohazard
still fighting a fierce battle with
relaxed to be able to be themselves.
demonstration," I encourage
the stigma society refuses to drop
The people standing before me have
everyone to attend one and enjoy
from them. I've heard straight
faced a devastating reality most
themselves, and learn a little more
individuals wonder why gay people
people cannot imagine: they are part
at the same time. ■
"can't just keep quiet about it."
of a group that is still persecuted in
Anyone who has ever tried to keep a
modern society. They accept this,
dark secret can say how torturous it
face it, and fight it with a courage
is "keeping quiet" and concealing a
and resolve unheard of in most
part of themselves, let alone one so
situations.
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n October 21st, the Hindu
religion celebrated their holiday.
Diwali, at the Hindu Temple in Toledo.
Talking to people around the temple,
in my socks, because shoes are not
'fed in the temple, I spoke with
a few people and got some information
Dn Diwali. I was told that it was
about equivalent to Christian's
Christmas, just not as commercialized.
Friends and family will exchange
presents and desserts. It is the last day
of the Hindu year. It is a holiday that
honors the light in the world. Dewa
means light in Samskrit (forgive me if
spelled incorrectly). The worship that
goes on is for the world, not just
Hindus. It is also the celebration of
when good conquered evil. The priest
leading the worship spoke many kind
words on all of man-kind, including
ones of "justice, love, freedom and
harmony."
The atmosphere was so festive and
joyous. Most of the women dressed
in traditional outfits called, Desaris.
Even the children were dressed very
traditionally. It is very impressive
for a culture to hold onto tradition
like this in a society that pressures
acculturation.
The performances were very vast and
elegant. Talent really glowed brightly
that night with the local artists
expressed their culture through
dance. From college men students,
to a little 10-year-old girl; everyone's
*oik and practice really showed
performances. A lot of their
performances came from Indian movies,
made in "Bollywood." It is the Indian
equivalent of Hollywood.
Celebrations like Diwali are events
that most people should have to take
part in just to learn about another
culture. There are a lot of people out
there that do not care to learn about
anything different than what they
are used to. But to build on a more
tolerant society who accepts all types
of people, we must learn our neighbor's
culture.
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Celebrating
Goodness
NICK GAMEKO
Chief

There are a lot of
people out there that
do not care to learn
about anything
different than what
they are used to.
But to build on a more
tolerant society who
accepts all types of
people, we must learn
our neighbor's culture.

TOP PHOTO:
A Hindu God, Ganesha
in the Temple.
MIDDLE PHOTO:
During Pooja, which is Hindu worship.
BOTTOM PHOTO:
Two Indian students from the
University of Toledo performing
a Bollywood dance.

INT'L STUDENT

Makes U.S.
Home Away
from Home
SANDRA GUABADIA
Guest Writer

"When his brother
back in Kenya asked
what the snow was like.
Kip told him, "just open
the freezer and stick
your head there."
ROGERS KIPCHUMBA
International Student.
Men's crass country runner

I oing away to college for the
first time is hard enough. Tuition,
school supplies and leaving home
for the first time are just some
of the aspects of college life to
worry about. But imagine moving
thousands of miles away from family
and friends to go away to school.
International student, Rogers
Kipchumba did just that. Originally
from El Doret, Kenya, Kip, as he
affectionately known by his family
and friends, came to America four
years ago to pursue his education.
Kip is not alone. More than 600
international students attend
BG. They come from 90 different
countries. In fall 2005, 71 of those
students were from Kenya. Kenya
had the second highest number
of students at BG, following China
which had 79.
After graduating from high
school. Kip took a year off of school.
He knew he would go to college, but
where? He didn't make the decision
very difficult.
He picked up a U.S. map and
since he didn't know where to go he
decided to just choose a state in the
middle.
"I picked Missouri because it was
in the middle of the U.S., and it was
cheaper," Kip says.
He attended Kansas State
University before coming to BG his
sophomore year.
But before coming to the United
States, international students must
go through a process. First they
must get a SEVIS or a Student and
Exchange Visitor Information System

document that is given to them by
the college or university that they
wish to attend in the United States.
As soon as all the appropriate
documents are obtained, they then
apply for a student visa.
A student visa simply gives them
permission to fly to the United
States in order to ask for permission
to enter. The immigration officer
then either accepts or declines the
request.
When Kip finally arrived to the
States, he found that things were,
well...different.
"Everything's different. Even the
littlest things. Even driving is
different. [In Kenya] we drive on
the left side of the road. Here,
we drive on the right," he says.
Even food was a challenge for Kip.
"When I first came, I hardly ate.
I thought pizza was something
gross."
How does he feel about pizza now?
"It's delicious," he says.
Though Kip learned English in
Kenya at a very young age, he still
did face challenges with The British
English that he learned back home
versus the American English that is
spoken here.
He had difficulty remembering
that words were spelled differently.
Colour was now color. Centre now
center. Though these might seem
like minor differences, these are just
a few of the obstacles international
students have to deal with.
Being used to living in Kenya
where temperatures average near
80 degrees Fahrenheit even in

January, caused Kip's first winter in
the United States to be more than a
shock.
"It was crazy," he says of his first
winter. "The first time I saw snow
falling, it was fun. It was fun
watching it through the window.
Then I went out to run. And then I
just fell and hurt my hip. It's not as
fun as it looks. But with time I got
used to it.
"When his brother back in Kenya
asked what the snow was like. Kip
told him, "just open the freezer and
stick your head there."
Eddie Kipchoge. Kip's cousin,
who is a second year international
student from Kenya, also remembers
his first winter here.
"It was beyond normal. It was
extremely cold compared to where
I'm from. It was hard to get used
to," Kipchoge says.
Kip is also involved on campus. He
runs for the men's cross country
team and has been number one on
his team for two years. He placed
13th in the MAC Championships and
received All- Ohio honors 2 years in
a row was. He also has two varsity
letters.
He's also runs for the BGSU Kenya
5K Benefit Run. The Kenya 5K is a
race that helps to raise money for
research for HIV/AIDS, as well as
awareness of it.
Since arriving to States in 2002,
Kip, now a junior, has traveled
back home twice. He's noticed that
people are interested about his stay
overseas.
"You attract all the attention.

not because you're a celebrity,
but because you know something
different," he says.
That's not the only thing he
noticed. When he visited home,
he found that people thought that
he had changed. To them, he
spoke differently. They thought
that his pronunciation of words
were improper. They asked a lot
of questions. He was different to
them, and he realized it too.
When he went home, he still drove
like he was in the United States.
He would try to shift gears with his
right hand and accidentally hit the
door because seat is on the opposite
side than in America.
But even back in the States, Kenya
stays with him.
"That's our pride," he says of the
Kenya flag. "You can never miss it.
It's the first thing you see when you
get through the door.
He has adjusted to life in the United
States. He even calls himself "the
American" within his group of
Kenyan friends because he's been
here so longest. So will he ever go
back to Kenya to live?
"I would love to," he says.
"Home is home." ■

he small town of Bowling Green
may not be able to provide a large job
market for the ever-growing student
body but a small group of ambitious
students have taken matter into their
own hands. The Black Student Union
held an open forum on November
2nd to discuss the concept of
entrepreneurship among students and
peers with similar interest.
Ideas and opinions about what is
needed to run a successful business
was offered by a wide variety of
people including faculty member and
entrepreneur of a commercial cleaning
service. Pa' Trice L. Pettaway Day.
She was able to give examples of real
life experiences and offer supporting
advice.
"There was a time when I only
had one client. You have to visualize
yourself as being successful if you
want to make it," she says.
Self-motivation along with
eliminating the stressed and unblessed
from your life was a strong focal point

of the presentation.
"Use your gifts and talents to
think outside the box. There is not
such thing as trying, you either do it
or you don't," she says.
Student entrepreneurs also came
forward to offer ideas and tell about
their humble beginnings. Ervin
Johnson, senior, spoke about his early
days as a barber.
"My grandfather was my first
client...when I came to college I set up
shop in the bathroom and left the door
open so people could see me," he said.
His philosophy behind the success of
his business is if you have something
that people like then the power behind
that can not be stopped.
"I treat everyone as if I don't know
them; I don't do favors because for
every one customer, I could gain two
more," Johnson says.
Most of the student's business
ideas came from gifts and talents that
they have perfected over time. Randy
Fitzpatrick, owner and creator of

Randy Rashawn clothing line, started
his fashion line from drawing that he
begun in high school.
"I wore one of my designs to
football practice one day and people
liked them. You'd be surprised how
the word of mouth works," he says.
Randy in the near future hopes to
open up stores both in his hometown
of Boston Massachusetts and in East
Cleveland, Ohio. His main goals right
now are to keep prices low and to
provide people with what they want.
Oh, and ladies, watch out in the near
future for his women's line.
On the other hand, sometimes
motivation and ideas can come
true just by networking as it did
for Nick Rainey. Real Talk is a
student organization that focuses on
motivating and educating the minority
population through a television show
Nick and Andrei! Williams had similar
ideas about ways to inform the student
body and they were directed to each
other.

"I wanted to expose people
to minority events to increase
attendance. It's different to hear from
an undergraduate perspective than
from someone older." he says.
The first show aired on October 24
at 6 p.m. and another taping can be
expected sometime before the end of
the semester. ■

ENTREPENEURSHIP

"Lefs Do
Business"
LAURIE EVANS
Staff Writer

'His philosophy
behind the success of
his business is if you
have something that
people like then the
power behind that can
not be stopped."
"l

ERVIN JOHNSON'S GRANDFATHER
Ervin Johnson, Senior student
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I he 2006 Miss Black and Gold
Scholarship Pageant, presented
by Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
Incorporated Epsilon Theta Chapter,
was a night that displayed the
talents and splendor of five young
black women. The stunning five
young ladies who represented this
year's pageant were Chasati Chablis'
Allen, Keshia Bethune. Shameeka
Craig. Georgina Opoku. and Maple
Walker. Hosted by Andre Cisco, a
member of Alpha Phi Alpha, the
pageant captured the essence and
beauty of each young lady in a
variety of events ranging from modeling outfits to taking part in the
Question & Answer portion of the
show. The contestants revealed their
superb figures in the swim wear
segment of the pageant. During the
talent portion of the show, the four
women chose to perform a dance for
their presentation. Miss Craig was
unique in her performance for she
performed a piece with her violin.
Question and Answer was a portion
of the show where the host asked
each of the contestants a question
they had to respond to. When asked
who inspired her to succeed, a tearful Georgina Opoku responded simply- her mother. Miss Opoku replied
that her mother was her inspiration
for allowing her to accomplish her
goals and also for giving her the
courage to participate in the
pageant.
Each young lady had their own
special reason for getting involved
in this year's pageant. Miss Allen, a

freshman, is a Telecommunications
major and a Dance minor. She
chose to participate in this year's
pageant because she felt it was an
opportunity to display her true
inner and outer beauty along with
her positive attitude, poise and
talents. Miss Craig, a junior, is
a Violin Music Education major.
She joined the pageant to inspire
her younger cousin Lee Lee and
brother Jimar to try new things.
Miss Opoku. a freshman, is a
Finance major. Miss Opoku chose to
partake in this event because she
felt that it was a once in a million
opportunity. He says that she enjoys
challenges and to be a finalist in
the pageant has proved to be a
great feat. Miss Walker, a senior,
is a Telecommunications major
and Dance minor. Miss Walker is
participating in this year's pageant
because she wanted to prove to
everyone that she can do anything
as long as she set her mind to it.
She always dreamed of being a
part a pageant, but never had the
courage to do so.
Although only one young lady
could be crowned Miss Black and
Gold, one must acknowledge that
all contestants were winners. One
would assume that the judges had
a difficult time deciding the winner
of this year's pageant. 2nd runnerup of the pageant was Chasity Allen
and 1st runner-up was Shamika
Craig. Maple Walker received the
highest honor of being crowned
2006 Miss Black and Gold.

* gentleman Is .t person who can win
without bragging, a gentleman is a person who
siderate to children, women, and old
pi ople, too great to lie, too generous to cheat,
and mo sensible to loathe, A gentleman is .i
person who lakes his share of the world's goods
and has other people take theirs.'' I would like
to -rod out my apologies lo these two young
ers and theli fraternitj ill misquoted
M these were lire flerj wolds ol (mils
MM,i n i ol Dei roil and Alex Watson of Dayton,
roung men are the new proud members
>i Omega Psi Phi I raternity Omega Psl Phi
proudlj presented Mr. Tarrant and Mr. Watson
i'! their pro show on November 8,2006. Taking
place in front of the student union, mosl of
Bowling Green State University's black student
i ommunitj was ihere to welcome these young
men as they completed their initiation rites.
liming this initiation rite, they shouted their
i Ireek alphabet, proudly sang songs from their
organization, and "stepped". As the new members of their organization, their new mission is
to bridge the gap between college and the black
community. Mr. Tarrant and Mr. Watson are
the new future African American male leaders of our
college campus and I must speak for the black student
community to say we proudly accept them.

Chasati Allen shows off her
dress at the pageant.

Black and Gold Scholarship Pageant winner.
Maple Walker, is crowned at the end of the night.

The Epsilon Theta Chapter of
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity gave
a special thank you to Marion
"missy" Howard, a Bowling Green
State University alumnus, for
her support and devotion of this
year's pageant. Ms. Howard is
a Set Design director and her
talents in her field contributed
to the pageant's success. Alpha
Phi Alpha would also like to give
a special thanks to Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority Inc., Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority Inc., Creative Minds
Movement, Black Student Union,

and Blackberry service provided
by Nextel. Without their support,
the pageant may have not been
possible. A portion of the proceeds
from this year's Miss Black and Gold
Scholarship Pageant will be donated
to the Bryan Freeman Scholarship
fund. Bryon Freeman is an Alpha
Phi Alpha member who lost his
battle with cancer. To donate to the
Bryon Freeman Scholarship, send all
donations to BGSU Foundation Inc.,
Mileti Alumni Center, Bowling Green,
OH 43403.

the pageant captured
the essence and beauty
of each young lady
in a variety of events
ranging from modeling
outfits to taking part in
the Question & Answer
portion of the show.

"A gentleman is a
person who can win
without bragging, a
gentleman is a person
who is considerate to
children, women, and
old people, too great
to lie, too generous to
cheat, and too sensible
to loathe
The new Omegas showing off their "dog faces" during initiation.
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Who's to Blame?
EDITORIAL

RESPONSE
NICK GAHERO
Editoi-in-Chief

We need to show
tolerance of ignorance
to be a successful
promoter of something
"different."

Sarah Barnes
decided to exercise
her right as a citizen
of this United States,
and express her views,
unfortunately, hers
were dense and
offensive.

f* n regards to Sarah Barnes's
opinion article in the BG News
on November 8th, the blame
Bl should not be put on the BG
News for publishing this article. I
was upset to hear that there were
many people "attacking" the paper
and the editor for the article.
As a newspaper and a citizen of
the United States, we have an
amazing privilege that so many
countries in the world are without, and that is the Freedom of
Speech. However, Free Speech has
extraordinary power, and with that
power, not only can much good
come out of it, harm can prevail

as well. Sarah Barnes decided to
exercise her right as a citizen of
this United States, and express
her views, unfortunately, hers
were dense and offensive. Now
what do we do about this? As
people of "different" color, as
people of "different" genders,
as people of "different" sexual
orientation, we have been presented with a situation. We must
do what we do best, fight. As
people of an oppressed group,
we are fighters, because if we
weren't, we wouldn't have scared
people like Sarah Barnes trying
to keep us down. Now I am not

OPINION

talking about Sarah Barnes as
an individual, but as a mindset,
and as an intolerant society. I
hope that Sarah Barnes wakes
up in the morning and turns
on the television and sees an
African American anchor, then
go to class and the teacher be
transgender, then go to work
and Serve a Latino, and then
on her way back home, she
drops her books and an Asia
American happens to be walking by and decides to stop and
help out Sarah Barnes. We are
coming up! And Sarah Barnes is
scared because she knows that we

are everywhere now. So what do
we do about her? We Educate
her. We need to show tolerance
of ignorance to be a successful
promoter of something "different." It is the most appropriate
means of handling this delicate
situation. I want Sarah Barnes
to know she was wrong! I do
not want our views imposed on
her; I want her to truly understand that her views are skewed.
Society will not educate her
properly, because it has not done
so, it is our responsibility. ■

I'm sure you heard about that horrible accident earlier... a number
of Republican candidates running from George Bush collided with a
bunch of Democratic candidates running from John Kerry."
- Jay Lena from Time.com
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET If the Democrats and Republicans had a rumble, who would win?
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My biggest concern is that
llie people in this countr> have
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equality is the homosexuals. ]
know there arelll eijtial rigbM

lot ga> couples so il people
HIM tin hange this then that is
iheu right at an American
1 he issue I CM e is when
someone who is not strai^hi
feels the need to announce
n u> ever) tingle IUI bra in
their vicinity. They want to inHealed the same as everyone
else and with ^reai fairness
Any civil person would tte.it
them with the same lespeil.isomeoncelse, but how necct
■an ISII toatngfeyouraatfou
end lurvo to announce eaohoa)
that you .lie at) ' I .no a straight
white female, but I don't fed
the urge to tell this to everyone
I come In contact with.
I prate to be treated Just like
so 1 don't attempt
to draw attention tu myself
by constantly vocali/Jiitf iiiy

sexual prelerem es
Since when baa being polM
cally correct taken such a turn
lor the worse'
Ha politician slips and say*
a general name fot an ethnic
group, forajettlngtobe PC
the\ might as well |iisl leave
i heir |oh People are so upset
at any little comment or any
little shp thai an) person with
authority makes
t.ilmei II .ilre.nK l)o\«HI
tec the troops tootling and
whining over what Mm ken\
said'Hathei than (iirmngiuln
a bunch oi overt) onaoded i nj
babies, they keep fighting for
his pompous ass to freely make
such remarks.
It's great to have a country
where we can truly all eeleta m diversity and accept

those around us.
I he people who are trying
so hard to pUafiyOUl minority
or group lobe smiled nut and
appreciated, what message is
that sending' V\e are .ill <upi.il
in thisioiiniiv so we should
.ill siait .H'ting like it.
Wc.iie.illpailnlsmha
stmngnalinn. soweiieedlo
■top getting eooflteided at
everj Hung and thovi that we
IIHI are strong individuals who
aren't constantly whining
rte greatest pan of all ■
If you truly cannot Hand ink
country and don't leeT like
making any changes, you have
the right to leas*.

saWotatata m Saafteaaatal

Marijuana reform

